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Summary

The use of shale gas as an energy resource has increased extensively over the last
decade, with emerging new technologies causing shale gas to become the largest
source of growth in the US natural-gas supply. Efficient utilization of shale-gas
resources is, however, very challenging, with wells being inherently dynamic and
fields typically consisting of hundreds of geographically distributed wells and pro-
duction pads. The characteristic system of low-permeable matrix blocks and in-
terconnecting fracture networks makes shale-gas wells particularly suited for inter-
mittent shut-in based production schemes, a property which can be utilized both
as a means of preventing liquid loading and for meeting varying gas demands and
prices. This thesis concerns the development of efficient optimization schemes and
shale-gas well- and systems models for scheduling of well shut-ins in large-scale
shale-gas systems. The thesis is divided into four parts.

The first part describes the development of novel shale well and reservoir proxy
models, together with mixed integer models for computation of shut-in times for
shale multi-well pads. The scheme applies short shut-ins in order to prevent liquid
loading in late-life wells, and tracks an assigned reference rate for a set of wells
producing at a shared pad. Following a spatial and temporal discretization of the
PDE governing the reservoir proxy model, we use logic-based generalized disjunc-
tive programming (GDP) as a basis for modeling well shut-ins and constraints
on well switchings. This formulation lends itself both to a complete MILP refor-
mulation and reduced size MINLP reformulations. A computational study shows
that the complete MILP formulation retains best computational performance for
increasing problem sizes. Moreover, we demonstrate how a structured shut-in sched-
ule prevents the oscillating rates caused by a naive shut-in approach, however, at
the expense of a complex shut-in pattern.

The second part of the thesis addresses shut-in scheduling for preventing liquid
loading in large, distributed shale multi-pad systems. The proposed scheme opti-
mizes shut-in times and a distinct reference rate for each multi-well pad, minimizing
deviations from the individual pad rates while ensuring that the total produced rate
tracks a given short-term gas demand for the entire field. An extended tuning pro-
cedure for the proxy models are presented, using prefiltering of prediction errors
as weight-selection in a least-squares formulation for parameter estimation in the
proxy models. By using an embedded GDP model for describing the states of the
system, we derive an MILP reformulation of the entire shale multi-pad scheduling
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Summary

problem. The resulting MILP model renders a block-separable structure, facilitat-
ing the solution by a Lagrangian relaxation scheme. The resulting decomposition
scheme is developed with a trust-region cutting-plane method for solving the La-
grangian dual, and a combined fixing and Local-Branching based heuristic for re-
covering primal feasible solutions from the Lagrangian.

In the third part of the thesis, the use of shut-ins is further developed as a
means of meeting seasonal varying gas demands from natural-gas power plants. To
this end, the proposed scheme argues that shale-gas reservoirs can be used to shift
storage of gas used for meeting varying demands, from separate underground stor-
age units operated by local distribution companies to the gas producers themselves.
This chapter contains slightly modified well and reservoir proxy models with a more
accurate nonlinear tubing model. Moreover, a tight convex-hull reformulation of an
GDP model is derived and utilized in the scheduling formulation. Model reformula-
tions and SOS2 approximations are applied to render a large-scale MILP, which we
solve by a Lagrangian relaxation scheme. Finally, we implement a receding horizon
strategy to address operational uncertainties and varying gas spot-price. Illustra-
tive case studies show a significant economic potential for shale-well operators by
adopting the proposed scheme, and a viable approach for generating companies to
secure a firm gas supply for meeting seasonal varying electric-power demands.

The last chapter of the thesis presents an Objective Feasibility Pump (OFP)
designed for finding good feasible solutions in short computation times for difficult
convex MINLPs. The algorithmic development uses a multi-objective optimiza-
tion formulation to systematically design a heuristic that balances the two goals
of quickly obtaining a feasible solution and preserving solution quality. A set of
user-defined parameters allows for emphasizing either short computation time or
solution quality. The efficiency of the proposed heuristic is evaluated by exten-
sive computational testing on a large set of convex MINLP test problems. As the
algorithmic framework of the OFP is quite generic, we further demonstrate appli-
cability of the proposed heuristic on nonconvex MINLPs by solving a nonlinear
shale-well scheduling problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This opening chapter presents a brief introduction to shale gas, its characteristics
and important aspects of the development of shale-gas resources. We then focus
on production related challenges in recovery of shale gas, and motivate the use
of shut-ins during production. As the modeling approach applied for performing
shut-in scheduling differs from conventional shale-gas modeling, we continue with a
review of existing shale well modeling schemes to place our approach into context.
We also include a brief introduction to large-scale mixed integer programming and
decomposition techniques. At the end of the chapter, the research objective, outline,
organization and contributions of the thesis are given.

1.1 Shale gas

Exploitation of unconventional gas resources has reshaped the distribution and un-
derstanding of the global natural-gas market. Shale gas is undoubtedly the main
source of unconventional gas supply, estimated at 67% of the share of global tech-
nical recoverable unconventional gas resources (McGlade et al., 2013), the latter
including tight gas sands and coal-bed methane. The remarkable development of
the shale-gas industry has its roots in the last decade’s shale-gas revolution in
the US, driven by continued advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic frac-
turing (HF). These technological developments have facilitated economic feasible
utilization of vast shale-gas resources that earlier were regarded as uneconomical.
Shale-gas currently constitutes more than 40% of the total US natural-gas produc-
tion, and is expected to increase to 53% by 2040 (EIA, 2014). Fig. 1.1a, displaying
a projection of US-natural gas production from different resources as given by the
US Energy Information Administration (EIA, 2014), clearly shows the expected
dominance of shale gas in the country’s natural-gas supply. A consequence of the
US shale-gas revolution has been a reduction in the country’s dependency on gas
imports, thereby increasing security of supply and energy self-sufficiency. In a global
context, this shift in the US gas market has altered the global trade connections
of conventional natural gas and LNG. Although resource estimates are more un-
certain and available gas infrastructure is more scarce, the success of US shale gas
has generated significant interest for exploring shale-gas resources other places in
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1. Introduction

the world, including Argentina, Australia, China and countries in North Africa.

(a) Current and projected US production of
shale gas and other natural-gas resources.

(b) US electricity generation by fuel.

Fig. 1.1: Prospects for developments in US shale-gas recovery and electricity generation by fuel.
From EIA (2014).

The entry of shale gas in the US has exhibited a substantial impact on both in-
dustry, economy, power production and the natural-gas market. On the one hand,
shale gas has brought economic growth to the country with increased industrial
manufacturing, and as mentioned, enhanced the security of supply for residential,
electrical and industrial use. Concerns have though been raised about sustainabil-
ity of shale-gas recovery, both in terms of environmental footprint of the extraction
process and profitability due to low gas prices, creating a comprehensive and di-
verse debate on viability of the dry-gas shale industry, e.g. Engelder (2011); Hou
et al. (2012); Hughes (2013); Jenner and Lamadrid (2013). Another challenge has
been the public acceptance of shale gas in some areas, mainly due to concerns about
groundwater contamination and the high volumes of water required for hydraulic
fracturing stimulation. Water management is consequently an important aspect for
sustainable shale-gas recovery, with the industry currently moving towards com-
plete recycling of the flowback fluids (Engelder, 2011; Jenner and Lamadrid, 2013).
Natural gas is expected to be a bridge fuel towards increased low-carbon generation
and renewable energies (IEA, 2012), with abundant reserves of unconventional gas,
and in particular shale gas, feeding the natural-gas value chain. As natural gas pro-
duces less than half of the carbon dioxide emissions from coal (Hou et al., 2012),
an important part of the expected growth in natural-gas electricity generation,
cf. Fig. 1.1b, is due to an expected replacement of coal-fired power plants with
high efficiency combined-cycle natural-gas power plants to reduce CO2 emissions
(Macmillan et al., 2013). The shale-gas boom has caused US gas prices to plunge,
putting high pressure on costs and profitability of dry-gas shale fields. However,
without sufficiently high CO2 taxes, the competitiveness of natural gas as a substi-
tute for coal in electricity generation relies heavily on a sustained low gas price. As
such, with the electric power sector constituting a major end-customer for shale-gas
producers, and shale gas being a major feedstock for natural-gas power plants, there
is a clear interdependency between these sectors in terms of economic feasibility.

2



1.1. Shale gas

Being an unconventional gas resource, shale gas distinguishes itself from conven-
tional resources in several ways. From a geological point of view, shale-gas basins
differ from conventional gas reservoirs since the rock is both the seal preventing gas
from emigrating to the surface and the source rock storing the organic rich content
at the same time. Gas can be stored in ultra-tight shale formations both as free
gas in porous spaces and natural fractures of the shale rock, and as absorbed gas
within organic material (Cipolla et al., 2010). With permeabilities ranging from
10−6 to 10−3 mD1 (Cipolla et al., 2010; Shelley et al., 2008), the inherent tightness
of shales impedes gas to flow freely through the formation, necessitating stimulation
with hydraulic fracturing to create conductive channels and fractures transporting
gas from the formation and into horizontal wellbores. Depending on the formation
characteristics, existence of natural-fracture networks and major stress compo-
nents, the high-pressurized HF stimulation may both crush the rock close to the
wellbore and create longer and more extensive fractures penetrating the formation
(Warpinski et al., 2005; Cipolla et al., 2010). In both cases, HF stimulation releases
large volumes of gas stored in the stimulated area, causing the characteristic initial
peak rate for shale-gas wells. At the end of this initially released gas, the rate de-
clines rapidly, with production of gas now being driven by high pressure gradients
between the highly conductive fractures and the low-permeable shale matrix.

Economic development of shale-gas assets contains many steps and involves
massive logistics. During the initial phase of field development, the first challenge
often met relates to land regulations and lease- contracts and costs. The composi-
tion of land ownership and regulations in the area where the wells are to be drilled
are decisive for this initial phase. In the US, for example, the land is often pri-
vately owned, requiring fees for leasing of acreage, a lease bonus if gas is found
and royalties for the gas produced (Kaiser, 2012). To compare, the land in Canada
is mainly owned by the government, giving a different set up of leasing contracts,
environmental regulations and often high federal taxes on the gas produced. Fo-
cusing on US shale gas, a common field-exploration strategy is to divide an area
into blocks of fairly equal size, with subsequent drilling of an appraisal well in
each acreage. Appraisal wells are often vertical to save drilling costs (Jenkins and
Boyer, 2008), and serve the purpose of providing basin information such as gas con-
tent and saturations, organic-matter characteristics, permeabilities and formation
thickness. The collected information is then used by the operating companies to
construct some type of geological model to support well-placement decisions and
design of stimulation procedures for wells to be drilled in the area.

Areas containing the most encouraging appraisal wells are further explored,
either by extending the appraisal wells with a horizontal section to prepare for
hydraulic fracturing, or drilling and completion of one or more pilot wells. This
stage of the field development aims at demonstrating that sufficient gas rates can
be recovered, in order to decide whether a full field development is economically
viable before surface processing equipment is installed and the wells are connected
with gathering pipelines to transmission networks.

1milli-Darcy is the established field unit for permeability. The SI unit for permeability is m2,
with conversion factor 1mD = 9.87 × 10−16m2 (Whitson and Brule, 2000), but it is rarely used
for shale-gas reservoirs.

3



1. Introduction

Fig. 1.2: Illustration of shale-gas multi-well pads. Source: Statoil.com.

The progress of the subsequent part of a field development depends highly on
the topology of surrounding terrain and landscape, accessibility to a gas trans-
mission network and state regulations. Some wells are completed and produced as
standalone wells without sharing surface production equipment, with other wells
drilled in the vicinity. There is, however, a clear trend towards extensive use of
multi-well pads (Stefik and Paulson, 2011), where multiple wells are drilled from
the same location as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Benefits from using multi-well pads are
numerous. By sharing drilling and completion equipment and crew, water pipelines
and storage pits for fracturing water, and production equipment such as separa-
tors and storage tanks for any co-produced gas-condensates, operators are able
to reduce costs substantially. Many places, particularly in developments of the
Marcellus formation, significant efforts have been made to minimize the footprint
caused by shale-gas extraction. Multi-well pads help reducing the impact by re-
quiring less roads, reduced gathering pipeline networks and less interference of the
landscape surrounding the well cites. The number of wells drilled at a multi-well
pad ranges from 3-4 wells to more than 20 (Kennedy et al., 2012). Completed wells
are connected via gathering pipelines to a shared compression unit, or directly to
a transmission pipeline if the wellhead pressure is sufficiently high. Compressor
stations may either be operated by midstream companies in the natural-gas value
chain, or by the well operator, particularly for larger companies.

Field development of shale-gas assets is a continuous process that lasts through-
out the entire life-time of a field. The characteristic steep decline rate of shale-gas
wells (Jenkins and Boyer, 2008; Baihly et al., 2010) require operators to contin-
uously drill new wells and explore the organic rich formation to offset decline in
overall field productivity. New wells are hence drilled at a high frequency, although
some attempts have been made on refracturing of existing wells (King, 2010).
The sustained low US gas price resulting from the shale-gas boom has put a high
pressure on well economics in dry-gas fields, requiring operators to keep costs at
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1.1. Shale gas

(a) Storage tanks. (b) Water pit.

Fig. 1.3: Example of a surface system with pipelines, valves and storage tanks for co-produced
condensates (a), and a water pit for recycling of fracturing and co-produced water (b).

a minimum. Existing surface equipment and infrastructure are hence extensively
utilized when new wells are drilled and set to produce, eventually reducing surplus
capacity of the initially installed gathering and processing system when the number
of wells in a field increases. Well operators end up with fields containing a large
number of geographically distributed standalone wells and multi-well pads, thus
adding significant challenges in terms of well maintenance, control and production
optimization.

1.1.1 Shale-gas production and operational challenges

At the end of hydraulic fracturing completion of shale wells, it is common opera-
tional practice to shut in wells for some weeks or months, either immediately after
completion or after flow-back for a few days (Cheng, 2012; Fakcharoenphol et al.,
2013), causing a delay in selling the gas. Cheng (2012) observed that such extended
initial shut-in periods may significantly reduce water rates and increase gas rates,
while not affecting long-term gas production. Once the well is flown back, massive
volumes of fracturing water must still be captured, cleaned and stored for later us-
age, although for many wells only 10-25% of the pumped water is recovered due to
water imbibition in the shale matrix blocks (Cheng, 2012; Makhanov et al., 2013).
The initial gas rate, whether directly after fracturing water is flown back or after
an extended shut-in period, tends to be very high and hence important for the well
economics. During this phase, the wells are often choked back for several reasons:
Too high gas velocities may damage surface equipment, and possibly cause erosion
on pipeline walls if gas rates exceed pipelines design-rates. Moreover, the capacity
of shared pipelines and separators may be exceeded. Finally, it has been observed
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that initial chocking of well flow may lead to improved long-term productivity
compared to wells that are produced unrestricted (Okouma et al., 2012).
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Fig. 1.4: Illustration of an ”ideal”, though non-realistic, continuous production (red line), the
cyclic shut-in scheme with a fixed shut-in time (blue line), and an illustration of erratic meta-
stable production (green line).

The initial peak or plateau rate from shale-gas wells, the latter enabled by initial
choking, is followed by a characteristic steep decline and subsequent low, so-called
pseudo steady-state rates as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Shale-gas wells may produce at
these pseudo steady-state rates for some hundred days or even for years, depending
on the well and reservoir properties. Along with the slow but steady decline in the
pseudo steady-state rates, comes one of the foremost operational challenges of shale-
gas wells, which is to prevent the state of well liquid loading (Redden, 2012; Sutton
et al., 2010; Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Awoleke and Lane, 2011; Lea and Nickens,
2004; Whitson et al., 2012). This state is reached when the pressure support in the
well is insufficient to lift co-produced liquids to the surface, causing accumulation of
liquids in the wellbore and thereby increased bottomhole hydrostatic backpressure.
Accumulated liquids may be due to some low saturation of water in the formation,
gas condensates, or left-over water injected during HF stimulation (Whitson et al.,
2012). Onset of liquid loading in gas wells can be recognized by highly erratic and
unstable gas rates, a sharp drop in the decline curve (Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Lea
and Nickens, 2004) or as semi-stabilization of the production rate at significantly
lower levels (Dousi et al., 2006; Whitson et al., 2012), i.e. at so-called meta-stable
rates, illustrated by the green erratic rates in Fig. 1.4. Liquid loading severely
deteriorates operations of gas wells, possibly causing large liquid slugs that must
be captured by the wellhead separators, and requires some remedial operational
procedures.
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The most common remedies for gas-well liquid loading are installing tubing in
the vertical part of the wellbore to increase flow velocity (if not installed initially),
installing a pump or plunger-lift system, or using gas lift if water rates are high
and the well is very productive. Gas-lift is rarely applied for dry-gas shale wells
due to the installation cost and marginal profit of many wells, whereas plunger-lift
seems to be widely used both in shale and tight gas systems, see e.g. Stevenson
and O’Shea (2006); Tang (2009); Kravits et al. (2011). Plunger-lift is an artificial-
lift technique, based on installing a metal plunger in the tubing to supply a solid
interface between the gas and liquids to be lifted, and using the energy of gas ex-
panding in the annulus during a shut-in to lift to the surface both the plunger and
liquids accumulated in the tubing once the well is re-opened. Production with a
plunger lift system implies an intermittent shut-in and production scheme. Efficient
operations with plunger-lift systems rely on good control and optimization of the
flowing, after-flowing and shut-in cycle, which may be complex (Tang, 2009; Gas-
barri and Wiggins, 2001), particularly for multi-well systems producing to shared
surface facilities. From the literature, however, it does not seem to be a common
understanding of the actual effect of the solid interface provided by a plunger for
increasing the volume of lifted liquids, as most models neglect liquid fallback when
the plunger rises (Lea, 1982; Marcano, 1994; Gasbarri and Wiggins, 2001). Tang
(2009), on the other hand, includes this effect in a high fidelity model, and reports
that almost no liquid remains in front of the plunger when hitting the wellhead.
Whitson et al. (2012) develop an alternative cyclic production strategy to plunger
lift for eliminating liquid loading in low-permeability tight-gas wells. Compared to
plunger lift, this scheme does not rely on installing a metal device in the tubing.
Moreover, the scheme is based on shutting in wells before liquids accumulate in the
wellbore, ensuring that production is always above the critical gas rate qgc needed
to continuously remove co-produced liquids in the wellbore (Turner et al., 1969).
This scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.4 for a fixed shut-in time, with the critical rate
computed by the correlation given in Coleman et al. (1991). The scheme utilizes
both pressure build-up in the well and in the stimulated close-wellbore region to
regain a gas rate above qgc once the well is re-opened. An added benefit of this
scheme is that eliminates safety issues of a free moving metal-plunger moving at
high velocities to the surface.

In addition to operational issues related to liquid loading, operators must also
adapt daily routines and operations to various planned and unplanned events. This
includes well and surface-equipment maintenance, fluctuations in surface line pres-
sures, well testing, sudden fall in gas production, and shut down of production due
to fracturing in nearby wells (King, 2010). Challenges in terms of adapting daily
operations to such events depend on the field infrastructure, the size and distri-
bution of the interconnected pipeline network between wells, available rate and
pressure measurements, and the integrity of each well and production pad. That
is, if the wellhead pressure or only a shut-in choke can be remotely controlled, how
much surface production equipment that is shared, and if production scheduling
is coordinated between the wells. Considering the distributed nature of shale-gas
installations and the fact that most fields eventually contain several hundreds of
wells, operators may clearly benefit from having a well defined production plan and
a decision support tool (DST) for optimizing their operations.
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1.1.2 Shut-ins of shale-gas wells

The characteristic system of highly conductive fracture networks and low perme-
able, ultra-tight shale matrix blocks enables the use of shut-ins of shale-gas wells in
a distinct way compared conventional oil and gas wells. This reservoir characteris-
tic is the basis for the previously mentioned cyclic production scheme proposed by
Whitson et al. (2012) to prevent liquid loading. As demonstrated through the cyclic
shut-in simulation shown in Fig. 1.4, shale-gas wells exhibit an immediate peak-rate
after shut-ins. This phenomenon has been observed in production data with iso-
lated shut-ins, e.g. King (2010); Valkó (2009); Jayakumar et al. (2011); Jayakumar
and Rai (2014), although, as mentioned in the previous section, most frequently
related to an initial shut-in period (Cheng, 2012; Makhanov et al., 2013). Shut-ins
of shale-gas wells have also been performed and studied related to the plunger-lift
technique, however, with durations of minutes or hours. The effectiveness of ap-
plying shut-ins to shale-gas wells, both as a means of preventing liquid loading and
as a mechanism for production optimization with respect to varying demands and
prices, has though received little attention.

The ability to efficiently perform shut-ins of shale-gas wells is associated with
high pressure gradients caused by the difference in conductivity of low-permeable
shale matrix blocks and the interconnected fracture network. After initial depletion
of gas released by the HF stimulation, the shale matrix blocks act as a source term
with almost no pressure depletion, feeding gas slowly into the fracture system.
During shut-ins, the sustained high pressure gradients will cause gas to continue
flowing into the fractures and wellbore. This recharge of gas in the fractures, as well
as the gas expansion itself, increases the well and near-wellbore pressure. Once a
well is reopened, the gas recharged in fractures causes the characteristic peak rate
shown in Fig. 1.4.

The two main factors controlling the volume of gas recovered after a shut-in of
dry and semi-dry shale-gas wells are the shut-in length and formation permeability.
Fig. 1.5 demonstrates the impact of these parameters on the efficiency of performing
cyclic shut-ins on shale-gas wells as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The figure shows total
recovery after a fixed 10 year simulation horizon, normalized against the cumulative
production obtained if the well is continuously produced, i.e. with no shut-ins, as
shown with a red dotted line in Fig. 1.4. This is the maximal recovery a well can
obtain, and assumes implicitly an ideal, unrealistic production profile with no liquid
loading occurring, or some ”miraculous” means of continuously removing liquids
from the wellbore. The simulations are performed using a high-fidelity shale-gas
model implemented in the state-of-the-art reservoir simulation software SENSOR
(SENSOR, 2011), see Knudsen et al. (2014c). Cumulative production is collected
at the end of the fixed ten year prediction horizon. For each simulated formation
permeability km, 0% shut-in time corresponds to continuous production, giving a
normalized recovery of 1 as shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 1.5. Each time the
gas rate hits the lower (critical) rate qgc, computed by the correlation in Coleman
et al. (1991), the well is shut in for a predefined, minimum time, and reopened once
the pressure is sufficiently built-up to regain a flowrate above qgc.

From Fig. 1.5, it is evident that the combination of low formation permeabil-
ities and shale reservoir’s characteristic fracture-matrix system allow shut-ins to
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be applied with very little loss of cumulative production. For the lower range of
simulated permeabilities, the given dry-gas shale-well realization used for the simu-
lation allows the well to be shut-in more than 50% of total operation time while still
recovering nearly 100% of the maximum recovery obtained by the idealized contin-
uous production scenario. This property is unique for fractured shale and tight-gas
reservoirs; the mentioned combination of fracture matrix systems and correspond-
ing high reservoir pressure gradients cause the magnitude of the subsequent peak
rate after a shut-in to immediately recover almost all production temporarily lost
during shut-in. Thereby, there is a negligible difference in cumulative production
compared to continued production at low pseudo steady-state rates as shown by
the red line in Fig. 1.4. This property prevents any significant reduction in net
present value (NPV) for shale wells applying the shut-in approach. In comparison,
considering a conventional high-permeability gas reservoirs and a fixed horizon as
used in Fig. 1.5, the temporary loss in production during a shut-in would not be
recovered before after the end of the prediction horizon, that is, after the end of
the time horizon shown in the shut-in illustration in Fig. 1.4, thus reducing NPV
significantly. Observe that the given value of shut-in rate qgc impacts the ratio of
shut-in and production time; a lower value of this rate would generally cause a
longer production time before the well must again be shut in, thereby reducing the
total percentage time the well is shut-in. The critical rate is, however, in practice
determined by properties of the well, see Turner et al. (1969).
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It is important to note that above a certain percentage total shut-in time the
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recovery suddenly drops, eventually leading to loss in NPV and as such reducing
the economic viability of performing this type of shut-in schemes on shale-gas wells.
Moreover, shut-ins are generally undesirable for operators during the initial peak
production and rate transient, where much of the revenue of a well is gained, cf. Fig.
1.4. Nevertheless, it is clear that fractured shale-gas wells with low permeabilities
are particularly suitable for intermittent shut-in schemes. Shut-ins may as such
both be used to prevent liquid loading and thereby stabilize production, but also
as a means of scheduling production with respect to varying demands and prices,
so as to increase revenue for well operators, while meeting predicted or varying
seasonal gas demands from end-users. The latter type of utilization translates to
using shale-gas reservoirs as a type of gas storage, a property which is explored in
Knudsen et al. (2014c).

Performing well shut-ins in large, distributed shale-gas systems naturally present
challenges for operators. Depending on well characteristics and duration of shut-ins,
the wells may produce very high peak rates after being re-opened, and subsequently
very low rates. This behavior of the wells may lead to undesirable pressure and
flowrate oscillations in the surface pipelines. Wells that share surface equipment
may also benefit from a structured shut-in schedule to prevent violating capacity
constraints. With the number of wells running into the hundreds, some producing
at high initial rates and some at low, possible erratic rates, there is a clear incen-
tive to construct scheduling plans, either in terms of a decision support tool for
operators, or eventually as an automatic, possibly closed-loop, scheme for multi-
well shale-gas shut-in scheduling, which allows for including flexible production
objectives and constraints.

1.2 Simplified systems modeling of shale-gas wells

This section contains a brief review of the most commonly applied techniques for
modeling shale-gas wells and reservoirs. The section further contains a brief de-
scription of general-purpose modeling techniques in predictive control and system
identification, as well as conventional proxy-modeling schemes in reservoir mod-
eling. The chosen proxy-modeling approach applied for shut-in scheduling is then
placed into context of these different modeling techniques.

1.2.1 Shale-gas reservoir modeling

Gas flow and pressure behavior in fractured shale and tight-gas reservoirs is com-
plex and made up of several components. Much work has been done to understand
and develop detailed numerical models of the reservoir flow mechanisms, as well as
developing simple static forecasting models with the objective of estimating long-
term recovery rates. Below we give a brief description and associated references,
without being exhaustive, to these two modeling approaches.

The two most commonly applied basis models for matrix-fracture systems in
shale and tight-gas reservoirs are the dual-porosity model for naturally fractured
reservoirs, introduced by Warren and Root (1963) and Kazemi (1969), and fully
discretized single-porosity dual-permeability models (Cipolla et al., 2010). Dual
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porosity systems model the fracture and rock matrix-blocks as two distinct media
with different properties. The main difference between the numerous variants of
dual-porosity models that have been developed, lies in modeling of the flow between
the two media, and the imposed geometry of fractures and shale matrix blocks
(Carlson and Mercer, 1991; El-Banbi, 1998; Medeiros et al., 2010; Ozkan et al.,
2011). Even though these models intuitively fit the matrix-fracture system of shale-
gas reservoirs, their idealized cube-based geometry and need to set reservoir specific
coefficients such as matrix storativity and interporosity flow, often leads to a lack
of accuracy in the longterm transient flow behavior in shales (Cipolla et al., 2010).

The approach of directly discretizing the entire system of shale-matrix blocks
and fracture network (Cipolla et al., 2010) renders high modeling flexibility. In
this approach, the reservoir is treated as one media or continuum, using a sin-
gle porosity but dual permeability representation of the matrix-fracture system,
i.e. one low formation-permeability for the rock matrix-blocks and a correspond-
ing high permeability for fractures. The fracture permeability can be adjusted to
achieve an appropriate fracture conductivity, defined as the product of the fracture
permeability and width (Cipolla et al., 2010). Applying full discretization of the
reservoir facilitates long-term shale reservoir characteristics such as gas desorp-
tion and stress-dependent fracture permeability, that is, reduction of permeability
when pressure drops. Moreover, the scheme may account for complex natural and
hydraulically induced fracture networks, and transient effects caused by non-Darcy
flow in the fractures (Cipolla et al., 2010). The clear disadvantage of the full dis-
cretization scheme is its often poor numerical efficiency. Upscaling is hence normally
applied (Cipolla et al., 2010; Wilson and Durlofsky, 2013; Knudsen et al., 2014b),
using for instance logarithmic grid refinements around the fractures. Other refer-
ences to this shale reservoir modeling approach include Mayerhofer et al. (2010);
Economides and Wang (2010) and Freeman et al. (2013). Several general-purpose
modeling schemes for fractured reservoirs have also been adapted and applied to
shale-gas reservoir modeling, see for instance Karimi-Farad et al. (2004). Observe
that very few numerical shale reservoir modeling approaches apply direct multi-
well modeling. Although interference effects may occur during HF stimulation and
hence alter the effective stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) (Mayerhofer et al.,
2005), the common approach is to account for these effects by changing the frac-
ture geometry and distribution in a single well model. Possible well and fracture
interference effects consist nevertheless of slow dynamics with long transients.

A widespread technique for forecasting long-term recovery rates in shale-gas
reservoirs is the use of static, semi-analytical or empirical models (El-Banbi, 1998;
Ilk et al., 2008; Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Bello and Wattenbarger, 2010; Nobakht
et al., 2012). Many operators tend to avoid numerical models in favor of these
types of models due to their ease of construction and maintenance (Ambrose et al.,
2011), as well as ease of use in history matching of production data, i.e. parameter
estimation, and estimation of original gas in place. These classes of forecasting tools
are mainly based on either Arp’s hyperbolic decline curves (Arps, 1945), or the so-
called square-root-of-time analysis introduced by El-Banbi (1998). Although these
models may be sufficiently accurate and good in matching production data, they all
assume operation at constant bottomhole pressure or constant rate. Consequently,
these models are not suited for optimization of intermittent shut-in schemes or
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other dynamic production optimization schemes.

All of the above shale reservoir modeling schemes have been constructed both
with Cartesian geometry, e.g. Cipolla et al. (2010); Medeiros et al. (2010), and
cylindrical geometry (Economides and Wang, 2010; Larsen and Hegre, 1994; Knud-
sen and Foss, 2013). The two most commonly applied matrix-fracture geometries
are the so-called slab model, illustrated in Fig. 1.7, and cube or fracture-network
models (Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Cipolla et al., 2010). Slab models construct the
matrix-fracture geometry as a fixed number of hydraulically induced, planar frac-
tures emanating from the horizontal wellbore and fully penetrating the reservoir
thickness, cf. Fig 1.7. Cube models are similar, but also presumes existence of
natural fractures that are parallel to the horizontal wellbore, hence creating a rect-
angular fracture network with the hydraulically induced fractures, cf. Fig 1.6a. The
most suitable geometry will hence depend on the formation the well is drilled into,
if larger networks of natural fractures are likely to exist, and the stimulation design
for the well. More randomized fracture-patterns may also be considered (Knudsen,
2011; Jayakumar et al., 2011). On longer horizons, however, local pressure depletion
in the rock matrix-blocks between the fractures may lead to a ”homogenization”
of the matrix-fracture system, causing different matrix-fracture geometries to lead
to similar production profiles (Knudsen, 2011; Jayakumar et al., 2011).

Note that the backpressure equation and conventional inflow performance re-
lationship models, see e.g. Fetkovich (1980) and (Golan and Whitson, 1991, Ch.
2), are normally not applied to shale-gas reservoirs, as these models assume steady
state flow, whereas the long transient behavior of shale-gas wells cause these wells
to never reach such a state. Consequently, a constant drainage area is essentially
never established during the life-time of a shale-gas well.

(a) Snapshot of grid pressure (at 850 days)
in a high-fidelity shale-gas reservoir model.

Well

Horizontal wellbore

High-conductivity
volume

Low permeability,
non-stimulated volume

”Crushed-zone”
transition region

(b) Illustration of the radial composite
shale-gas reservoir proxy model.

Fig. 1.6: Conceptual illustration of the SRV based proxy modeling approach (Knudsen and Foss,
2013)
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Fig. 1.7: Illustration of slab matrix-fracture geometry and the section used in the explicit
fracture-modeling proxy (Knudsen et al., 2014b).

1.2.2 Proxy and black-box modeling

Proxy models, also known as surrogate or meta models, have been developed and
applied in many contexts of reservoir modeling and management. Proxy modeling
is applied within a wide range of statistics and engineering disciplines, and its
definition is somewhat vague. However, common for all types of proxy models is the
attempt to replace a complex model or system description with a simpler and more
efficient model, while still retaining sufficient accuracy for the given application.

Within the domain of reservoir modeling and production optimization, com-
monly applied data driven proxy modeling techniques include polynomial regres-
sion, response-surface models and artificial neural networks (Bieker et al., 2007).
Each of these types of proxy-modeling schemes are examples of nonlinear black-box
model structures used within system identification (Ljung, 1999, Ch. 5.4-5.5). In
comparison, the most commonly applied model structures in linear system identi-
fication are finite impulse response models, families of transfer functions and linear
state-space models (Sjöberg et al. (1995); Ljung (1999, Ch. 4.2)). System iden-
tification with these types of model structures may be applied with very little a
priori knowledge of the system, with an acceptable model fit often obtained in
a trial-and-error fashion with parameter estimation and testing of different model
structures. Although these types of black-box modeling approaches may be very ef-
ficient and in fact highly suitable for many applications, the intrinsic disadvantage
lies in not considering relevant underlying physics of the system. System behavior
that is not observable in the given input data may hence be lost, i.e. not captured
in the model, causing loss of accuracy, particularly for longer prediction horizons.
Black-box proxy models may both be constructed directly from (filtered) produc-
tion data, or via construction of a high-fidelity model as illustrated in Fig. 1.8.

Gray-box modeling tries to combine physical insight and prior knowledge of
the system when selecting model structure and parameters to achieve the required
performance of the model (Tulleken, 1993; Thompson and Kramer, 1994; Sjöberg
et al., 1995). This types of modeling is also referred to as a semi-physical ap-
proach, where the model structure may be mainly mechanistic, but augmented
with stochastic elements, empirical relations and parameters that are not necessar-
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Fig. 1.8: Connections between different modeling approaches for shale-gas wells.

ily physically interpretable (Johansen and Foss, 1997). Gray-box modeling often
provides a good compromise for constructing small sized and sufficiently accurate
proxy models, compared to rigorous physical modeling, which may be expensive to
construct and render prohibitive large problem sizes, and black-box models that
are not compatible with physical reality (Tulleken, 1993).

Proxy models, belonging to the category of reduced-order models (ROMs), may
also be considered in conjunction with model-reduction techniques, particularly for
systems governed by partial differential equations (PDEs) such as shale-gas reser-
voirs, also referred to as distributed parameter systems in system identification.
Construction of ROM from PDEs relies on explicit knowledge of the underlying
model equations, using a model-reduction technique such as proper orthogonal de-
composition to reduce the size of the model, e.g. Kerschen et al. (2005); Cardoso
and Durlofsky (2010); Suwartadi (2012). The efficiency and accuracy of this type
of ROM construction depend on several factors, including accuracy of the detailed
high-fidelity model and its degree of nonlinearity (Cardoso and Durlofsky, 2010),
the model-reduction technique’s ability to sufficiently reduce the model size, and
the level of details to be retained in the proxy model. The obvious drawback of
this approach is as illustrated in Fig. 1.8 is the need to first derive and construct
the high-fidelity model before generating the proxy/ROM model.

1.2.3 Dynamic proxy modeling of shale-gas reservoir

The two categories of commonly applied shale well modeling schemes described in
Section 1.2.1, detailed numerical modeling and static decline-curve approaches, are
both inadequate for optimizing time-varying shut-ins of shale multi-well systems in
a scheduling or model predictive control (MPC) type of context. Shale-gas reser-
voirs do however contain special structures that can be exploited. This favors a
gray-box approach with first principal physics, using knowledge of physical prop-
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Fig. 1.9: The accuracy of different modeling approaches for shale-gas wells with respect to
prediction time.

erties of gas flow and available input production data as shown in Fig. 1.8, rather
than a pure black-box approach. This choice is also related to the appropriate time
scale of prediction for different shale well modeling approaches as shown in Fig.
1.9. Depending on tuning and size of the model, as well as the actual behavior
of the well, a semi-physical gray-box approach may be designed to be sufficiently
accurate also for fairly long predictions as shown in the same figure. It is also
worth commenting that from a practical perspective, a proxy model preserving
physical interpretation is also more likely to be accepted by reservoir engineers and
operators when integrated in a decision-support tool.

The development of the shale-gas reservoir proxy model uses as its basis the
parabolic PDE describing one-dimensional isothermal flow of real gas through
porous media,

φ
∂

∂t

[
p

Z(p)

]
= ∇

(
k

p

µ(p)Z(p)
∇p
)
, (1.1)

see e.g. Al-Hussainy et al. (1966) or Aziz and Settari (1979, Ch. 2). In (1.1), p is
pressure, φ is porosity, Z(p) is the real gas compressibility factor, k is permeability,
µ(p) is gas viscosity and ∇ is the divergence operator. The PDE (1.1) is derived by
using the law of mass conservation, and assuming Darcy’s law, single phase gas and
constant porosity. To account for the pressure variations of µ(p) and Z(p) shown
in Fig. 1.10, we use the variable transformation

m(p) := 2

∫ p

pb

p′

µ(p′)Z(p′)
dp′, (1.2)

known as gas pseudopressure (Al-Hussainy et al., 1966). The pseudopressure m(p)
hence corresponds to the integral of the red line in Fig. 1.10, with pb being a low
base-pressure. By further assuming negligible rock compressibility and using the
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definition of isothermal gas compressibility (Whitson and Brule, 2000, Ch. 3),
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where T is temperature and ρ is real gas density, the PDE (1.1) can be reformulated
in terms of m(p),

φµ(p)c(p)
∂m

∂t
= ∇ (k∇m) . (1.4)

Using the PDE (1.4) as basis, Knudsen et al. (2012); Knudsen and Foss (2013)
and Knudsen et al. (2014b), respectively, constructs two differnt shale-gas reservoir
proxy models of equal complexity but different approximations and geometries of
the matrix-fracture system. The model developed in Knudsen et al. (2012) and
Knudsen and Foss (2013) approximates the fracture system or stimulated reservoir
volume (SRV) (Mayerhofer et al., 2010) as one big highly conductive volume as
shown in Fig. 1.6a. The approximated fracture-system volume may either consist
of a network with hydraulically induced and preexisting natural fractures assumed
parallel with the horizontal wellbore, or the volume may consist of only multiple
planar transverse fractures along the wellbore as shown in Knudsen and Foss (2013)
and Knudsen et al. (2014a). Between this high-conductivity volume and the un-
stimulated outer volume shown in Fig. 1.6a, we include a crushed-rock volume with
an intermediate permeability of the two other volumes. These three volumes are
connected together as a radial composite model shown in Fig. 1.6b, consequently
expanding the divergence operator on right-hand side of (1.4) in a cylindrical co-
ordinate system.
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The second shale-gas reservoir proxy model (Knudsen et al., 2014b) applies
explicit modeling of a single transverse fracture and the adjacent shale matrix
block. This type of shale reservoir proxy-modeling approach may be regarded as a
simplified variant of the category Mohaghegh (2013) in a recent publication refers
to as explicit hydraulic fracturing (EHF) models. The model applies the previously
mentioned matrix-fracture slab geometry illustrated in Fig. 1.7, using a Cartesian
geometry and assuming that the fractures are symmetric around the wellbore and
equally spaced. The dominating direction of the flow in the low-permeable shale
matrix blocks is orthogonal to the fractures, i.e. in the x-direction, referred to as
linear flow (Bello and Wattenbarger, 2010; El-Banbi, 1998). As the pressure drop in
the fractures are negligible due to high fracture conductivity (Knudsen, 2011), we
can construct a proxy model for a linear flow regime by only considering a quarter
section of the slab-fracture system as illustrated by the orange rectangle in Fig.
1.7. In this case, the divergence operator in (1.4) is naturally expanded in a one-
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Note that this model does not account
for radial inflow into the fractures (Bello and Wattenbarger, 2010), or external
radial inflow into fractures from the unstimulated volumes outside the stimulated
region, cf. Fig. 1.7.

The pseudopressure-based PDE (1.4) is still nonlinear due to pressure depen-
dency of the product µ(p)c(p). Including the pressure variations of this product is
more involved (Reynolds et al., 1987), causing further variable transformations, ap-
proximations or linearization techniques to be applied. Rather than applying the
conventional technique of evaluating µ(p)c(p) at initial conditions (Al-Hussainy
et al., 1966) or some other predefined pressure, we include this product in a pa-
rameter estimation scheme to achieve a preferred performance of the proxy model
(Knudsen and Foss, 2013; Knudsen et al., 2014a). This approach is described for
the cylindrical SRV-based proxy model in Chapter 2 and 3, and for the slab-based
proxy model in Appendix A. Observe that by treating the compressibility c(p) as a
constant, we mimic the equation for a slightly compressible fluid (Aziz and Settari,
1979), leaving (1.4) as a semi-linear parabolic PDE (Ockendon et al., 2003, Ch.
1.3) as k is assumed to be independent of pressure.

Treating the product µ(p)c(p) as constant parameters renders the possibility
of obtaining a linear discretization of (1.4). To this end we apply finite difference
approximations of the time and spatial derivatives. Central difference approxima-
tions are applied to the divergence operator on the right-hand side of (1.4), the
spatially varying permeability k, and associated Neumann boundary conditions,
giving second-order accuracy. The first-order accurate Backwards Euler’s method
is applied for time discretization. Details on the discretization of the cylindrical
proxy model can be found in Knudsen et al. (2012), while the reader is further
referred to (Aziz and Settari, 1979, Ch. 3) and (Abou-Kassem et al., 2006, Ch.
4-5) for more details on finite difference discretization of the two reservoir proxy
models. The complete discretization secures an implicit, consistent, uncondition-
ally stable and dissipative scheme (Strikwerda, 2004, Ch. 6.3). Several different
finite difference schemes for (1.4) may be considered such as the Crank-Nicolsons
scheme, see Strikwerda (2004, Ch. 6) for more details. Another possibility is to
use a semi-discretization (also known as the method of lines) or the finite element
method for discretizing the right-hand side of (1.4), leaving a set of ordinary dif-
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ferential equations (ODEs) where the time derivative of m may be subsequently
discretized by a higher-order accurate orthogonal collocation on finite elements, see
Biegler (2010, Ch. 10).

The two related proxy models with geometries shown in Fig. 1.6b and 1.7,
respectively, may in general be applied interchangeably. The most suitable model
structure will depend on the reservoir characteristics, in particular the assumed
fracture distribution and geometry, and the application of the model. This is further
elaborated in the chapters containing applications of the respective proxy models.

1.2.4 Well and surface system modeling

The inherent dynamic interactions between the low permeable shale matrix blocks
and the highly conductive fracture networks are the most essential dynamics to
describe gas production from shale wells. Shale-gas wells, however, rarely contain
bottomhole control valves or measurement units, and are hence almost invariably
controlled through wellhead valves. A complete shale well proxy model must there-
fore contain a coupling of the wellbore-tubing gas flow and the reservoir model,
covering essential expected features of the well performance.

A commonly applied technique when coupling wellbore and reservoir flow is to
use a static wellbore or tubing model in connection with a dynamic reservoir model
(Chupin et al., 2007; Chen, 2007), or conversely, using a transient multiphase well-
bore model with a static inflow relationship from the reservoir, e.g. Tang (2009);
Stevenson and O’Shea (2006). Within scheduling and production optimization of
petroleum systems, however, both the reservoir and wellbore are often described
by static models, e.g. Kosmidis et al. (2005). A fundamental challenge when cou-
pling dynamic well and reservoir flow is the different time scales of the models
(Coats et al., 2004). Choosing whether to include dynamics in the entire or parts
of the reservoir-to-surface system, and in the latter case, in which section of the
system to include dynamics, depends consequently on the application and associ-
ated time scale of the model. Integrated multi-well reservoir and surface models
of shale and tight gas systems are limited. Stevenson and O’Shea (2006) present a
case study for modeling of a large-scale tight-gas gathering system, using a nodal-
analysis technique with static models of the wells, pressure loss in pipelines, and
the compressor-capacity curves. The model objective in this study is simulation of
pipeline pressure loss and compressor fuel usage in a system with 1150 wells and
many miles of pipelines. Tang (2009) presents a model of tight-gas multi-well pads
running simultaneous plunger-lift systems, using a static reservoir inflow model
and a dynamic multi-phase wellbore and plunger-lift model. In this application
the shut-in lengths are in the range of minutes, hence enhancing the importance
of including detailed wellbore dynamics. Moreover, the shut-ins are performed af-
ter water has accumulated in the wellbore, requiring multiphase flow modeling of
the wellbore. The study, however, emphasizes the importance of including reser-
voir and wellbore characteristics in order to optimize production of shut-in based
plunger-lift operations for these types of wells.

Due to the time scale of the shale well shut-ins we consider, we use simple static
models of the tubing and wellbore. For single phase gas, the steady-state mechanical
energy balance can be used to derive a quadratic tubing model (Katz and Lee, 1990,
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Ch. 6.4). A linearizable aggregated well and wellbore model is applied in Knudsen
and Foss (2013); Knudsen et al. (2014a), neglecting the friction term in the tubing
model, but including a term for maximum allowed gas rate for each well, a value
normally set during design and completion of the well and surface equipment.
Improved proxy-model accuracy can be obtained by including the friction term
(Knudsen et al., 2014b,c), however, leading to a nonlinear tubing model. The value
of adding this term is most significant if the wells are producing at high gas rates.
Whether to include the full nonlinear or the simplified tubing model in the shale well
proxy model is hence a question of desired model accuracy, and the configuration
and design of the actual well.

Surface systems for shale-gas wells normally consist of a wellhead choke, sepa-
ration tanks, gathering pipelines and possibly pumping or plunger-lift units if the
wells are liquid loading. The set-up of shale-well surface and gathering systems
vary greatly between fields and operators. Each well is, however, equipped with
its own wellhead choke, while separation tanks might be shared between multiple
wells on a pad or installed for each separate well. Separation is more comprehen-
sive for condensate rich shale wells than dry-gas wells. The separation performed
in dry-gas wells mainly impacts the system by slightly lowering the gas pressure,
and is hence omitted in the system model. Furthermore, the gathering pipelines
between well pads and compression units or processing plants are normally quite
short. As separation is performed at the well pad before the gas is sent through
gathering pipelines, the pipeline flow is single phase gas. These two properties cause
the gathering pipeline pressure-drop to be small, and is therefore also omitted in
the description of the systems considered.

1.3 Large-scale mixed integer programming

The modeling of shut-ins for multi-well and multi-pad shale-gas systems is per-
formed using mixed integer programming techniques. Generalized Disjunctive Pro-
gramming (GDP)(Raman and Grossmann, 1994) is used to systematically derive
numerically efficient mixed integer models. A block-diagonal structure in several
of the mixed integer programs (MIPs) further favors use of a decomposition tech-
nique to efficiently solve the problems. This section contains a brief introduction
to mixed integer programming and decomposition techniques. For a comprehensive
description of GDP and related logic-based modeling techniques, see Grossmann
and Trespalacios (2013) and Hooker (2000). The reader is further referred to Wolsey
(1998) for a detailed introduction to mixed integer linear programming.

An MIP is an optimization problem containing both continuous and discrete
variables. A wide range of codes and solution techniques have been developed for
solving these types of optimization problems, see e.g. Lodi (2010) and Grossmann
(2002). Mixed integer programming is naturally distinguished between problems
with only linear constraints, e.g. mixed integer linear programs (MILPs), and prob-
lems also containing nonlinear, possible nonconvex constraints, rendering mixed
integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs). Approaches for solving MILPs can roughly
be divided into LP-based branch-and-bound methods (Land and Doig, 1960) and
cutting-plane algorithms (Gomory, 1958). Combining these two approaches has
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lead to the development of efficient branch-and-cut methods (Rinaldi and Padberg,
1991), the fundamental algorithm for high-fidelity MILPs solvers such as CPLEX,
Gurobi and Xpress–MP. Major advances in computer hardware and MILP compo-
nents, particularly presolving routines and cut generation (Bixby and Rothberg,
2007), has caused a tremendous speed up of these codes from their earliest versions.

Although significant advances also have been made in nonlinear mixed integer
programming (Hemmecke et al., 2010; Grossmann, 2002), the available codes for
MINLPs are far behind in efficiency compared to commercial MILP solvers. Con-
vexity of the continuous NLP relaxation plays a fundamental role for the choice of
solution approach to an MINLP, in the sense that NLP relaxation only provides
a valid lower bound (for minimization problems) if the relaxed problem is convex.
Methods for solving convex MINLPs include NLP-based branch-and-bound (Gupta
and Ravindran, 1985), Outer Approximation (Duran and Grossmann, 1986), Gen-
eralized Benders Decomposition and more, see Grossmann (2002). All of these
methods are exact for convex MINLP, while they may be applied as a heuristic
methods to nonconvex MINLPs, that is, with no guarantee of global optimality
of the solution or exact duality gap. Several rigorous global optimization algo-
rithms have been developed for nonconvex NLPs and MINLPs, including spatial
branch-and-bound (Smith and Pantelides, 1999) and branch-and-reduce algorithms
(Sahinidis, 1996; Ryoo and Sahinidis, 1996). See e.g. Tawarmalani and Sahinidis
(2004) for details.

While continuous improvements in MILP techniques and software have facili-
tated the solution of large and difficult problems, the problem size still has a major
impact on achievable computational performance. This relates to the computa-
tional cost of solving large LP relaxations, and the fact that MILPs belong to the
class of NP-hard problems (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988, Ch. 7). Many real-world,
industrial optimization problems with discrete decisions lead to huge and complex
mixed integer problems, causing a prohibitive long computation time with one of
the aforementioned exact algorithms, consequently reducing the practical applica-
bility on these problems. In order to overcome these limitations in the endeavor
of solving such problems, one may consider several approaches. A first step is to
try reducing the problem size or complexity, for instance by removing unnecessary
dynamics and constraints, using surrogate models, or improving the existing for-
mulation using reformulations and tighter variable bounds. For many problems,
however, the only viable solution approach is to use a heuristic method. Heuristics
optimization algorithms are diverse, ranging from metaheuristics such as Genetic
algorithms, Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing, typically developed through
experimental learning (Glover and Kochenberger, 2003), to pure MIP heuristics
such as the Feasibility Pump (FP)(Fischetti et al., 2005), the Undercover heuris-
tic (Berthold and Gleixner, 2013) and Pivot-and-Complement (Balas, 1985). In
addition, there exists a variety of tailored, problem-specific heuristics. For sev-
eral applications, such as decision support tools (DSTs), a local solution in short
computation time is more important than the global optimal solution, rendering
heuristics as suitable solution approaches. Note that metaheuristics make no as-
sumption of the underlying model, and are as such particularly suited for problems
containing simulator-based black-box models.

Block-diagonal structures in the constraint set, often arising in network-type,
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Fig. 1.11: Illustration of block-diagonal structure.

production planning, process synthesis and stochastic problems, may be utilized to
facilitate the solution of large-scale MIPs. Problems with block-diagonal structures
are typically linked together by only a few ”complicating” constraints or variables
as illustrated in Fig. 1.11. Lagrangian relaxation (LR) (Geoffrion, 1974; Held et al.,
1974) provides a means of computing lower bounds for minimization problems with
a block-diagonal structure by dualizing the linking constraints, thereby decompos-
ing the original problem into smaller subproblems. The next section contains a
brief description of Lagrangian relaxation in mixed integer linear programming
and techniques for computing the Lagrangian dual. Problems with complicating
linking variables may be solved using Bender’s decomposition. This technique is
not further addressed in this thesis, see Nemhauser and Wolsey (1988). Note that
problems containing complicating variables can always be reformulated to a prob-
lem with complicating constraints by introducing duplicate variables.

1.3.1 Decomposition by Lagrangian relaxation

For description of Lagrangian relaxation (LR) in integer programming, consider
the following common form of a linear integer program (IP)

Z = min
x

cx

s.t. Ax = b,

Ex = d,

x ≥ 0 and x ∈ Zp.

(1.5)

MILPs with equal structure are treated similarly. In (1.5), the constraints Ax = b,
with A being an m×p matrix, are assumed to be complicating linking constraints,
while Ex = d is assumed to have block-diagonal structure, i.e. X = X1× . . .×XI ,
with Xi = {xi ∈ Zn : Eixi = di, xi ≥ 0}, for a subset of variables i. By dualizing
the complicating constraints Ax = b with Lagrangian multipliers λ, we obtain the
Lagrangian

ZLR(λ) = min
x
{cx+ λ (Ax− b) : x ∈ X} , (1.6)
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and the corresponding Lagrangian dual

ZD = max
λ
{ZLR(λ) : λ ∈ Rm} . (1.7)

The Lagrangian (1.6) can clearly be solved as I independent subproblems, with
ZLR(λ) =

∑
i Z

i
LR(λ) providing a lower bound on Z as least as tight as the LP

relaxation (Geoffrion, 1974). The Lagrangian dual (1.7) corresponds to the problem
of finding the tightest Lagrangian lower bound on Z in the space of dual variables
λ ∈ Rm, which is equivalent with solving the following convexified problem in the
space of the primal variables (Geoffrion, 1974):

Z∗P = min
x
{cx : Ax = b, x ∈ conv(X)} , (1.8)

where conv(X) denotes the convex hull of the block-diagonal set X, which is a
convex polyhedron if all entries of E and d are rational (Wolsey, 1998, Ch. 8).
Solving the Lagrangian dual is hence equivalent with optimizing the primal objec-
tive over the intersection of the convex hull of non-complicating constraints and the
LP relaxation of complicating constraints, see Geoffrion (1974); Guignard (2003);
Frangioni (2005).

Solving large-scale (mixed) integer linear programs by Lagrangian relaxation
is an iterative divide-and-conquer approach consisting of three major parts that
must fulfill certain requirements for the scheme to be efficient. The Lagrangian
subproblems must be significantly easier to solve than the primal problem, the
Lagrangian dual must be solvable by a stable and efficient method, and recovery
of primal feasible solutions must be possible by some heuristic method. Note that
for Lagrangians like (1.6) formulated by dualizing an equality constraint, a solu-
tion to the Lagrangian that is also primal feasible, would yield the primal optimal
solution, that is, the solution to (1.5). For Lagrangians with dualization of inequal-
ity constraints, a solution to the Lagrangian is a primal optimal solution only if
complimentary slackness holds, i.e. if λ (Ax− b) = 0 (Guignard, 2003).

Construction heuristics for recovering primal feasible solutions after solving the
Lagrangian for given input multipliers, typically consist of some greedy algorithm
followed by a local search procedure to refine the solution (Frangioni, 2005), explor-
ing the primal and/or dual space in proximity of the current solution points. Primal
recovery heuristics in Lagrangian relaxation, sometimes denoted Lagrangian heuris-
tics, are often problem dependent, although some more general methods do exist,
e.g. Larsson et al. (1999); Feltenmark and Kiwiel (2000); Daniilidis and Lemarechal
(2005); Sagastizábal (2012), based on certain conditions of the relaxation and choice
of method for solving the dual. Deriving a suitable primal-recovery method for a
given problem solved with Lagrangian relaxation may be a tedious and challenging
task, and an important part of the overall efficiency of the scheme.

It is worth observing that Lagrangian decomposition (LD)(Guignard and Kim,
1987) is a special case of Lagrangian relaxation, where duplicate variables x′ are
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introduced so as to reformulate (1.6) as

Z = min
x

cx

s.t. Ax = b,

Ex′ = d,

x = x′,

x ≥ 0 and x ∈ Zp.

(1.9)

A Lagrangian relaxation of (1.9) is obtained by dualizing the constraint x = x′,
rendering a relaxation with independent subproblems solved over the constraint
set Ax = b and Ex′ = d, respectively. The lower bound by LD is at least as tight
as the bound provided by any other Lagrangian relaxation (Guignard and Kim,
1987). However, this relaxation, also known as variable splitting, only makes sense
if the variables entering in the complicating constraints also appear in the non-
complicating constraints, and not just in the objective function. See Knudsen et al.
(2014a) for an example on such problems.

1.3.2 Solving the Lagrangian dual

The Lagrangian ZLR(λ) (1.6) can be shown to be a piecewise linear and concave
function of λ over the domain it is finite (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988, Ch. 6).
ZLR(λ) is nondifferentiable at the breakpoints as shown in Fig. 1.12, where the
solution to (1.6) is non-unique.

Methods for solving the Lagrangian Dual range from the basic subgradient
method (Held et al., 1974) to more involved approaches, mainly based on cutting
planes. For each solution xn to (1.6) for given input multipliers λn, (Axn−b) defines
a subgradient of ZLR(λ) at the dual point λn (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993,
Ch. XII 2.1 ). The subgradient method of Held et al. (1974) generates a sequence
{λn} of Lagrangian multiplier updates by the rule

λn+1 = λn + tn(Axn − b), (1.10)

for a suitable stepsize tn, see Fisher (1981). Clearly, the method is very simple to
implement, but suffers from lack of a termination criteria and depending highly
on good stepsize adjustments. For many applications, however, this simple rule for
updating the multiplier has been shown to give good practical performance.

Substituting (1.6) for ZLR(λ) in the Lagrangian dual (1.7), we obtain a maxmin
problem which can be rewritten as the linear program (LP)

Z = max
η,λ

η

s.t. η ≤ cx+ λ (Ax− b) , x ∈ X,
η ∈ R, λ ∈ Rm.

(1.11)

The LP (1.11) may, in principle, have as many constraints as there are solutions
to (1.6), and as such be a semi-infinite programming problem (Hiriart-Urruty and
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Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XII 4.2). For computing λ ∈ Rm optimal Lagrangian mul-
tipliers, however, m+ 1 constraints would be sufficient. Cutting-plane (CP) based
approaches for solving the Lagrangian dual are hence based on a constraint gen-
eration approach of (1.11), replacing ZLR(λ) with a cutting-plane model Z̃LR(λ),
overestimating ZLR(λ). Using this model, (1.11) is reformulated as the LP

Z = max
η,λ

η

s.t. η ≤ cxn + λ (Axn − b) , n = 1 . . . N,

η ∈ R, λ ∈ Rm.

(1.12)

More precisely, this approach corresponds to iteratively generating a new con-
straint (or cut) for by solving (1.6) given input multipliers λn, and adding this cut
to (1.12) to improve the polyhedral concave cutting-plane model Z̃LR(λ) of the true
Lagrangian ZLR(λ). This is illustrated in Fig. 1.12, using an example from Knudsen
et al. (2014a). Compared to the subgradient method, the CP method has a true
termination criteria, while it is widely recognized that the method has poor numer-
ical performance by suffering from an inherently instability, i.e. the sequence {λn}
of multiplier updates may oscillate. This may also be deduced from Fig. 1.12, see-
ing that the solutions to (1.12) with cuts iteratively added may jump significantly
until a sufficient number of cuts is added to give a well-defined cutting-plane model
of ZLR(λ). Moreover, it is evident that the LP (1.12) will be unbounded during
initial iterations unless bounds are assigned to λ.

−0.2 −0.1 0 0.1
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−0.05
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η
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Optimum

Fig. 1.12: The Lagrangian dual seen as a piecewise linear concave function with the constraints
in the cutting-plane model generated by solving the LP (1.12). The example is from Knudsen
et al. (2014a), using a trust-region approach to stabilize the CP method.

The drawbacks of the basic CP method have generated development of a va-
riety of stabilized cutting-plane based approaches for solving (1.7). The methods
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can roughly be divided into bundle-type and ”center-based” methods (Frangioni,
2005). Bundle type methods (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XV) seek
to stabilize the CP method by introducing a stability or prox center λ̄, and adding
an associated stabilizing device, either in terms of a trust-region ∆ around the
cutting-plane model Z̃LR(λ), or a quadratic penalization term in the objective
function of (1.12). The latter class of methods goes under the name of proximal
bundle methods, and are intimately related to the more general Moreau-Yosida
regularization and proximal point algorithms, see Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal
(1993, Ch. XV 4) and Daniilidis and Lemarechal (2005). Center based methods
applied to (1.7), e.g. Goffin et al. (1992); Ouorou (2008), focus on guaranteeing a
convergence speed for the sequence of multiplier updates by using so-called local-
ization sets that contain all optimal solutions, and choosing the updates as some
kind of center of this set of points (Frangioni, 2005). Generally, none of the above
methods are solely superior to the others, and the choice of an appropriate method
for updating the multiplier depends on the given problem to be solved.

Finally, we comment that solving the Lagrangian dual (1.7) with the cutting-
plane method (1.12) is closely related to Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition (DWD). In
particular, the LP dual of (1.12) is (Frangioni, 2005)

min
θ

{
c

N∑

n=1

(xθ)n : A

(
N∑

n=1

(xθ)n

)
= b, θ ∈ Θ

}
, (1.13)

with multipliers θ restricted to the unitary simplex, i.e. Θ = {θn ≥ 0 :
∑N
n=1 θ

n =
1}. The LP (1.13) is exactly the (restricted) primal master problem in DWD (Fran-
gioni, 2005). DWD for solving (1.5) is hence a column generation approach, while
Lagrangian relaxation solved with the CP method (1.11) is a constraint (cut) gen-
eration approach.

1.4 Research objective and scope

In light of the above presentation on the comprehensive development, distribution
and production challenges in large multi-well shale-gas systems, a question aris-
ing is whether systematic analysis can be performed to exploit existing facilities
in an optimal way, by developing tools to aid operational decisions. Optimal may
be to stabilize production from one or more wells, maximizing recovery, producing
according to a reference rate based on demands, or combinations thereof. These
questions and targets yield the following main research objective:

To develop efficient models and algorithms for shut-in based production schemes,
in order to enhance the utilization of existing large-scale shale-gas systems.

To approach this research objective, multiple aspects of both operational and
computational character must be addressed. Significant effort is put into under-
standing and integrating existing and industrially established operational chal-
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lenges in the problems considered, while also challenging what appears to be cur-
rent best-practice by suggesting new and innovative approaches. From an compu-
tational point of view, shut-in scheduling of large-scale networks of shale-gas wells
involves modeling and optimization of inherently dynamic and distributed systems
with discrete decision variables.

The focus in this thesis is on dry-gas shale wells. Although several of the schemes
developed may well be applied to condensate rich shale-gas assets, these types of
wells may pose challenges not included in the model and system descriptions, while
also requiring more comprehensive reservoir modeling to give accurate results.

1.5 Outline and contributions of thesis

This thesis addresses utilization of shut-ins to prevent liquid loading and stabi-
lize late-life production in shale-multi well systems, and as a means of production
scheduling with respect to varying gas demands and prices. Pursuing this research
objective resorts to systematically developing suitable well and reservoir models,
parameter estimation techniques, optimization models and solution algorithms.

Considering that shale-gas wells are inherently dynamic and that the systems
are large, a major challenge has been to develop numerically efficient optimiza-
tion schemes that can solve large-scale PDE-constrained problems with integer
variables. To this end, a substantial part of the thesis addresses decomposition
schemes, as several problems considered contains block-diagonal structures, as well
as development of efficient heuristics.

The research conducted during the course of this thesis has been published in,
or recently submitted to, international journals and conference proceedings. The
four main chapters of the thesis each relates to a particular publication, included
in its entirety. The main contributions in the different chapters are as follows

• Chapter 2 introduces the concept of using shut-ins to prevent liquid loading
for multiple late-life shale-gas wells producing at a single pad. The chapter
presents the cylindrical SRV-based proxy model briefly introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.3, with cross-validation and description of the principals of imposing
a critical gas rate. Using a logic-based model as the basis for describing
shut-ins, the chapter explores different approximations and an exact MILP
reformulation of a nonsmooth well and wellbore model. The chapter includes
case studies on shut-in based production from a single pad with six wells,
and discusses associated challenges of applying such schemes. The chapter
consists of the paper Knudsen and Foss (2013), which includes preliminary
results presented in Knudsen et al. (2012) and Knudsen and Foss (2012).

• Chapter 3 describes a modified scheme for tuning parameters in the cylindri-
cal reservoir proxy model introduced in Chapter 2. The presented parameter
estimation scheme makes use of filters for selectively weighting residuals in a
nonlinear least-squares problem. Using merits of the complete MILP formula-
tion in Chapter 2 as a basis, we explore an embedded linear GDP formulation
for shut-in scheduling in distributed shale multi-pad systems. A combined big-
M and convex-hull reformulation is applied, rendering a large-scale MILP
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which is solved using a Lagrangian relaxation scheme. The LR scheme in-
cludes an efficient combined fixing and local-search based Lagrangian heuris-
tic, and a trust-region cutting-plane method for solving the Lagrangian dual.
The chapter contains a comprehensive numerical study of the proposed LR
scheme and analyzes its efficiency. The chapter consists of the paper Knudsen
et al. (2014a).

• Chapter 4 describes a novel scheme for tight integration of shale-gas produc-
ers in geographical proximity to natural-gas based electric power production.
The chapter analyzes the efficiency of using shut-ins as a means of meeting
varying gas demands and prices. The approach includes a more comprehensive
shale-gas surface structure compared to the two previous chapters, using the
slab-based proxy model introduced in Section 1.2.3 together with a GDP for-
mulation for describing routing conditions in the model. A polyhedral convex-
hull reformulation of the linear GDP is applied, utilizing disaggregated flow
variables to derive a tight MILP formulation. The LR scheme applied ren-
ders a decomposition with one subproblem per well, and includes a proximal
bundle method to solve the dual, a novel Lagrangian heuristic for primal re-
covery and a receding horizon strategy to handle operational uncertainties.
Illustrative case studies demonstrate the potentials of integrating shale-gas
production with varying gas demands from electric power production. Com-
putational aspects of the proposed decomposition scheme is also analyzed.
The chapter consists of the paper Knudsen et al. (2014c), with preliminary
versions of models and decomposition schemes presented in Knudsen et al.
(2013) and Knudsen et al. (2014b).

• Chapter 5 presents the development of an Objective Feasibility Pump (OFP)
for convex MINLP, using a structured multi-objective optimization approach.
The chapter contains comprehensive computational results on a set of MINLP
test problems, and a study on the applicability of the proposed OFP heuristic
on a shale-gas scheduling problem. The chapter consists of the paper Sharma
et al. (2014), with preliminary results presented in Knudsen et al. (2014b).

• Chapter 6 contains concluding remarks, a discussion on connections between
the different approaches in the thesis, and recommendations for further work
on the considered problems and methods.

• Appendix A describes the parameter-estimation procedure for the slab-
based proxy model applied in Chapter 4 and 5. The appendix further contains
analysis of the spatial grid construction for the proxy model.

Comments on the chapter outline: The thesis is organized such that each
chapter is self-contained. Each paper is hence included in its original form in the
respective chapters, and no parts are removed, except for the bibliography and
acknowledgments which are collected in separate parts in the thesis. As such, there
will be some repetition in the introduction and model description in some of the
chapters.
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Comments on notation: The notation in Chapter 2 has been slightly modified
from the original publication, Knudsen and Foss (2013), to make the equations
and symbols consistent with the remaining chapters. A Boolean Y d for a certain
logical condition, and hence the corresponding binary yd, may vary between the
chapters, as the number and structure of disjunctions in the considered problems
are different. Sub- and superscripts are symbolized such that italic references, e.g.
mjk, refers to indices. All indices are summarized in tables in the respective chap-
ters. Latin letters (upright) are used to symbolize the relation of variables and
parameters, e.g. pt for tubinghead pressure.

1.5.1 Publications
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• Knudsen, B. R., Foss, B., Whitson, C.H., and Conn, A.R. (2012). Target-
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Singapore.

• Knudsen, B. R. and Foss, B. (2013). Shut-in based production optimization
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Mumbai, India.
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Chapter 2

Shut-in Based Production
Optimization of Shale-gas Systems

This chapter consists of the paper Knudsen and Foss (2013):

Knudsen, B. R. and Foss, B. (2013). Shut-in based production optimization of
shale-gas systems. Computers & Chemical Engineering, 58:54–67.

Abstract

This paper presents a novel operational scheme for enhanced utilization of
late-life shale multi-well systems. These systems are characterized by a large
number of geographically spread wells and pads, where a substantial number of
the wells are producing at low erratic rates due to reservoir pressure depletion
and well liquid loading. By applying a cyclic shut-in and production strategy,
the scheme avoids well liquid loading and optimizes the production from a set
of late-life wells at a shared production pad. The scheduling of well shut-ins is
formulated as a generalized disjunctive program (GDP), using a novel shale-
gas well and reservoir proxy model. The GDP formulation lends itself both
to a complete MILP reformulation and reduced size MINLP reformulations;
a computational study indicates in favor of the MILP formulation. We in-
clude numerical examples to demonstrate the potential benefit of applying the
proposed cyclic scheme compared to a non-optimized approach.

2.1 Introduction

Shale-gas is land-based, unconventional resources of natural gas stored in very tight
rock formations. These formations may store enormous amounts of natural gas, and
serve both as the source rock and the seal preventing the gas from migrating to the
surface. The ability to recover profitable gas volumes from these extremely tight
resources relies to a large extent on the drilling of long horizontal wells and stim-
ulation with hydraulic fracturing. Due to pioneering technological developments,
the U.S. shale gas production has experienced an average annual growth rate of
48 percent from 2006 to 2010 (EIA, 2013). Shale-gas has consequently increased
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rapidly as an energy resource, and is projected to cover 47% of the total volume of
domestic dry gas production in the U.S in 2035 (EIA, 2013).

Shale-gas fields are characterized by a large number of wells spread over a wide
geographical area. The wells normally share surface equipment and are intercon-
nected by comprehensive pipeline networks as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. There are at
least two reasons for the need for many wells in a field. First, there is generally a
lack of reliable seismic data in the exploration phase to locate the best and easiest
recoverable resources within an organic rich basin. Hence, the initial drilling of wells
in a field is often aimed at covering a relatively large geographical area. Seismic
data and production data are then collected after an initial production period with
possible well testing and used to identify the most promising well locations. Sub-
sequent wells are then drilled next to the most promising wells, creating so-called
multi-well pads which share surface production equipment and occupy less surface
area than distributed single wells.

Gas from other
production pads

Well 1

Well 2

Well j

Processing plant/
compression unit

Multi-well pad

Pipeline
networks

Multi-well pad

Multi-well pad

Single well

Fig. 2.1: Illustration of shale multi-well systems.

The second reason for many wells is the characteristic production decline profile
of shale-gas wells (Awoleke and Lane, 2011; Baihly et al., 2010; Jayakumar et al.,
2011; Mayerhofer et al., 2005). This production profile is particularly characteristic
for dry shale-gas wells, and is seen by an initial peak rate or plateau level for some
time (Jenkins and Boyer, 2008), particularly if the well is chocked back, followed by
an early and steep decline with subsequent low pseudo steady-state rates. Clearly,
to be able to maintain a sustainable total gas supply, then either a large number
of wells have to be drilled initially with a clever scheduling of the wells to maintain
the gas deliverability over time, or an extensive drilling program will have to be
applied to prevent the total gas supply to drop to unacceptable levels.

The gas produced from dry and semi-dry shale-gas wells normally contains small
quantities of liquids which are separated in tanks at the wellhead. The source of the
liquids may be some low water saturations in the reservoir, gas condensates or left-
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over water from the hydraulic fracturing. As the pressure in the reservoir depletes,
the wells’ ability to lift accumulated water or condensate from the bottomhole to
the surface reduces, with a following increase in the hydrostatic backpressure in the
wellbore. Eventually, there will be insufficient pressure to lift the accumulated or co-
produced liquids to the surface, and the well will exhibit liquid loading. This state
can be recognized by erratic and unstable rates, sharp drops in the decline curve
(Lea and Nickens, 2004), or stabilization of the production rate at significantly
lower levels (Whitson et al., 2012; Dousi et al., 2006), so-called meta-stable rates.
Liquid loading is frequently observed at late and intermediate times for shale-gas
wells (Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Awoleke and Lane, 2011; Cipolla et al., 2010; Kravits
et al., 2011; Ilk et al., 2008; Mayerhofer et al., 2005; Sutton et al., 2010), and will
additionally worsen the already low late-life rates. Furthermore, operating multiple
wells under liquid loading is generally undesirable, since it may give rise to sudden
liquid slugs at the surface (Lea and Nickens, 2004) and thereby very unstable rates.

The common operational practice for shale-gas wells exhibiting liquid loading
during low late life varies between fields and operators. Some wells are merely
abandoned or left producing with erratic rates. If the wells are initially completed
with casing only, then some operators choose to retrofit the wells with tubings.
This may in some cases increase the well productivity significantly for months or
up to a couple of years. Another practice is to install an artificial lift system, where
a plunger lift system is the most commonly applied (Kravits et al., 2011). This
technique is often applied to wells producing high water rates initially. A special
property of fractured tight formation wells and shale-gas wells is that they can be
shut-in for some time without losing significant cumulative production (Rahmawati
et al., 2009; Whitson et al., 2012). This property can be utilized to avoid liquid
loading, since shut-ins lead to pressure build-up in the wellbore and in the near-well
region of the reservoir (Whitson et al., 2012; Knudsen et al., 2012). Shut-ins will
further boost the late-life rate for a certain time once the well starts producing. The
increasing use of multi-well pads (Stefik and Paulson, 2011; Harpel et al., 2012),
however, requires careful scheduling of shut-ins in order to avoid multiple simul-
taneous shut-ins and start-ups of wells on a pad. This may be crucial for keeping
the production within the constraints of the gathering system, and for meeting
the total gas demand. The novel operational approach we therefore propose, is to
schedule shut-ins for a given set of wells on a single production pad as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, so as to maintain stable total production while preventing liquid loading
and thereby improving the utilization of late-life wells.

Cyclic shut-ins of shale-gas wells belong to the class of switched dynamical sys-
tems. These systems are also referred to as hybrid systems or discrete-continuous
dynamical systems, and include systems with inherent logics, disjunctive formu-
lations and other nonsmooth dynamics such as Coulomb friction. Several solution
strategies for optimization of switching decisions in dynamical systems exist. Baum-
rucker and Biegler (2009) present a complementarity formulation for optimization
of a class of hybrid dynamic systems, embedded into a nonlinear program (NLP)
through an `1 penalty formulation. Although efficient on many problems, the com-
plementarity condition introduces an inherent nonconvexity in the NLP and fails to
satisfy constraint qualifications (Baumrucker and Biegler, 2009). These properties
may restrict the applicability of the complementarity formulations to systems with
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proper disjunctions, since the dependence on good initial NLP starting points may
be strong. Sager (2009) provides an overview of solution methods for optimal con-
trol of switching decisions in nonlinear dynamical systems, including methods for
direct switching time optimization. Such formulations may be practical for some
problems, while the major drawback is that the number of switches normally must
be assumed to be known a priori, as well as numerical issues related to congruent
switching times. A more flexible and intuitive strategy is to formulate switching
decisions as logical constraints using generalized disjunctive programming (GDP)
(Raman and Grossmann, 1994). Using this formulation as a higher level modeling
framework, the problem can be reformulated as a mixed integer dynamic optimiza-
tion (MIDO) problem and solved using a mixed integer approach (Avraam et al.,
1998; Barton and Lee, 2004; Bemporad and Morari, 1999). Oldenburg and Mar-
quardt (2008) presents a combination of the GDP and the mixed integer approach
by formulating a mixed logic dynamic optimization problem for linear hybrid sys-
tems.

The ability of efficiently solving mixed integer nonlinear programs (MINLP)
depends inherently on the problem size, the number of integer variables, and the
nonlinearities. A wide range of nonconvex MINLP can be reformulated to convex
MINLPs or to mixed integer linear programs (MILP) by using exact or approximate
reformulation or linearization techniques. One such example is MINLPs where the
nonconvexities are separable and univariate, where a commonly applied technique
is the use of piecewise linear approximations, eventually transforming the MINLP
into an approximate MILP. In contrast, there are several nonconvex functions such
as complementarity constraints and bilinear binary-continuous terms, that may be
exactly reformulated or linearized, see e.g. Glover (1975). Both approximate and
exact reformulations lead to additional constraints and auxiliary variables, in many
cases additional binary variables. Different reformulation techniques for a given
(nonconvex) nonlinearity therefore render a trade-off between the increase in the
problem size and the possible loss of accuracy of the model. For nonlinear MIDO
problems, and in particular those involving partial differential equations (PDE),
the problem size increases rapidly with increased prediction horizons and finer
spatial and temporal discretization. Hence, for these problems, the computational
gain of reformulating nonlinearities depends strongly on the problem structure and
the choice of the discretization intervals.

This paper focuses on short and midterm scheduling or production optimization
for shale-gas multi-well pads. To efficiently solve shale-well planning problems with
discrete decisions and dynamic models, it is necessary to develop well and reservoir
models that are limited in size but captures the essential dynamics and expected
performance of these wells. Hence, in Section 2.2 we derive a novel PDE-based
shale-well proxy model, and in Section 2.3 show how certain model parameters
can be tuned according to the goal of the proxy model. In Section 2.4 we embed
the proxy model in a GDP formulation for finding optimal shut-in and start-up
times. By reformulating the GDP to a nonsmooth MINLP, we then apply a set of
smooth approximations for the nonsmooth functions, and subsequently develop an
exact reformulation rendering an MILP formulation. In Section 2.5, we evaluate
the efficiency of these formulations for increasing problem sizes, and demonstrate
the potential of the proposed operational approach through numerical examples.
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The paper ends with a discussion and concluding remarks in Section 2.6 and 2.7,
respectively.

2.2 Shale-gas reservoir modeling

Storage and transport of gas in organic rich shale reservoirs is complex and consists
of several mechanisms. The gas is stored both as free gas in porous space and natu-
ral fractures in the shale, but also as absorbed gas on the internal organic material
(Jenkins and Boyer, 2008; Cipolla et al., 2010). Once a well starts producing and
the fracturing water returns, the gas stored in the natural fracture networks and
the adjacent pores will be released and flows into the network of interconnecting,
hydraulically induced fractures. This sudden release of stored gas causes the high
initial peak, with the following decline and low rates caused by the inherently low
permeability of shale. Gas desorption, that is, release of absorbed gas on the in-
ternal organic material, generally only impacts the ultimate recovery of shale wells
(Cipolla et al., 2010), and is a slow process that only occurs at very late times.
Even though absorbed gas may account for a large part of the total organic con-
tent, the release of this gas critically depends on the reservoir characteristics and
well completions. Occasionally absorbed gas may not be produced at all.

Well
Multiple transverse fracture system

Reservoir drainage volume

Horizontal wellbore

Wellhead production choke

pwf

pw

Fig. 2.2: Illustration of an idealized multi-fractured horizontal reservoir model with cylindrical
geometry.

Forecasting and prediction of shale-gas production can be divided into two cat-
egories. The first is based on detailed numerical reservoir models. Fractured shale
and tight gas reservoirs are modeled either as variations of the dual-porosity ideal-
ization introduced by Warren and Root (1963), as discrete fracture models (Karimi-
Farad et al., 2004), or as fully discretized dual-permeability models (Cipolla et al.,
2010). These models have been constructed both with Cartesian (Cipolla et al.,
2010) and cylindrical geometries (Economides and Wang, 2010) as illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, as well as flow in multiple dimensions. All these modeling schemes have
different merits and drawbacks in terms of the ability to model complex fracture
networks and to capture the dominating dynamics of the reservoir gas flow. Fur-
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thermore, the numerical efficiency of these models varies significantly, and they
typically come as black-box simulator models. Hence, using these detailed, high-
fidelity models for production optimization of multi-well systems limits the possible
number of decisions in optimization schemes.

A popular and commonly applied technique for production forecasting of shale-
gas wells is to use simple semi-analytical or empirical models (Anderson et al.,
2010; Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Bello and Wattenbarger, 2010; Ilk et al., 2008).
These techniques are based on interpolation of production data, and often give
good correlation for a certain range of the available data. However, due to the wast
variations encountered in shale gas reservoirs from the hydraulic fracturing and in-
herent heterogeneities, the techniques often loose accuracy in long-term production
forecasting. Most importantly, the models assume continuous production at con-
stant bottomhole pressure, and the models are therefore not suited for optimization
of a cyclic production scheme.

With the objective of optimizing multi-well shut-in and start-up times, we de-
rive a single shale-well proxy model aimed to capture the essential near-wellbore
reservoir dynamics during switched operations. The proxy model is constructed as
a radial composite, single-porosity dual-permeability model with cylindrical geom-
etry as sketched in Fig. 2.3. The idea behind the proxy model is to represent the
near-wellbore, highly conductive fracture network rising from the hydraulic frac-
turing by a compact “crushed rock” region. This concept has similarities with the
shale-well representation recently proposed by Siripatrachai and Ertekin (2012).
Between the high permeability propped fracture zone and the low permeability,
unstimulated outer region, we include an intermediate transition region with some
average properties. By using this three-region representation and estimating cer-
tain model parameters, the goal is to obtain a simple model replicating the multiple
transverse fracture model in Fig. 2.2 during short time scales, with rapid pressure
build-up and drawdown due to alternating shut-ins and start-ups of the well.

kf

re

rw
Fractured region

Well

km

Horizontal wellbore

Production choke

pw

Transition region

Low permeability, nonfractured region

Fig. 2.3: Illustration of proxy model

We assume the gas to be dry (single phase), and any small amount of residual
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water is hence negligible. Considering the time scale of the optimization, we do not
include fracture unconsolidation or gas desorption. Assuming Darcy’s law, using
the law of mass conservation and the equation of state for real gases, the nonlinear
PDE for the gas flow in the radial proxy model is given by

φ
p

Z(p)
c(p)

∂p

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
k(r)

p

µ(p)Z(p)
r
∂p

∂r

)
, (2.1)

where p is the pressure, k(r) is a radially dependent permeability, µ(p) is the gas
viscosity, Z(p) is the gas compressibility factor and c(p) is the total compressibility.
By using Neumann boundary conditions with a producing well (sink) in the center
and no-flow conditions at the outer boundary, we get the boundary conditions
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where Bg is the gas volume formation factor at pressure p and temperature T ,
given by (Whitson and Brule, 2000)

Bg =
Z(p)Tpsc

pTsc
. (2.3)

The subscript sc refers to evaluation at standard condition, 1 bar and 15.6◦C. All
gas volumes and volumetric rates are given in standard conditions in the rest of
the paper. The pressure dependency of µ(p) and Z(p) can be efficiently handled by
the variable transformation known as pseudopressure (Al-Hussainy et al., 1966),

m(p) = 2

∫ p

0
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dp′. (2.4)

Using (2.3) and the identity
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with a similar expression for ∂m/∂r, the PDE (2.1) with the boundary condi-
tions (2.2) and a given initial reservoir pressure can be reformulated as an initial
boundary-value problem (IBVP) in terms of the pseudopressure variable m(p),
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m(r, 0) = minit. (2.6d)
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The above IBVP for the parabolic PDE (2.6a) is still nonlinear because of the
pressure dependency of the product µ(p)c(p). The treatment of this product, and
in particular the pressure variations of the compressibility c(p) is generally chal-
lenging when using the pseudopressure formulation. A commonly applied technique
is to evaluate this product either at initial conditions (Al-Hussainy et al., 1966),
or at a given pressure between the initial reservoir pressure and the bottomhole
pressure. We use a similar technique, but select the pressure to evaluate c(p) at
through the tuning of the proxy model against a reference model. Hence, the non-
linear PDE (2.6a) is converted to a semi-linear PDE, since the permeability k(r)
is assumed to be independent of the reservoir pressure. The initial pseudopressure
(2.6d) is calculated by trapezoidal integration of the corresponding values of p, µ
and Z which are obtained by gas correlations, see Whitson and Brule (2000). Con-
sequently, all reservoir dynamics are calculated in terms of pseudopressure m(p)
instead of pressure p.

The IBVP (2.6) is discretized using a finite difference scheme. This scheme is
described in Knudsen et al. (2012). Spatial discretization applies central difference
approximations, i.e. with a second order accuracy. The time discretization uses
the backward Euler scheme, or equivalently, a first order orthogonal collocation on
finite elements with fixed element lengths (Biegler, 2010). The discretization leads
to the following linear representation of the reservoir dynamics for one well.

Amk+1 = mk +Bqk+1, (2.7a)

m0 = minit, (2.7b)

mk is a vector containing the grid pseudopressures in each grid block, A is a tridi-
agonal matrix and q is the scalar gas rate flowing into the well from the reservoir.
The implicit scheme secures the numerical stability of the model.

2.2.1 Well model

The coupling between a reservoir model and a well model may be formulated in sev-
eral different ways depending on the application, but should nevertheless represent
the essential expected features of the well performance. Usually, a desired rate is
specified with constraints on the bottomhole or wellhead pressure (Abou-Kassem
et al., 2006), derived from surface boundary conditions such as minimum mani-
fold or wellhead pressure (Chen and Baldick, 2007). The well will then normally
be able to deliver the constant rate initially and for a short time after shut-ins.
Once the wellhead pressure hits the lower bound of allowed pressures, the rate
starts to decline with a constant wellhead pressure equal to the specified minimum
constraint.

It is common practice when connecting well and wellbore models to reservoir
models, to specify a constant wellhead pressure and connect the reservoir model to a
steady-state wellbore model and a well inflow model. For gas wells, the steady-state
wellbore model can be derived using a mechanical energy balance (Katz and Lee,
1990), which leads to a second order polynomial of the gas rate and the wellhead
and bottomhole pressure. This generally requires a nonlinear, possibly piecewise
mapping of pressure p to pseudopressure m(p) to cover the entire pressure range
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of the well. To circumvent this problem and to include the basic expected features
of the well performance described above, we use an aggregated well inflow and
wellbore model

qk = min
{
qmax, β

(
mk1 −m(eSpw)

)}
, (2.8)

where qmax is the specified desired rate, β is a skin dependent well index, mk1 is the
pseudopressure in the innermost grid block, S is a tubing dependent constant and
pw is a specified constant wellhead pressure. The maximum rate also compensates
for the model’s lack of pressure drop due to wellbore friction, while the term eSpw

yields the static vertical wellbore pressure (Katz and Lee, 1990).

2.3 Fitting parameters of the proxy model

Table 2.1: Proxy model parameter values.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit
φ porosity 6 %
km matrix permeability 3.5× 10−4 mD
kf fracture permeability 100 mD
zw true vertical depth 2300 m
re radial extent 564 m
pr initial reservoir pressure 2× 107 Pa
pw wellhead pressure 6.9× 105 Pa
qmax maximum rate 4× 104 m3/d
I number of grid blocks 4 -

Proxy models are constructed to model certain parts of a more complex system,
and always represent a trade-off between accuracy, complexity and numerical effi-
ciency. The proxy model in Section 2.2 is constructed based on two objectives. The
first is to capture the dominating dynamics during well shut-ins and start-ups at
intermediate and late times of the well. The second is to be computationally sim-
ple enough to be included in a multi-well optimization problem, without sacrificing
accuracy in the frequency range of interest. To meet these two objectives, we use
a very coarse spatial discretization, and then tune this model realization using a
multiple transverse fracture model as in Fig. 2.2 as a reference model. Proxy model
parameters are given in Table 2.1.

The high-fidelity multi-fracture model is constructed with cylindrical geome-
try using ten equally spaced fractures, where each fracture is perpendicular to the
horizontal wellbore. Note that a similar reference model with Cartesian geome-
try of a pure planar fracture model without interconnecting network fractures has
essentially the same performance as the chosen reference model in Fig. 2.2. The
high-fidelity multi-fracture model is implemented in the state-of-the-art simulation
software SENSOR (SENSOR, 2011), using logarithmic grid refinements around
the fractures with more than 2500 grid cells in total, and an added static wellbore
model. The reference model geometry with multiple transverse planar fractures is
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naturally an idealization of the true geometry in stimulated shale-gas wells. Nev-
ertheless, this is one of the most commonly applied shale-well fracture geometries
for long-term production forecasting (Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Bello and Watten-
barger, 2010; Jayakumar et al., 2011; Economides and Wang, 2010; Anderson et al.,
2010; Siripatrachai and Ertekin, 2012), and is shown through matching of produc-
tion data and evaluation of seismic data to capture the most prominent fracture
geometry for many shale-gas wells.

The proxy model in Section 2.2 was used in Knudsen et al. (2012) with 12
instead of 4 grid blocks as shown in Table 2.1. However, the pressure profile in
the grid blocks in the low permeability region was observed to be almost identical.
In addition, due to very large time constants, the pressure in the outermost grid
block was approximately unchanged. Hence, to reduce the size of proxy model,
only four spatial grid blocks are used. We apply logarithmic ordering of the three
outermost grid blocks as in Knudsen et al. (2012), but define the position r1 of
the innermost high permeability grid block as a tuning variable with a lower and
upper bound. The remaining tuning parameters are the horizontal well length h,
the permeabilities k̃2 and k̃3 in the two grid blocks in the transition region and the
vector of compressibilities cT in the four grid blocks. For simplicity, the radial and
the fracture extent are equal for the two models. Let

θ =
[
r1 k̃2 k̃3 cT h

]T
(2.9)

be the vector of unknown parameters. To fit these parameters in the proxy model,
we solve the constrained weighted least-squares problem

min
θ

∑

k∈K̂

ωk
(
qMFR
k − qk (θ)

)2
+ ω̃

(
qMFR
cum − qcum(θ)

)2
, (2.10)

with the bounds
θlo ≤ θ ≤ θup (2.11)

on the parameter vector θ. In (2.10), qMFR is the gas rate from the multi-fracture
reference model (MFR). The weights ωk are selected in order to match high fre-
quency content of the reference model at intermediate and late times. The tuning
problem (2.10)–(2.11) is as a nonsmooth (or nondifferentiable) NLP, due to the
nonsmooth well model (2.8) defining the gas rate qk for the proxy model. To make
to problem differentiable at all points, we use a smooth square-root approximation
of (2.8). This is detailed in Section 2.4.1. The last term in (2.10) is added to penal-
ize deviations in cumulative production qcum over the estimation horizon K̂. All of
the parameters in θ appear nonlinearly in the reservoir model and the well model,
see Knudsen et al. (2012) for details on these model equations. Inverse problems of
the type (2.10) are generally ill-posed, and may lead to linear combinations of the
parameters in (2.9) giving the same, possibly sub-optimal solution. The bounds
(2.11) on θ, added from a priori physical evaluation of the estimated parameters,
limits the solution space and hence possible combinations of the parameters in θ
at the optimum. These bounds serve as a regularization term in a similar way as
adding a Tikhonov regularization term ||θ − θinit||2P to the objective function for
some positive definite matrix P and initial guess θinit (Hansen, 1998). Weighted
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2.3. Fitting parameters of the proxy model

least square problems are easy to construct to emphasize certain features of the
solution. There is, however, no unique way of selecting the weights. We select the
weight ωk three times higher during transients than during the pseudo steady-state
rate, while the weight ω̃ is select much smaller than ωk since the magnitude of qcum

is several orders higher than qk.
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Fig. 2.4: Matching of the proxy model against the multi-fracture reference model (MFR). A
particular good match is seen in the transients following the two latest shut-ins.

The result of the model fitting is shown in Fig. 2.4. The timestep for the proxy
model is ∆k = 1 day, while the timestep for the reference model is set to 1 hour,
i.e., each 24th element is preselected for the least-squares regression. Decreasing
the timestep of the reference model additionally did not increase the duration of
the plateau rate after shut-ins significantly, and it is therefore assumed that the
selected timestep is small enough to capture the high frequency content of the
multi-fracture reference model. The match of the two latter shut-ins of five and
three days, respectively, is observed to give better match than the one-day shut in.
For the one day shut-in, the proxy model never reaches the maximum rate qmax.
The match in the pseudo steady-state rate is quite good following the three day
shut-in at the end of the horizon, while there is a slightly higher discrepancy in
the rates after the one day shut-in. The error in cumulative production between
the two models is less than 10−3 m3 over the horizon K̂. Increasing the weight
decreases the cumulative error term in (2.10) marginally, while both the peak rate
at day 220 increases and the discrepancy in the subsequent pseudo steady-state
rate increases.

2.3.1 Cross-validation and practical considerations

The tuning of the proxy model is based on preselecting a fixed set of shut-in times
for the reference model, and then solve the least-squares problem over a horizon
K̂. Consequently, the tuning will depend on the chosen set of shut-in times, the
initial reservoir pressure at the beginning of the horizon, as well as the length of
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the tuning horizon. To evaluate the importance of the choice of shut-in times and
initial conditions, we cross-validate the model with different data sets. The first,
shown in Fig. 2.5, has a different initial pressure, but equal shut-in times. The
match of the peak after the one day shut-in is still poor, while there is a little
mismatch in the successive pseudo steady-state rate. The transients after the three
and five day shut-ins match well with the reference model, but the discrepancy
grows as the rates converge towards the pseudo steady-state rate.
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Fig. 2.5: Cross validation of proxy model using later and different times for shut-ins, but equal
shut-in times to tuning.

We also perform cross validation with both different shut-in times and different
initial pressure in Fig. 2.6. The rate decline following the peak from the two day
shut-in is too steep as; similar to the one day shut-in in Fig. 2.5. This observed
model mismatch may to some extent be related to the choice of a one day timestep
in the proxy model compared to the one hour step size in the reference model. The
match of the four and six day shut-ins is good, although the discrepancy between
the models grows with time, particularly after the last shut-in. If this discrepancy
persists for later shut-ins, then it may be necessary to re-tune the proxy model,
depending on the lengths of the production times between the shut-ins.

In practice, if a well has been shut-in at times before the possible onset of
liquid loading, then the tuning of the proxy model would be performed using these
production data. The exceptions are wells with very early shut-ins, when the near
wellbore pressure is still high or there is residual water from the hydraulic fracturing
which requires clean up. Residual fracturing water may generally cause very erratic
and unpredictable rates in the initial well production. Moreover, if shut-ins have
been applied due to hydraulic fracturing of nearby wells, then fracture interference
effects may occur with a possible shift of the pseudo steady-state rate. If a well
has been producing continuously up to the time when a cyclic shut-in scheme is
to be applied, then the tuning of the proxy can be performed as in Section 2.3, by
running shut-in simulations on a high-fidelity reference model. This model would be
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Fig. 2.6: Cross validation of the proxy model using both a later initial time for the first shut-in
and different shut-in times than during tuning.

constructed from available geometrical data, and through matching of production
data using one of the techniques described in for instance Al Ahmadi et al. (2010);
Bello and Wattenbarger (2010); Anderson et al. (2010); Mayerhofer et al. (2005)
to estimate certain reservoir parameters such as the permeability distribution and
the fracture lengths.

Matching both drawdown and build-up pressure is generally difficult without
incorporating pressure and time varying reservoir properties in the model (Jayaku-
mar et al., 2011). Furthermore, the stimulation with hydraulic fracturing causes
complex dynamic behavior initially and during the first major rate decline. Hence,
there will naturally be a trade-off between matching the model initially with fast
pressure dynamics and depletion of the fracture volume, and matching the reser-
voir pressure build-up during shut-ins. Since we emphasize to match transients at
intermediate and late times, then the proxy model is not suited for long-term pro-
duction forecasting. For this purpose, a multi-fracture simulator model similar to
the reference model should instead be used.

2.3.2 Critical rate

Several papers have suggested models and methods for predicting the onset of
liquid loading in gas wells. The most widely used model, sometimes referred to as
the Turner rate Turner et al. (1969), is based on a spherical droplet entrained in
the flowing gas. By balancing the gravitational and drag forces on a free falling
droplet in the fluid medium, the critical velocity vgc is given by

vgc = κ
[σ (ρl − ρg)]

0.25

ρ 0.5
g

, (2.12)
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where ρl is the liquid density, ρg is the gas density, σ is the interfacial tension and
κ is a constant. The onset of liquid loading is in most instances controlled by the
wellhead conditions Turner et al. (1969); Coleman et al. (1991). Hence, by using
the real gas law and evaluating the temperature, the compressibility factor and the
pressure at wellhead conditions, the minimum rate necessary to ensure continuous
removal of liquids in the wellbore is given by

qgc(pw) = CgcAtpw vgc(pw), (2.13)

where At is the cross-section area of the tubing and Cgc is a constant. It is assumed
that condensed water dominates the liquid accumulation, thus using the numerical
value σ = 0.02 N/m (Turner et al., 1969). The model (2.12)- (2.13) for the critical
rate is accepted to be a good estimate for the possible onset of liquid loading in gas
wells due to good correlation with observed field data. The constant κ has been
evaluated against field data in several papers, and the choice of its value depends
on the droplet model used and the wellhead conditions for the wells against which
the model is validated. Most of the wells used in the comparison in Turner et al.
(1969) have wellhead flowing pressures above 34.5 bar, while Coleman et al. (1991)
compared the model against wells with pressures below 34.5 bar and reduced the
value of κ to 1.59 to match the observations. Since shale-gas wells require low
wellhead pressures, we use the value of κ = 1.59 suggested by Coleman et al.
(1991).

By using (2.13) as a lower bound on the flowing gas rate, we assure that the
vertical part of the well stays unloaded with liquids, and hence avoid the need to
use a multiphase model for a low liquid system like dry shale-gas wells.

2.4 Formulation of the production optimization problem

Optimization of upstream petroleum production is performed at many different
levels of the value chain, and depends on the system topology, the available control
and monitoring equipment, and the location of the system to be optimized. Conven-
tionally, a multi-level hierarchy is used to organize the optimization of petroleum
systems, where each level involves optimization of some objective over different
decision horizons (Foss, 2012). The problem we study in this paper is shut-in based
optimization of shale-gas wells over horizons spanning from weeks to a couple of
months. Hence, the problem is categorized as a short to midterm production op-
timization problem. These problems typically aim at maximizing daily production
rates or keeping production at some prespecified target or reference rate (Foss,
2012). Due to a large number of wells producing to a shared processing and control
unit, cf. Fig. 2.1, we will assume that a reference rate qRef for a given horizon K
has been assigned to the production pad. This reference rate would typically be
assigned by some planning activity, based on a distribution of the total demand
in a gas sales contract. The objective for the multi-well pad is then to produce as
close as possible to the reference rate, that is, to track the reference rate.

Each well is assumed to operate on a fixed wellhead pressure pw,j , and the
downstream boundary is the pipeline leaving the pad. The separation tank at the
pad is not included in the system description. This separation will only impact
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Table 2.2: Set definition

Index Interpretation Set Elements
k discrete time K {1 . . .K}
j well number J {1 . . . J}
i spatial grid block I {1 . . . I}

the system by slightly lowering the inlet pressure on the pipeline leaving the pad.
The scheduling of individual well shut-ins and start-ups (i.e. switchings) is due
to the following disjunction: either the well is producing at a rate higher than the
critical rate qgc, or the well must be shut in. To represent this disjunction, we define
Boolean variables

Yjk ∈ {True,False} , (2.14)

for each well j ∈ J and for each timestep k ∈ K. By using a Boolean represen-
tation of the aforementioned disjunction, we can, in an intuitive and flexible way,
formulate the production optimization problem as a GDP. This allows for a struc-
tured evaluation of possible logic-based and mixed integer formulations. Moreover,
as will be shown below, it simplifies the construction of logical constraints on the
disjunctions themselves.

For many shale-well systems, it may be desirable to avoid too frequent shut-
ins and start-ups of the wells. There may be several reasons to this. Limiting the
number of switchings reduces possible wear and tear of the surface equipment
such as the wellhead chokes and measurement devices. In other cases it may be a
requirement by the well operators that the wells have to stay in a given production
mode for a certain time for them to be able to monitor production adequately.
Lastly, some wells may require a minimum shut-in time to achieve sufficient pressure
build-up before they are re-opened. This may often be the case if the well exhibits
signs of liquid loading before shut-in. The formulation of these types of constraints
can be derived by using propositional logics (Raman and Grossmann, 1991). If we
require a well j to be shut in for at least τ1 ≥ 2 timesteps each time there is a
transition from production to shut-in mode, we can define the logic constraint

(Yjk−1 ∧ ¬Yjk)⇒ ¬Yjk+1 ∧ ¬Yjk+2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Yjk+τ1−1. (2.15)

Similarly, we can require that each well must be producing for at least τ2 ≥ 2
timesteps between each succeeding shut-in by the logic constraints

(Yjk ∧ ¬Yjk−1)⇒ Yjk+1 ∧ Yjk+2 ∧ . . . ∧ Yjk+τ2−1. (2.16)

Using the objective described above, we can formulated the problem of finding
optimal switching times for J wells as the following GDP:
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min
∑

k∈K

∣∣qRef
k − qTot

k

∣∣ (2.17a)

s.t.

qTot
k =

∑

j∈J
qjk, ∀k ∈ K (2.17b)

Ajmjk+1 = mjk +Bjqjk+1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Km (2.17c)

mj0 = minit
j , ∀j ∈ J (2.17d)




Yjk
qjk = min

(
qmax
j , q̃jk

)

q̃jk = βj
(
mjk1 −m

(
eSj pw,j

))

qjk ≥ qgc


 ∨

[
¬Yjk
qjk = 0

]
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.17e)

(Yjk−1 ∧ ¬Yjk)⇒ ¬Yjk+1 ∧ ¬Yjk+2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Yjk+τ1−1,

∀j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : k ≤ K − τ1 + 1} (2.17f)

(Yjk ∧ ¬Yjk−1)⇒ Yjk+1 ∧ Yjk+2 ∧ . . . ∧ Yjk+τ2−1,

∀j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : k ≤ K − τ2 + 1} (2.17g)

where Km is the set K shifted one step, i.e. Km = {0, . . . ,K−1}. Note that mjk+1

refers to the vector of pseudopressures m for well j at timestep k + 1, while mjk1

refers to the pseudopressure for well j at timestep k in grid block i = 1. To impose
the shut-in and start-up constraints (2.17f)–(2.17g) also for the first timestep, k =
1, we infer the state Yjk of each well at the preceding timestep of the prediction
horizon.

The optimization problem (2.17) is a nonconvex nonlinear GDP. Furthermore,
the problem is nonsmooth (or nondifferentiable) due to the 1-norm in the ob-
jective function and the min-function in the disjunction (2.17e). Convex nonlin-
ear GDP problems can be solved by logic based methods such as the disjunctive
branch-and-bound method (Lee and Grossmann, 2000) and the logic-based outer-
approximation method (Türkay and Grossmann, 1996), or they can be reformulated
and solved as an MINLP by formulating algebraic constraints of the disjunctions
using either the big-M technique or a nonlinear convex hull relaxation (Lee and
Grossmann, 2000). The presence of nonconvexities in the GDP problem leads to
several difficulties. As for nonconvex NLPs and MINLPs, the fundamental difficulty
lies in finding the global optimum. Solution approaches are therefore classified ei-
ther as local methods or global methods. For the latter, the problem lies in finding
tight relaxations as a means of predicting valid lower bounds (for minimization
problems). The general purpose method for solving nonconvex GDPs to global op-
timality is a two-level branch and bound method proposed by Lee and Grossmann
(2001). This procedure consists of deriving convex underestimators of the noncon-
vex functions in the GDP, and using a subsequent hull-relaxation of the resulting
convex GDP in a spatial brand-and-bound framework. The method is shown to
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work well for a large range of nonconvex GDP problems, but may be computation-
ally intensive for larger problems like (2.17). For these types of problems, there is
a trade-off between the time spent on searching for the global optimum compared
to accepting a solution from a local solver which is within an acceptable value of
the objective (2.17a) and solved within reasonable CPU time.

Instead of using the general approach in Lee and Grossmann (2001), we first
reformulate the nonconvex GDP (2.17) as a nonsmooth MINLP, and then show
how this problem can reformulated either as a smooth nonconvex MINLP, or as an
MILP by an increase in the combinatorial part. For each disjunction pair (j, k), we
define binary variables

y1
jk = {0, 1} , (2.18)

with one-to-one correspondence with the Boolean variables (2.14). The proper dis-
junction (2.17e) can then be reformulated as the algebraic constraints

qjk = min
(
q̃max
j , q̃jk

)
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.19a)

q̃jk = βj
(
mjk1 −m

(
eSj pw,j

))
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.19b)

q̃max
j = y1

jkq
max
j , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.19c)

qjk ≥ y1
jkqgc, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.19d)

Note that q̃max
j ∈ R is an auxiliary variable which is substituted into the min-

function (2.19a), while qmax
j is a constant. The variable q̃jk in (2.19b) is nonneg-

ative, and in fact strictly positive due to the constraint (2.19d). Consequently,
whenever y1

jk = 0 for some (j, k) to relax the bound (2.19d), then qjk = q̃max
j = 0,

since q̃jk > 0. Furthermore, by replacing the implication in (2.17f) and (2.17g) with
a disjunction and manipulating the logic operators, we can convert these logic ex-
pressions to a conjunctive normal form (CNF), and eventually obtain the algebraic
constraints (Raman and Grossmann, 1991)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≤ 1, (2.20a)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+2 ≤ 1, (2.20b)

...

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+τ1−1 ≤ 1, (2.20c)

for the shut-in constraints (2.17f), and similarly

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≥ 0, (2.21a)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+2 ≥ 0, (2.21b)

...

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+τ2−1 ≥ 0, (2.21c)

for the start-up constraints (2.17g).
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2.4.1 Reformulation of nonsmooth nonlinearities

Using general-purpose algorithms to solve MINLPs with nonsmooth functions as
(2.17a) and (2.19a), may lead to unreliable solutions and oscillatory performance
of the applied algorithms, and should in general be avoided. Generally, there are
three types of approaches to this. The first is to apply special-purpose algorithms
for nonsmooth optimization. These algorithms, however, often lack the efficiency
of general NLP solvers for smooth problems. The second approach is to use some
sort of smooth approximations for the nonsmooth functions. The third approach,
if applicable, is to use an exact reformulation of the nonsmooth function, in most
cases involving the introduction of nonconvex complementarity functions or addi-
tional combinatorial complexity by added binary variables. In the remaining of this
section, we will consider the second and the third approach.

The objective function (2.17a) is the 1-norm, or the sum of the absolute values,
of the total produce rate and the reference rate. By defining nonnegative variables
z+
k , z

−
k for all k ∈ K, then (2.17a) can be reformulated to the smooth (differentiable)

equivalent formulation

min
∑

k∈K

z+
k + z−k (2.22a)

s.t.

z+
k − z−k = qRef

k − qTot
k , ∀k ∈ K (2.22b)

Since (2.22a) is a minimization objective, then at least one variable for each pair(
z+
k , z

−
k

)
will be driven to zero at the optimum. Hence, the reformulation (2.22a)-

(2.22b) of the 1-norm minimization objective (2.17a) is exact without imposing the
nonlinear complementarity condition z+

k z
−
k = 0.

The second nonsmooth function appearing in the formulation is the min-function
in the well model (2.17e). This function is a disjunction itself. Any nonsmooth func-
tion min(g(x), f(x)) can be reformulated as

min (g(x), f(x)) = −max (−g(x),−f(x))

= g(x)−max (0, g(x)− f(x)) . (2.23)

We can therefore apply smooth approximations of the nonsmooth function
max(0, h(x)), with h(x) := g(x) − f(x), to reformulate (2.17e). Note that the
function max(0, x) is also referred to as the plus function. Balakrishna and Biegler
(1992) proposed to rewrite max(0, h(x)) as |h(x)| /2 + h(x)/2, and then apply a
hyperbolic smoothing of the absolute value function. This leads to the approxima-
tion

max(0, h(x)) ≈ 1

2

(
h(x) +

√
h(x)2 + ε2

)
, (2.24)

where ε is a small positive constant typically in the range 10−2 − 10−4 to avoid
singularity in the derivative of (2.24) when h(x) is zero, i.e. at the point of the non-
differentiability. A different approximation was derived in Chen and Mangasarian
(1996) by considering the sigmoid function approximation of the unit step function,
together with probability density functions for smoothing the Dirac delta function.
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Since max(0, x) is a ramp function, and the fact that the unit-step function and the
ramp function are obtained by integrating the Dirac delta function once and twice,
respectively, Chen and Mangasarian (1996) derived the smooth approximation

max(0, h(x)) ≈ h(x) +
1

γ
ln
(

1 + e−γh(x)
)
, γ > 0. (2.25)

This approximation converges to its exact nonsmooth counterpart as γ →∞. Other
examples on smooth approximation of the function max(0, h(x)) can be found in
for instance Duran and Grossmann (1986). Note that none of these two smoothing
procedures depend on bounds on the function arguments.

Requiring a minimum shut-in and production time of τ1 = τ2 = 2 days, and
replacing the nonsmooth objective (2.17a) with the equivalent reformulation (2.22)
together with one of the aforementioned smooth approximations, gives the following
the smooth MINLP.

min
∑

k∈K

z+
k + z−k (2.26a)

s.t.

z+
k − z−k = qRef

k − qTot
k , ∀k ∈ K (2.26b)

qTot
k =

∑

j∈J
qjk, ∀k ∈ K (2.26c)

Ajmjk+1 = mjk +Bjqjk+1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Km (2.26d)

mj0 = minit
j , ∀j ∈ J (2.26e)

qjk = fS
(
q̃max
j , q̃jk

)
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.26f)

q̃max
j = y1

jkq
max
j , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.26g)

q̃jk = βj
(
mjk1 −m

(
eSj pw,j

))
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.26h)

qjk ≥ y1
jkqgc, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.26i)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K \K (2.26j)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K \K (2.26k)

The function fS in (2.26f) is taken as one of the two following smooth approxima-
tions for qjk = min

(
q̃max
j , q̃jk

)
: The MINLP - square root approximation with

fS
(
q̃max
j , q̃jk

)
=

1

2

(
q̃jk + q̃max

jk −
√(

q̃jk − q̃max
jk

)2

+ ε21 + ε2

)
, (2.27)

where ε2 ≥ ε1 is added to avoid negative flows when q̃max
jk = 0, shifting the error

from the point of the nonsmoothness, or the MINLP - sigmoidal approximation
with

fS
(
q̃max
j , q̃jk

)
= q̃max

jk − 1

γ
ln
(

1 + e−γ(q̃jk−q̃
max
jk )

)
. (2.28)
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2.4.2 Exact linear reformulation

An exact linear reformulation of the disjunctive min-function defining the well
model in (2.19a) can be derived by introducing additional binary variables. Let
these binary variables be defined as

y2
jk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.29)

with y2
jk = 1 if qmax

j is the smallest value and 0 if q̃k is the smallest. Furthermore,
let

mmax := max
(j,k)∈(J ,K)

mjk1, (2.30)

be the least upper bound of the pseudopressures in grid block i = 1 for all time steps
k in the prediction horizon K. The reformulation (2.19) of the disjunction (2.17e)
can then be extended with a logic reformulation of the min-function to obtain an
exact reformulation of the nonconvex GDP (2.17) to an MILP formulation:

min
∑

k∈K

z+
k + z−k (2.31a)

s.t.

z+
k − z−k = qRef

k − qTot
k , ∀k ∈ K (2.31b)

qTot
k =

∑

j∈J
qjk, ∀k ∈ K (2.31c)

Ajmjk+1 = mjk +Bjqjk+1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Km (2.31d)

mj0 = minit
j , ∀j ∈ J (2.31e)

qjk ≤ y1
jkq

max
j , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31f)

qjk ≤ q̃jk, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31g)

qjk ≥ y1
jkq

max
j − qmax

j

(
1− y2

jk

)
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31h)

qjk ≥ q̃jk − y2
jkβj

(
mmax −m

(
eSj pw,j

))
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31i)

q̃jk = βj
(
mjk1 −m

(
eSj pw,j

))
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31j)

qjk ≥ y1
jkqgc, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31k)

y1
jk + y2

jk ≥ 1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K (2.31l)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K \K (2.31m)

y1
jk−1 − y1

jk + y1
jk+1 ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K \K (2.31n)

where the constraints (2.31f) - (2.31i) represent the equivalent mixed integer re-
formulation of the min-function in (2.19a). By inspection, it can be shown that
the binary variables y1

jk, y
2
jk cannot both be zero at the same time. Adding the

constraint (2.31l) hence avoids this infeasibility. As in (2.26), we have imposed a
minimum two day alternating shut-in and production period, respectively.

The drawback of the mixed integer reformulation of the min-function is that the
variable bounds on the function arguments must be known. The constant mmax,
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used to define the lower bound on q̃jk, should be chosen as small as possible to
provide a tight formulation. However, this constant will vary with the maximum
shut-in time. Choosing mmax too small will therefore limit the possible maximum
shut-in time, which may be disadvantageous for longer prediction horizons. Con-
sequently, the value of this constant must be defined in some heuristic way. The
approach we have applied is to run a simulation prior to the optimization with a
long shut-in time, and then identify the largest value of mjk1 for all j ∈ J and
k ∈ K.

2.5 Computational results

In this section we consider the computational performance of the three different
mixed integer formulations by using as example the single shale multi-well pad
shown in Fig. 2.7. The single pad consists of 6 wells, where each well is assumed to
have been operated different lengths of time, and hence have different initial pseu-
dopressure minit. Formally, we want to compare two properties of the formulations.
The first property is how the MINLP formulations lend themselves to finding good
local optimal solutions for different prediction horizons, as the problem is likely to
have many local minima. That is, there may be several different sets of well switch-
ing times that give approximately the same deviation from the reference rate. The
second compared property is the computational efficiency of the formulations, since
the MILP formulation has additional combinatorial complexity, while the MINLP
formulations are nonconvex with fewer binary variables.

Multi-well pad

Well 2

Well 1

Well 3

Well 4
Well 5

Well 6

Assigned qRef

Pipelines

qTot

Fig. 2.7: System structure of numerical example.

We solve the nonconvex MINLPs by an NLP-based branch-and-bound method
(Gupta and Ravindran, 1985), implemented in GAMS (Brooke et al., 2011) using
the MINLP code SBB with the NLP solver CONOPT version 3.15. The MILPs are
implemented and solved using the IBM ILOG CPLEX optimization studio (IBM
ILOG CPLEX, 2011), version 12.3. Each problem is allocated a maximum CPU
time of 2 hours, with the termination criteria set to a gap of less than 0.01%.
The problems are solved using a Dell laptop with Intel Core i7 CPU and 8 GB of
RAM. The starting points for the MINLP models are generated by running 100
simulations of the system with shut-in and start-up times generated by a uniform
distribution. Each of these simulations require 1-5 seconds CPU time, depending on
the given prediction horizon. We then use as starting point the simulation yielding
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the lowest deviation in terms of the objective function (2.17a). To improve the
performance of the NLP subsolver, we impose algorithmic bounds on the continuous
variables in the MINLP formulation, inferred from the pre-simulation of the models.
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Fig. 2.8: Comparison of the three different formulations in terms of varying prediction horizon
K. The dotted line indicates that no solution was found in this interval.

Fig. 2.8 compares solutions for the three different formulations as a function of
the prediction horizon K. For a one and two week prediction horizon, there is a
relatively small difference between solution of the MINLP square root formulation
and the MILP formulation. However, the CPU time for the MILP model is signif-
icantly lower, cf. Table 2.3. For a three week horizon the difference between the
two MINLP formulations and the MILP formulation is pronounced. However, for
the four week case the solutions of the three different models are again close. Still,
there is a relative difference of 15% and 8% in favor of the MILP vs. the MINLP
square root and sigmoidal formulations, respectively. Beyond four weeks prediction
horizon, the performance of the MINLP formulations is less robust and in a sense
unpredictable, and there are certain problem sets where no solution is found within
the two hour CPU timelimit. Comparably, the MILP model finds solutions for all
prediction horizons K, and the objective value increases almost linearly with K.
Hence, for this formulation, the per-day deviation in total produced rate compared
to the reference rate is approximately constant.

The problem size and the CPU time is shown for one, two and seven weeks
prediction horizon in Table 2.3. Beyond the two weeks prediction horizon all models
are terminated by the maximum CPU time. For the one week prediction horizon,
both solvers are able close the gap. It should be mentioned that CPLEX has a built-
in (default) parallel computation mode. The real computation time will therefore
be lower when the solver uses multiple threads. CPLEX is able to close the duality
gap for the MILP model also for two weeks prediction horizon, while for longer
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prediction horizons both CPLEX and SBB struggle with improving the lower bound
and therefore terminate with large gaps. Note that the difference in problem size
between the final MINLP and the MILP models is not very large. Since both of the
smooth MINLP approximations include strong nonconvexities in terms of (2.27)
and (2.28), respectively, we use intermediate variables and constraints to improve
the implementation and the numerical robustness. The resulting increase in the
problem size is handled by sparse matrix routines in the NLP solver.

Table 2.3: Test set statistics

MILP - exact MINLP - square root approx. MINLP - sigmoidal approx.

Prediction horizon K = 1 week
Cont. var. 313 409 457
Binary var. 96 48 48
Constraints 628 509 557

CPU time [min] 0.3 6.3 0.5

Prediction horizon K = 2 weeks
Cont. var. 586 766 856
Binary var. 180 90 90
Constraints 1188 985 1075

CPU time [min] 86.2 120 120

...
...

...
Prediction horizon K = 7 weeks.

Cont. var. 1951 2551 2851
Binary var. 600 300 300
Constraints 3988 3365 3665

CPU time [min] 120 120 120

Solving nonconvex NLP and MINLP models with local solvers usually relies
on good initial starting points. To elaborate on the sensitivity of the two MINLP
formulations to starting points, we compare in Fig. 2.9 the MINLP solutions, and
the MILP solutions for different MINLP starting points. The starting points are
generated from the pre-simulations using the three sets of shut-in and start-up
times yielding the lowest objective function value. There is a slightly better match
between the solutions for different starting points for the square root formulation
than for the sigmoidal formulation, except for the four week prediction horizon.
The sigmoidal MINLP formulation appears to be less robust than the square root
formulation, particularly for longer prediction horizons where the sigmoidal for-
mulation fails to find feasible solutions. One possible reason for this observation is
that, for certain timesteps, the function arguments for the exponentials in (2.28)
become relatively large. For longer prediction horizons, both of the MINLP for-
mulations tend to find only a single integer-feasible solution, if any. In these cases,
finding a feasible solution for a given starting point depends on good branching
and node selection in the solver.

There are two sources of inaccuracy in the given mixed integer formulations.
These are the error introduced by the smooth approximations of the min-function
in (2.8), and the difference between the proxy model and multi-fracture reference
model. To analyze the error from the applying the approximations (2.27) and (2.28),
we compare the solutions of the two MINLP formulations for the four week predic-
tion horizon with the equivalent exact model. The equivalent result with the exact
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Fig. 2.9: Sensitivity to starting points. A dotted line means that no solution is found in the
interval between the two marked points.

model is obtained by a post-simulation using the exact reformulated model (i.e.
the MILP model) with the the optimal switching times retrieved from the MINLP
solutions. For the sigmoidal approximation, the optimal switching times simulated
with the exact model yields a relative difference in the objective value of only 0.2%,
while the equivalent comparison with the square root formulation gives a relative
difference of 2.1%. The rate profile of well number 6 for the four weeks prediction
horizon is shown in Fig. 2.10a for the MINLP square root approximation and in
Fig. 2.10b for the MINLP sigmoidal approximation. Comparing the two figures,
it can be seen that the discrepancy between the sigmoidal and the exact model
is negligible, while there is a slightly larger discrepancy between the square root
model and the exact model. Some of this difference is related to the choice of ε1, ε2
and γ in the approximations. The constants ε1 and ε2 in (2.27) was set to 0.01 af-
ter initial testing of the MINLP square root model to achieve acceptable numerical
performance. Initial testing with the approximation (2.28) in the sigmoidal MINLP
model revealed that a large value for γ was necessary in order to avoid accuracy
problems related to the lower bound qgc. Hence, this value was set to 75, giving
good accuracy, but as observed in Fig. 2.9b, leading to more nonrobust numerical
performance for longer prediction horizons. It can also be observed in Fig. 2.10a
that the given square root approximation gives a small non-zero flow rate whenever
the well is shut-in.

In the same Fig. 2.10, we compare both of the solutions with the optimal shut-in
and start-up times simulated with the high-fidelity, multi-fracture reference model.
The results from the use of the proxy models generally coincide well with the
equivalent result simulated with the reference model. Still, the match is better for
slightly longer shut-in times. This is as expected, cf. the tuning in Fig. 2.4 and the
cross validation in section 2.3.1. Note that the observable discrepancy around the
shut-in and the start-up times is caused by the use of a one hour discretization
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interval for the multi-fracture reference model compared to a one day timestep for
the proxy model.
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(a) Well 6, MINLP - square root approxima-
tion.
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(b) Well 6, MINLP - sigmoidal approximation.

Fig. 2.10: Comparison of the MINLP solution with the exact proxy model (MILP) and the
high-fidelity, multi-fracture reference model.

The potential gain of applying optimized shut-in times for late-life shale multi-
well pads is compared with a more naive, non-optimized operational approach in
Fig. 2.11 for a seven week prediction horizon. In this naive, commonly applied
operational approach (Dousi et al., 2006), we assume that each well is produced
until signs of liquid loading is observed, and further assume that the signs in this
case is a sharp drop in the gas rate, or the onset of erratic rates (Lea and Nickens,
2004). For simplicity, we assume that liquid loading occurs once the rate drops
below qgc, although some gas wells may produce stable sub-critical rates, including
meta stable rates, for some time before signs of loading appears (Dousi et al., 2006;
Li et al., 2002). The fictitious erratic rates from onset of loading are generated
by simulation with uniformly distributed low-gain noise added to the rate once it
drops below qgc. Once the erratic rate occurs, the well is shut-in for a fixed number
of days, in this case set to two days. Comparing the total produced rate using
the optimized switching times against the naive operational approach, the latter
leads to more than three times higher deviation from qRef than the optimized shut-
in times, and the optimized approach avoids the high and the low peak rates as
seen in Fig. 2.11. The high peak rates may be infeasible for the surface equipment
due to limitations in the pipeline capacity or at the pipeline gathering points, cf.
Fig. 2.1, or due to capacity constraints of a possibly connected compressor. High
fluctuation in the rate as seen in the last part of the time horizon in Fig. 2.11 may
cause substantial pressure variations in the surface pipelines, which may influence
the line pressure for other pads and lead to oscillating flow in the pipelines. Hence,
avoiding this by using optimized shut-in times may lead to more stable and better
overall performance of the shale-gas surface gathering system.

The set of optimized start-up and shut-in times, however, quickly becomes
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complex, as depicted in Fig. 2.12. There are 47 shut-ins for the optimized solution
while the number is 28 for the naive approach. This complexity may be reduced by
requiring a longer minimum shut-in and production time τ1 and τ2, respectively,
with still better overall reference tracking than the naive approach. Comparing
well number 2 and 3 in Fig. 2.12, which are the wells that have been producing
for the longest and shortest time initially, it can be observed that well number 3 is
producing for a significantly longer time in total than well number 2.
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Fig. 2.11: The total rate for the pad in Fig. 2.7 with simulated liquid loading and a naive
operational approach, compared with the total rate using optimized shut-in and start-up times.
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2.6 Discussion

The two main contributions in this paper are the development of a novel multi-
well production strategy for late-life shale-gas systems, and the derivation of mixed
integer models for optimization of shut-in and start-up times in a single shale multi-
well pad. Furthermore, the paper extends the tuning method and the efficiency of
the shale single-well proxy model presented in Knudsen et al. (2012).

The proposed cyclic scheme may be used to improve the utilization of exist-
ing late-life resources. Applying this type of well operations may therefore serve
as a complement to a continuous drilling of new wells to maintain the total gas
supply rate from a field. By always producing above the critical rate qgc, late-life
erratic flow rates are avoided, while keeping the loss of cumulative production at
a minimum by performing short shut-ins. If the shut-in scheme is applied to wells
that are already loaded, then it may be necessary to apply longer shut-in times
to get enough pressure build-up in the near wellbore region. Note that the com-
monly applied plunger lift technology is a form of cyclic shut-in control (Whitson
et al., 2012). The proposed operational scheme may possibly be integrated with
a plunger-lift system. Still, other issues like the wellbore curvature and safety is-
sues with the rising plunger will then have to be taken into account. The cyclic,
optimized production scheme may also be applicable to tight-gas systems, as these
systems and wells share many of the same characteristics as shale-gas systems.

Scheduling shut-ins of late-life shale-gas wells according to a given reference rate
rather than maximizing the production may be beneficial for several reasons. The
first is a more stable total rate with reduced high and low peaks as demonstrated in
Fig. 2.11. The second reason is related to lower sales prices as a result of increased
availability of natural gas, partly due to increased shale-gas production. Gas prices
may vary substantially with seasonal demands, and produced natural gas may
be stored and sold at times with higher prices. As mentioned earlier, the loss in
cumulative production by performing short shut-ins may be kept very low for shale-
gas wells due to the matrix-fracture system acting as a refill and storage system.
Consequently, by applying clever shut-in scheduling according to varying demands,
the wells and reservoir are in a sense used for gas storage to account for seasonal
variations in demands and gas prices.

The second contribution in this paper is the developments of mixed integer mod-
els from a GDP. For the given system structure in Fig. 2.7 with the selected initial
well conditions, the MILP was shown to be superior for all prediction horizons in
terms of less required CPU for short horizons and improved solutions for longer
horizons. The exactly reformulated MILP model is the only formulation which can
guarantee globality of the solution within the given duality gap. Further, it does
not rely on function approximations. The MILP model is naturally more robust
than the two MINLP formulations and does not rely on good starting points. The
problem size of the MILPs, cf. Table 2.3, are generally small enough to be expected
to outperform the noncovex MINLP. Still, there are drawbacks and challenges asso-
ciated with the MILP formulation. As mentioned, the formulation depends on the
bounds on mjk1 given in (2.30), which have to be decided heuristically, or set to a
high number, giving a weaker formulation. Furthermore, the optimization problem
is based on switching wells on and off to the meet a given reference rate. This
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problem is computationally challenging, and it will almost certainly be impossible
to meet the reference rate exactly.

By using a linear reservoir and well proxy model, one naturally omits certain
nonlinear well and reservoir effects like friction and pressure-varying compressibil-
ity. Some of this is compensated through the tuning of the proxy model. Extending
the proxy model with nonlinear effects may however be desirable or necessary in
some cases to increase the accuracy of the model. In these situations, the MINLP
formulations may be necessary. The comparison of the MILP and MINLP formula-
tions may therefore serve as a preliminary indication of how well the formulations
lend themselves to compute optimal shut-in and start-up times. Still, adding non-
linearities may change the performance of an MINLP formulation substantially, and
the use of linearization techniques such as piecewise linearization should therefore
be considered.

The use of a decomposition scheme may aid the optimization of both single pad
systems as in Fig. 2.7, as well as multi-pad systems as in Fig. 2.1. The structure of
these systems lend themselves to decomposition techniques since there are many
local constraints linked to one or a few pads, and only a few global constraints.
Hence, decomposition techniques which embed the methods studied here can be
used to optimize larger shale-gas systems similar to Gunnerud and Foss (2010)
for subsea oil production. Further, the proposed scheme may benefit from being
integrated in a closed loop scheme where the proxy models are updated online to
account for variations in well and reservoir properties.

2.7 Conclusions

This paper presents a complete MILP formulation for scheduling of shut-ins of
shale-gas multi-well systems. The numerical examples proved the MILP formula-
tion to be computationally superior to the corresponding MINLP formulations,
while also maintaining better model accuracy. The novel PDE-based proxy model
has been shown to be well suited for optimization of shut-in times by applying a
thorough tuning of the model. Through the numerical examples, we have demon-
strated how individual-well shut-ins can be efficiently scheduled and coordinated in
a multi-well pad-system in order to reduce erratic production rates while meeting
a shared production objective.
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Chapter 3

Lagrangian Relaxation Based
Decomposition for Well Scheduling
in Shale-gas Systems

This chapter consists of the paper Knudsen et al. (2014a):

Knudsen, B. R., Grossmann, I. E., Foss, B., and Conn, A. R. (2014a). La-
grangian relaxation based decomposition for well scheduling in shale-gas systems.
Computers & Chemical Engineering, 63:234–249.

Abstract

Suppressing the effects of liquid loading is a key issue for efficient uti-
lization of mid and late-life wells in shale-gas systems. This state of the wells
can be prevented by performing short shut-ins when the gas rate falls below
the minimum rate needed to avoid liquid loading. In this paper, we present
a Lagrangian relaxation scheme for shut-in scheduling of distributed shale
multi-well systems. The scheme optimizes shut-in times and a reference rate
for each multi-well pad, such that the total produced rate tracks a given short-
term gas demand for the field. By using simple, frequency-tuned well proxy
models, we obtain a compact mixed-integer formulation which by Lagrangian
relaxation renders a decomposable structure. A set of computational tests
demonstrates the merits of the proposed scheme. This study indicates that
the method is capable of solving large field-wide scheduling problems by pro-
ducing good solutions in reasonable computation times.

3.1 Introduction

The use of shale-gas as an energy resource has increased extensively over the last
decade (EIA, 2013). Even though shale-gas recovery has primarily been a U.S.
driven industry, there is currently an increasing exploration of shale and other
tight formation resources in the Middle East, in North Africa, in China as well
as in Europe (Dong et al., 2012). The long horizontal wells and stimulation with
hydraulic fracturing needed to obtain profitable recovery rates from the very tight
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rock formations, is however very costly. In recent years, low gas prices have made
many shale-gas fields barely economical. This clearly increases the need for efficient
planning, exploration and production techniques in shale-gas recovery.

Well 1

Well 2

Well j

Multi-well pad

Pipeline
networks

Multi-well pad l

Multi-well pad Compressor/processing station
qPad1

qPad2

qPad3

Total produced gas

Assigned total
reference rate qREF

∑

l∈L
qPadl

Fig. 3.1: Illustration of three pad shale-gas system.

Modern shale-gas developments are characterized by an increasing use of multi-
well pads for sharing of surface infrastructure, both in the production from the wells
and during the completion (Stefik and Paulson, 2011). Multi-well pads consist of
several wells drilled at a single location, hence reducing the foot-print at the well
locations by requiring less space for surface equipment, while at the same time
encompassing a substantial part of the valuable shale formation. The pads are nor-
mally spread over a wide geographical area, with interconnecting pipeline networks
transporting the gas to a compressor or processing station. This infrastructure is
illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The gas-rate production profile from dry and semi-dry shale-
gas wells are characterized by an initial high peak-rate or plateau rate if choking
is performed, with an early steep decline followed by low pseudo steady-state rates
(Jenkins and Boyer, 2008; Baihly et al., 2010). Shale-gas wells may produce at
this pseudo steady-state rate for some hundred days or even for many years. All
shale and tight formation gas wells will, however, eventually reach the state where
the wells’ pressure is insufficient to lift co-produced liquids to the surface, causing
accumulation of liquids in the vertical wellbore (Whitson et al., 2012). This state
is known as liquid loading, and detected by a very erratic and unstable rate, sharp
drops in the decline curve (Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Lea and Nickens, 2004) or semi-
stabilization of the production rate at significantly lower levels (Dousi et al., 2006;
Whitson et al., 2012), i.e. at so-called meta-stable rates. The accumulated liquids
may be due to low saturations of water in the formation, condensates or oil, or
left-over water from the hydraulic fracturing. Liquid loading severely deteriorates
the performance of gas wells, and requires some remedial operational procedures.
Whitson et al. (2012) showed that liquid loading can be eliminated by perform-
ing short regular shut-ins when the producing gas rate reaches the minimum rate
required for continuous removal of liquids in the wellbore. This scheme is illus-
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trated for a single well in Fig. 3.2. Whitson et al. (2012) also demonstrated that a
cyclic scheme leads to minimal loss in cumulative production for low permeability
wells when comparing with continuously-unloaded (”ideal” and non-realistic) pro-
duction, while a significant improvement was obtained when comparing the cyclic
shut-in scheme with production at meta-stable rates.
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Fig. 3.2: Illustration of a cyclic shut-in scheme, showing the simulated gas rate for a multi-
fractured horizontal shale-gas well using a fixed shut-in time.

The cyclic shut-in scheme introduced by Whitson et al. (2012) was extended
to multi-well systems and time-varying shut-ins in Knudsen and Foss (2013). The
problem of optimizing shut-in times for shale multi-well pads was formulated as
a mixed integer linear program (MILP), using simplified well and reservoir proxy
models (Knudsen et al., 2012). For field-wide multi-pad systems, however, the di-
mensionality of the MILP becomes computationally prohibitive. The distributed
shale-gas multi-pad system shown in Fig. 3.1 renders a network-type structure
with limited coupling between the pads. For these types of systems, the use of a
Lagrangian relaxation method provides an efficient solution approach by decom-
posing the original problem into smaller subproblems, see e.g. (Foss et al., 2009;
Sagastizábal, 2012). Nevertheless, any efficient implementation of a Lagrangian
relaxation requires a stable and reliable method for finding optimal Lagrangian
multipliers, as well as a heuristic for finding primal feasible solutions based on the
solution from the Lagrangian and the dual. Furthermore, for the type of mixed-
integer dynamic system considered in this paper, an efficient optimization scheme
relies on using sufficiently accurate and numerically efficient proxy models, together
with a good problem formulation such that the subproblems can be solved in rea-
sonable computation time. The goal of this paper is to address these issues in the
context of shut-in based production planning for the shale-gas multi-pad system
shown in Fig. 3.1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents a review
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of the shale well and reservoir proxy model. In Section 3.3, we present a parameter
estimation problem for the tuning of the proxy model, together with a simple
scheme for updating the model parameters. Section 3.4 presents the formulation
of the fullspace optimization problem, while the Lagrangian relaxation scheme is
presented in Section 3.5. Subsequently, results from computational testing of the
scheme will be presented in Section 3.6. A discussion on the applicability and the
numerical efficiency of the proposed scheme is given in Section 3.7, with concluding
remarks in Section 3.8.

3.2 Shale well and reservoir proxy modeling

Hydraulically fractured shale-gas reservoirs are conventionally modeled either as
variations of the dual-porosity idealization of naturally fractured reservoirs (War-
ren and Root, 1963), as discrete fracture models (Karimi-Farad et al., 2004), or
as fully discretized single-porosity dual-permeability models (Cipolla et al., 2010).
These modeling techniques have different merits and drawbacks in terms of accu-
racy, detail level and numerical efficiency, while they are all constructed with the
incentive of both capturing highly dynamic short-term effects as well as predict-
ing long-term recovery rates. In contrast to these detailed, numerically demanding
modeling schemes, is the widespread use of simple semi-analytical or empirical
models for gas-rate forecasting (Sutton et al., 2010; Al Ahmadi et al., 2010; Bello
and Wattenbarger, 2010). These models, however, assume continuous production
at a constant bottomhole pressure, and are therefore not suited for optimization
of a cyclic production scheme.

Fig. 3.3: The topside view of the grid pressure after 450 days of continuous production from
simulation of a multi-fracture shale-gas reservoir model.

Both of the aforementioned groups of shale-gas modeling schemes are efficient
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for their purposes, but lack applicability with respect to the goal of efficiently opti-
mizing shut-ins for large multi-well systems. A simplified well and reservoir proxy
model for dry and semi-dry shale-gas wells was therefore derived in Knudsen et al.
(2012), with modifications and extensions in Knudsen and Foss (2013). Consider
Fig. 3.3 showing the grid pressure after 450 days of continuous production in a
simulated multi-fracture shale-gas reservoir model. The pressure depletion around
and between the fractures will over time ”homogenize” the stimulated reservoir
volume encompassing the fracture system, leading to a determination of average
properties and pressures in this region of the reservoir. During shut-ins, gas will
flow from the outer low permeability region with high pressure (red in Fig. 3.3) and
recharge the effective low-pressure fracture system volume with gas. The reservoir
proxy model is based on approximating the effective low-pressure high-conductivity
volume marked out in Fig. 3.3 as one, compact volume. By using a radial com-
posite model as shown in Fig. 3.4, we construct the proxy as a three-region model
with an intermediate crushed-rock type volume and a low permeable outer region
representing the tight shale rock. The effective high-conductivity volume in Fig.
3.3 will vary and clearly increase at late times of the well.

kf

re

rw
Fractured region

Well

km

Horizontal wellbore

Production choke

pw

Transition region

Low permeability, nonfractured region

Fig. 3.4: Illustration of proxy model.

Assuming Darcy’s law and single phase gas together with the law of mass con-
servation and the equation of state for real gases, the nonlinear partial differential
equation (PDE) for the gas flow in the radial composite proxy model in Fig. 3.4 is
given by

φ
p

Z(p)
c(p)

∂p

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
k(r)

p

µ(p)Z(p)
r
∂p

∂r

)
, (3.1)

where p is the pressure, k(r) is a radially dependent permeability, µ(p) is the gas
viscosity, Z(p) is the gas compressibility factor and c(p) is the total compressibility.
The pressure dependency of µ(p) and Z(p) can be efficiently handled by the variable
transformation known as pseudopressure (Al-Hussainy et al., 1966), given by

m(p) = 2

∫ p

0

p′

µ(p′)Z(p′)
dp′. (3.2)
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By using Neumann boundary conditions with a producing well (sink) at the cen-
ter, rw, no-flow conditions at the outer boundary, re, and a given initial reservoir
pressure, we obtain the following initial boundary-value problem (IBVP) in terms
of the reservoir pseudopressure, m(p) (Knudsen et al., 2012).

φµc
∂m

∂t
=

1

r

∂

∂r

(
k(r)r

∂m

∂r

)
, (3.3a)

r
∂m

∂r

∣∣∣∣
rw

= q
Tpsc

Tscπhk
, (3.3b)

∂m

∂r

∣∣∣∣
re

= 0, (3.3c)

m(r, 0) = minit, (3.3d)

where q is the gas rate, T is the reservoir temperature and h is the horizontal length
of the well. The subscript sc refers to evaluation at standard condition, 1 bar and
15.6◦C. All gas volumes and volumetric rates are given in standard conditions in
the rest of the paper. The product µc in (3.3a) is evaluated at given pressures,
hence rendering a semi-linear PDE. This technique is elaborated in Section 3.3
below. The initial pseudopressure (3.3d) is calculated by trapezoidal integration of
the corresponding values of p, µ(p) and Z(p) which are obtained by gas correlations,
see Whitson and Brule (2000).

The IBVP (3.3) is discretized in space and time in Knudsen et al. (2012),
using a finite difference scheme. Spatial discretization applies central difference
approximations, i.e. with a second order accuracy. The time discretization uses
the backward Euler scheme, or equivalently, a first order orthogonal collocation on
finite elements with fixed element lengths. In the completion and design of shale-gas
wells, a maximum rate, qmax, is normally specified, based on the surface equipment
specifications together with long-term strategic planning of the wells. Moreover, a
minimum wellhead pressure is required with respect to the given line pressure. The
well rate will initially, or after a shut-in, deliver a peak or plateau rate for some
time until the wellhead pressure is equal to the line pressure and the rate starts to
decline. Combing these expected features, a simple aggregated well and wellbore
model was derived in Knudsen et al. (2012). Using this aggregated model together
with the discretized reservoir proxy model leads to the following simplified single
well and reservoir proxy model.

Amk+1 = mk +Bqk+1, (3.4a)

m0 = minit, (3.4b)

qk = min
{
qmax, β

(
mk1 −m(eSpw)

)}
, (3.4c)

where mk is a vector containing the grid pseudopressures, A is a tridiagonal matrix,
B is a single-column matrix, β is a constant, possibly skin-dependent, well index, eS

is the gravity term and pw is the wellhead pressure. Note that mk1 is consequently
the pseudopressure in the innermost grid block.
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3.2.1 Critical gas rate

A critical gas rate, qgc, sometimes referred to as the minimum rate to lift, can be
specified as a lower bound on the flowing gas rate, qk, in order to ensure continuous
removal of liquids in the wellbore. The most widely applied model for calculating
qgc is given by Turner et al. (1969), with the onset of liquid loading observed for
the majority of gas wells to be controlled by the wellhead conditions. Coleman
et al. (1991) modified Turner’s criterion for onset of liquid loading for gas wells
with lower wellhead pressures. As shale-gas wells normally operate at low wellhead
pressures, we use their model for calculating qgc. By ensuring that the producing
gas rate is always greater or equal to qgc, we avoid accumulation of liquids in the
vertical part of the wellbore. Furthermore, we limit the valid region of our model
and avoid the need to use a multiphase model for low liquid systems such as dry
and semi-dry shale-gas wells.

3.3 Computing model parameters

The gas-rate profile from shale and fractured tight formation wells is often observed
to be defined by three distinct sets of transients. The first is a steep decline following
the early-time peak or plateau rate, during which the gas initially stored in the
fracture network is drained. The second is a very long transient with low rates,
often characterized as a pseudo steady-state condition. The last category is pressure
build-up transients observable during re-openings of wells after shut-ins. Modeling
all of these transients accurately is recognized as inherently difficult (Jayakumar
et al., 2011), even for very complex and detailed numerical models. Consequently,
there are fundamental trade-offs when constructing shale-gas models, and clearly a
proxy modeling scheme must take into account which type of transients the proxy
should replicate.

The basis for the scheme we propose is to perform short, regular shut-ins to
prevent liquid loading. Clearly we are most interested in constructing a model
replicating the last of the aforementioned categories of transients, i.e. the tran-
sients from re-opening a well after a shut-in. During shut-ins, the gas stored in
the low permeable shale matrix will flow into the highly conductive fractures and
refill these small volumes with gas. The transients in the gas rate when the well is
subsequently started up will exhibit slightly different characteristics depending on
the length of the shut-ins and the pressures at the time of shut-in. The duration
of these transients depends on the pressure build-up in the near-wellbore region,
which in turn depends on several factors. The first is the essential reservoir charac-
teristics such as the formation permeability, the conductivity of the fractures and
the effective volume of the hydraulically induced and natural fractures. Some of
these properties, in particular the formation permeability and the average fracture
half-length, can be estimated using the techniques described in Al Ahmadi et al.
(2010) and Bello and Wattenbarger (2010). Other effects that impact the magni-
tude of the pressure build-up during shut-ins include the total compressibility in
(3.3a). Assuming negligible rock compressibility and using the equation of state for
real gases, the total compressibility for gas reservoirs under isothermal conditions
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can be expressed as follows (Whitson and Brule, 2000),

c(p) =
1

ρ

∂ρ

∂p

∣∣∣∣
T

=
1

p
− 1

Z(p)

∂Z(p)

∂p

∣∣∣∣
T

. (3.5)

The compressibility of the gas decreases the initial pressure build-up during shut-
ins, as some of the pressure change is used to decrease the volume of the gas in
the pores of the reservoir. These pressure effects are strongly nonlinear, and are
recognized as difficult to include in semi-analytical and proxy models, particu-
larly in conjunction with the use of the pseudopressure, m(p). Commonly applied
techniques include evaluating c(p) at the initial pressure or at the average of the
initial reservoir pressure and the bottomhole pressure. Both former techniques are
equivalent with assuming a slightly compressible fluid. However, instead of choos-
ing at which pressures to evaluate the compressibility, we parametrize the proxy
model (3.3a) with distinct compressibilities cf and ctran in the fracture region and
the transition region, respectively, and apply a tuning of the model to achieve a
good compromise between the compressibility effects during pressure depletion and
build-up. As the pressure in the outer low permeability region remains almost con-
stant, we evaluate c(p) at initial conditions in this region. We further estimate a
fracture radius rf and an approximated well length h̃ for describing the varying
effective high-conductivity volume in Fig. 3.3, and an average permeability ktran

in the intermediate transition region. Together, this defines the vector

θ =
[
rf ktran cf ctran h̃

]T
(3.6)

of unknown parameters in the proxy model (3.4).

To estimate parameters in the proxy model, we formulate a constrained weighted
nonlinear least squares (WNLS) problem. Using this problem for model tuning and
system identification as opposed to ordinary LS estimation, provides a means for
emphasizing certain dynamics of the system to be modeled. The weighting of the
residuals in the WNLS problem can be obtained by prefiltering of the data (Ljung,
1999). A linear prefilter acts as a frequency weighting of the objective function,
and can be designed to increase the model accuracy in the frequency range of in-
terest. This interpretation of the prefilter, however, only applies to strictly linear
system identification (Spinelli et al., 2005). Moreover, the equivalence of input-
output data filtering and prediction error filtering in linear LS system identification
(Ljung, 1999), does in general not hold for nonlinear systems (Spinelli et al., 2005).
By using the Volterra series representation of nonlinear systems together with the
generalized frequency response function, Spinelli et al. (2005) demonstrated that
reduced estimation bias in the desired bandwidth can be achieved by filtering of
the prediction errors compared with separate filtering of the input/output data
set. Consequently, even though the frequency weighting interpretation only strictly
holds for linear parameter estimation, we can obtain a similar effect in the nonlin-
ear case by filtering the prediction errors through a properly designed filter. Let
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the prefilter Lp(γ) be given by a general infinite impulse-response filter (IIR),

Lp(γ) =
C(γ)

D(γ)
=

M1∑
m1=0

cm1
γ−m1

1 +
M2∑
m2=1

dm2γ
−m2

, (3.7)

where γ−1 is the unit delay operator1. The filter (3.7) can be included as a recursive
digital filter in the WNLS problem. Note that the filter equations simply amount to
a set of linear constraints enforced at each timestep, and hence do not increase the
complexity of the resulting nonlinear program (NLP). We use a second-order digital
low-pass Butterworth filter with a bandwidth [0, 0.4], normalized with respect to
the Nyquist frequency. Let

εk := qk − qMFR
k (3.8)

be the prediction error, where qMFR is the gas rate from the multi-fracture refer-
ence model (MFR). Further, let ȳ = [ȳ1 ȳ2...]

T
be a predefined vector of binary

valve-settings defining a shut-in schedule. Using an estimation horizon K̂, we then
estimate the proxy model parameters, θ ∈ R5, by solving the NLP,

min
θ

∑

k∈K̂

(
εfk
)2

(3.9a)

s.t.

εfk = Lp(γ)εk, ∀k ∈ {K : k ≥ max(M1,M2)} (3.9b)

εk = qk − qMFR
k , ∀k ∈ K (3.9c)

A(θ)mk+1 = mk +B(θ)qk+1, ∀k ∈ K \K (3.9d)

m0 = minit, (3.9e)

qk =
1

2

(
q̃k + qmax −

√
(q̃k − qmax)

2
+ δ2

1 + δ2

)
, ∀k ∈ K (3.9f)

q̃k = ȳk β(θ)
(
mk1 −m

(
eSpw

))
, ∀k ∈ K (3.9g)

θlo ≤ θ ≤ θup, (3.9h)

ctran ≤ cf, (3.9i)

where (3.9f) is a smooth approximation of the nonsmooth well model (3.4c), with
smoothing parameters δ1 and δ2 selected from the interval

[
10−2, 10−4

]
. The second

smoothing parameter δ2 > δ1 is added to prevent small negative rates when the
well is shut-in. Observe that whenever ȳk = 0 for some k ∈ K, then q̃k = 0 and
hence qk ≈ 0 since (3.9f) gives the minimum of q̃ and qmax. The constraint (3.9i) is
based on the property that average compressibility in the reservoir is higher when
closer to the wellbore, and serves as a regularization of the parameter estimation
problem in addition to the bounds (3.9h) (Thompson and Kramer, 1994; Johansen,
1996). Note that the compact parametric representation (3.9d) of the discretized

1The unit delay operator is usually defined as q−1 (Ljung, 1999). However, as q is used as
notation for the gas rate, we use for notational convenience γ−1as the equivalent operator.
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PDE model consists of a set of nonlinear equations used to define the spatial
gridding and the transmissibilities in the reservoir model. For further details on
the derivation of the proxy model (3.9d), see Knudsen et al. (2012).

For the tuning of the proxy model, we use a high-fidelity multi-fracture reference
model constructed with cylindrical geometry similar to Fig. 3.3, with ten equally
spaced fractures. The high-fidelity model is implemented in the state-of-the-art
simulation software SENSOR (SENSOR, 2011), using logarithmic grid refinements
between and outside the fractures, with totally 4200 grid cells. We further extend
the high-fidelity reservoir model with a static wellbore model, see e.g. Katz and Lee
(1990). Essential characteristic properties of the proxy and the reference models
are quoted in Table 3.1. The spatial grid in the proxy model is constructed using
I = 4 grid blocks, see Knudsen and Foss (2013) for a discussion on the choice of this
coarse gridding. We use a ∆k = 1 day fixed timestep for the proxy model, while
we use a one hour timestep for the multi-fracture reference model to capture more
of the high-frequency dynamics in this model. Note that in practice the gas-rate
measurements are likely to be available on a daily basis only. If available gas-rate
production data contains several short shut-ins, these data can, after sufficient
preprocessing, be directly applied in the tuning of the proxy model. Otherwise, a
similar high-fidelity model to the one used in this paper should be constructed,
matched and validated against the production data, and then simulated with shut-
ins to produce sufficient excitation for the tuning of the proxy model.

The NLP (3.9) is implemented in GAMS (Brooke et al., 2011) and solved with
the NLP solver CONOPT v3.15. The results of the tuning of the proxy model is
shown in Fig. 3.5, where we have used two shut-ins of five and three days, respec-
tively, to excite the model. The proposed modeling and tuning scheme renders a
good match of transients after shut-ins of a couple of days. The match is observed
to be tighter in the pseudo-steady state region following the second transient com-
pared with the transient after the first (five-day) shut-in, while a discrepancy is
seen in the peak-rate after the second, three-day long shut-in. This discrepancy
reflects the trade-offs made in the proxy modeling (3.4) and in the design of the
prefilter (3.7): increasing the bandwidth or shifting the bandpass would increase
the gain on the fast modes of the system and hence, give a better match of the
second peak in Fig. 3.5. A nonzero steady-state gain is necessary, however, to ob-
tain an acceptable match of the model at the time at which the rate crosses qgc, as
the rate at 585 days is almost steady-state. Arguably, one could consider using a
bandpass filter instead of a low-pass filter to place more emphasis on the transient
modes, and thereby better match the peak rates. This will, however, give a higher
bias in the rate of the proxy model in the pseudo steady-state regions, and lead
to a constant or almost non-decreasing rate after the initial decline of the rate.
Some of the mismatch in the curvature of the transients is also due to the constant
compressibility assumption, while parts of the mismatch may be compensated for
by a higher-order discretization scheme. Note that the parameter estimate will be
somewhat sensitive to the NLP starting point since the WNLS (3.9) is a noncon-
vex NLP. To compensate for this dependency, we have used a multi start-point
strategy with different initial choices θinit to provide good starting points for the
NLP (3.9). Several of these starting points gave almost identical model match, but
slightly different values of θ. For the prediction below, we choose θ∗ giving the least
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sum-of-squares (3.9a).

The advantage of using a Butterworth filter is the flat magnitude in the band-
pass. However, as Butterworth filters are all-pole filters, there will be a significant
phase shift at the output of the filter, particularly for high-order filters. Care must
therefore be taken with respect to the choice of filter order if the length of the time-
series of production rates is short and there are shut-ins at the end of time-series,
as parts of the transient may be lost due to the phase lag of the filter. Compared
with linear system identification, in which a prefilter tends to cut off model content
in frequencies outside the bandpass, the prefilter applied in nonlinear system iden-
tification introduces a scattering of the frequency spectrum outside the bandpass.
This property may impact the frequency weighting in (3.9) and hence the model
match. See (Spinelli et al., 2005) for further details and analysis.
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Fig. 3.5: Tuning of the parameters, θ, for the proxy model. The first transient corresponds to a
five-day shut-in, while the second shut-in is three days long.

Table 3.1: Given reservoir model parameters. The two parameters below the dashed line only
apply to the multi-fracture reference model.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit
φ porosity 6 %
km formation permeability 3× 10−4 mD
zw true vertical depth 2300 m
pr initial reservoir pressure 200 bar
pw minimum wellhead pressure 6.9 bar
qmax maximum rate 4× 104 m3/d
h true length of horizontal wellbore 492 m
nf true number of hydraulic fractures 10 -
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3.3.1 Updating model parameters

One of the key issues for industrial acceptance of model-based decision support
tools is the user’s ability to maintain and update the models used (Foss and Jensen,
2011). This is particularly challenging for asset and field-wide optimization similar
to the problem in this paper, which includes multiple disaggregated model types
such as reservoir, surface and wells models, all having different time scales. Chal-
lenges are related to the complexity of the models used in the optimization (Bieker
et al., 2007), the level of automation of the model update, and the (possibly ex-
cessive) amount of data available. Quite commonly, models are updated relatively
infrequently, e.g. on a yearly basis (Foss and Jensen, 2011). Such infrequent model
updates introduce a significant time-delay in the feedback decision loop, and clearly
deteriorate the accuracy and the performance of the decision support tool (Foss
and Jensen, 2011). In this context, there is a clear advantage using model pre-
dictive control (MPC) compared with real-time optimization with separate model
updating, as model errors and slowly drifting parameters are compensated for by
the per-timestep feedback and the estimation of initial conditions. However, the
use of MPC in a large, geographically spread petroleum production system intro-
duces several challenges, and requires a high level of automatic control and less
human-in-the-loop operations.

Although a cross-validation in Knudsen and Foss (2013) of a similar realiza-
tion of the proxy model (3.4) showed a good match with the reference model, the
accuracy of the proxy model will abate over time. This is a results of the tuning
technique (3.9d) in which only a limited window of data and shut-ins is used, as
well as a result of using the prefilter. Furthermore, on a long time horizon, the
actual flow and pressure characteristics of the reservoir change as a result of local
pressure depletion in the fracture network, transition to boundary dominated flow,
and changes in the proppant distribution and the near-wellbore skin (Bello and
Wattenbarger, 2010). Shale-gas reservoirs may also contain time-varying parame-
ters such as pressure dependent formation permeability (Cipolla et al., 2010). The
parameter vector θ should hence be updated using a moving horizon like estima-
tion technique. Using a window length K̂up of only the last set of applied shut-ins,
we limit the influence of the earlier observed shut-ins and the tuning of the proxy
model. For a given optimal θ∗, obtained initially by solving the parameter estima-
tion problem (3.9) shown in Fig. 3.5, we update the proxy model by solving an
augmented form of the WNLS problem (3.9),

min
θ

∑

k∈K̂up

(
εfk
)2

+ (θ − θ∗)T DT
s PDs (θ − θ∗) (3.10a)

s.t.

equation (3.9b) - (3.9i), (3.10b)

where P is a symmetric positive definite matrix, and Ds is a diagonal scaling ma-
trix used to normalize the different parameters in θ. The updating is qualitatively
different from ordinary moving horizon based parameter (and state) estimation
(MHE) (Rao et al., 2001). In MHE, the quadratic term in (3.10a) corresponds to
an arrival cost of new data, where an optimal P can be computed by an Extended
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Kalman filter or other techniques. Consequently, P is in this case used to aggregate
previously obtained information on the model. The shale-well proxy model, how-
ever, is only valid in a limited region (i.e. over a certain time and pressure range).
Rather than aggregating information, we want the estimates to be gradually for-
gotten as new shut-in data becomes available. Consequently, for each update t of
the parameter vector θ, we update the matrix P using a type of forgetting factor
(Ljung, 1999),

P t = αIP t−1, (3.11)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a constant, and we use the last optimal parameter estimate
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Fig. 3.6: Updating parameters in the proxy model.

as the starting point when solving the NLP (3.10). Fig. 3.6 compares the rate of
the proxy model using the initial optimal parameter vector θ∗ with the updated
proxy model from solving (3.10). The initially tuned proxy preserves the essential
curvature in the rate transients, but displays a prominent bias. This bias relates
to the total pore volume of the proxy model compared with the actual reservoir
(reference model). The volume of the fractured high-conductivity region (cf. Fig.
3.3) is tuned to match short-term pressure transients during shut-ins, and is too
small to capture the long-term gas drainage, hence causing a fast pressure depletion
of this volume. The outermost grid block, which in a way acts as a source term, is
unable to compensate for this pressure depletion due to the very low permeability.
The mismatch in the peak rate seen at day 772 in Fig. 3.6 also shows the difficulty
encountered when shorter shut-ins are used to update the proxy. For such short
shut-ins the dynamics are even faster, and the proxy is unable to match this peak
rate without sacrificing accuracy in the match of the other transients.

3.4 Formulation of the optimization problem

This section describes the formulation of the optimization problem for the shale-gas
multi-pad structure depicted in Fig. 3.1. All setdefinitions and indices are given in
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Table 3.2: Indices and set definitions

Index Interpretation Set Elements
i spatial reservoir grid block I {1 . . . I}
j well number J {1 . . . J}
k discrete time index K {1 . . .K}
l pad number L {1 . . . L}
n iteration in Lagrangian scheme - {1 . . . N}
u cuts in the cutting-plane algorithm - {1 . . . U}
d terms in the disjunctions - {1, 2, 11, 12, 13}

Table 3.2. We assume that a production plan for K days in terms of a reference rate
qREF is given from strategic and contract based management of the field. In the
derivation of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme, we will assume that the reference
rate is constant over the planning horizon K, while we show at the end of the paper
how the scheme can adopt varying reference rates. When shutting in multiple wells
at a single location without some scheduling, then in the worst case the entire set
of wells at one pad may be shut in at the same time giving a zero total rate, while
the peak rate when the wells are subsequently re-opened may be infeasible with
respect to the capacity of the surface system. This must clearly be avoided. We
want each pad, l ∈ L, to produce a stable rate to prevent high pressure and rate
oscillations in the feed to the compressors, while at the same time producing close
to the overall reference rate, qREF, over the given planning horizon. This can be
formulated as the problem of minimizing deviations from individual pad reference
rates, qref

l , requiring that the sum of the individual pad reference rates is equal to
the field reference rate qREF.

Optimization problems with logical structures and conditions may benefit from
starting with a generalized disjunctive programming (GDP) formulation (Raman
and Grossmann, 1994) instead of an ad-hoc mixed-integer formulation, as a GDP
formulation generally captures more directly the connections between the logi-
cal part and the constraints of the problem (Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013).
Based on a nonconvex and nonsmooth GDP formulation using the well model (2.8)
explicitly in the disjunction, an MILP reformulation of the problem was derived
in Knudsen and Foss (2013). The reformulation is based on a direct big-M type
reformulation of the disjunction with a subsequent exact reformulation of the min-
function. This formulation was shown to be computationally superior to equivalent
reformulations of the disjunction with smooth approximations of the min-function.
The min-function, however, is a disjunction itself (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988).
Consequently, we can rewrite the nonsmooth well-model (2.8) as a disjunction
based on the well inflow model and the maximum rate qmax. This disjunction is
then embedded into the main disjunction deciding if a well is producing or shut-
in. We further include logical constraints for requiring a minimum shut-in time,
τ1, and a minimum production time, τ2, between each succeeding shut-in cycle
(Knudsen and Foss, 2013). Minimum production and shut-in times are typically
required from an operational point of view, to avoid excessive actuation from too
frequent shut-ins, causing wear and tear of the surface equipment. Some wells may
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also require a minimum shut-in time to achieve sufficient pressure build-up due to
certain properties of the well, or if liquids have accumulated in parts of the well
prior to initialization of the cyclic scheme. We assume that the line pressure is
kept constant, and that each well operates on a fixed wellhead pressure pw,lj , with
corresponding bottomhole pressure mwf,lj := m(eSljpw,lj). The separation tank at
the pad is not included in the system description. This separation will only impact
the system by slightly lowering the inlet pressure on the pipeline leaving the pad.
By combining the reference rate objectives described in the previous paragraph
with the logical formulation for shutting in the wells, we obtain the GDP model

Z = min
∑

l∈L

max
k

∣∣qref
l − qPad

lk

∣∣ (3.12a)

s.t.
∑

l∈L

qref
l = qREF, (3.12b)

qpad
lk =

∑

j∈J
qjk, ∀l ∈ L, k ∈ K (3.12c)

Aljmljk+1 = mljk +Bljqljk+1, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ Km (3.12d)

mlj0 = minit
lj , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J (3.12e)

q̃ljk = βlj (mljk1 −mwf,lj) , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.12f)



Y 1
ljk

qljk ≥ qgc


Y 11
ljk

q̃ljk ≤ qmax − δe

qljk = q̃ljk


 ∨




Y 12
ljk

q̃ljk ≥ qmax

qljk = qmax






∨
[

Y 2
ljk

qljk = 0

]
,

∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.12g)

Y 1
ljk Y Y

2
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.12h)

Y 1
ljk ⇔ Y 11

ljk Y Y
12
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.12i)

(
Y 1
ljk−1 ∧ Y 2

ljk

)
⇒

k+τ1−1∧

τ=k+1

Y 2
ljτ ,

∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 ≤ k ≤ K − τ1 + 1} (3.12j)

(
Y 2
ljk−1 ∧ Y 1

ljk

)
⇒

k+τ2−1∧

τ=k+1

Y 1
ljτ ,

∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 ≤ k ≤ K − τ2 + 1} (3.12k)

Y 1
ljk, Y

11
ljk, Y

12
ljk, Y

2
ljk ∈ {True, False}

Observe that in (3.12a) we have used the sum of the infinity norm between the per

timestep pad rate qpad
lk and the corresponding pad reference rate qref

l as the objective
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function. Also note that Km in (3.12d) is the set K shifted one step backwards in
time, i.e.Km = {0, . . . ,K−1}. The constant δe in (3.12g) is included to enforce non-
simultaneous satisfaction of both of the inequalities in the embedded disjunction,
and is set typically to 0.001 in implementations (Vecchietti and Grossmann, 2000).
The above logic-based problem formulation is in nonstandard GDP form (Raman
and Grossmann, 1994; Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013) due to the embedded
disjunction (3.12g), but can be systematically transformed into standard GDP form
by using the technique described (Vecchietti and Grossmann, 2000; Grossmann and
Trespalacios, 2013). This leads to the following logically equivalent representation
of the disjunction (3.12g),
[

Y 1
ljk

qljk ≥ qgc

]
∨
[

Y 2
ljk

qljk = 0

]
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13a)




Y 11
ljk

q̃ljk ≤ qmax − δe

qljk = q̃ljk


 ∨




Y 12
ljk

q̃ljk ≥ qmax

qljk = qmax


 ∨

[
Y 13
ljk

]
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13b)

Y 1
ljk Y Y

2
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13c)

Y 11
ljk Y Y

12
ljk Y Y

13
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13d)

Y 1
ljk ⇔ Y 11

ljk Y Y
12
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13e)

Y 13
ljk ⇔ Y 2

ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.13f)

The Boolean Y 13 is introduced to allow the logical state ¬Y 11 ∧ ¬Y 12. Trans-
forming (3.12) into the standard form (3.13) allows us to assess different ways of
reformulating the disjunctions into algebraic equations. Raman and Grossmann
(1994) showed how linear GDPs can be converted to MILPs by introducing binary
variables y with a one-to-one correspondence with the Boolean variables Y , and us-
ing either a Big-M reformulation (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988) or the convex hull
description of general linear disjunctions derived by Balas (1985). The polyhedral
convex hull description of linear disjunctions is based on disaggregation of the vari-
ables in the disjunction and assuring that only one of the terms in the disjunction
is active. The convex hull reformulation yields an LP relaxation at least as tight or
tighter than big-M reformulations, and hence generally stronger lower bounds and
reduced computation time (Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013; Vecchietti et al.,
2003). Still, the convex hull reformulation requires more variables and constraints
than big-M reformulations. This may translate into longer computation time for
some problems (Vecchietti et al., 2003; Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013). Based
on our computational experience, we observed that a full convex hull reformulation
of the disjunctions (3.13a)–(3.13b) resulted in longer computation times than us-
ing the convex hull reformulation for (3.13a) and a big-M reformulation of (3.13b),
while only a marginal improvement in the LP relaxation was observed when using
the full convex hull reformulation. Disaggregation of qljk in (3.13a) then yields

qljk = q1
ljk + q2

ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.14)

y1
ljk + y2

ljk = 1, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.15)

q1
ljk, q

2
ljk ≥ 0, (3.16)
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which by substitution of the disaggregated variables into (3.13a) simplifies to

qgcy
1
ljk ≤ qljk ≤ y1

ljkq
max, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.17)

since q2
ljk = 0, and q̃ljk does not appear in this disjunction. The big-M reformulation

of (3.13b) is obtained by rewriting the equality constraints as two inequalities
and introducing big-M parameters for each term. The logical proposition (3.12j)–
(3.12k) for the minimum shut-in and production time can be transformed to linear
algebraic inequalities by replacing the implications with disjunctions, converting
the resulting disjunction to conjunctive normal form and then replacing the logical
relations with its algebraic counterparts, see Raman and Grossmann (1991). This
eventually leads to the following primal MILP problem.

Z = min
∑

l∈L

fl (3.18a)

s.t.

qREF =
∑

l∈L

qref
l , (3.18b)

fl ≥ qref
l − qpad

lk , ∀l ∈ L, k ∈ K (3.18c)

fl ≥ −qref
l + qpad

lk , ∀l ∈ L, k ∈ K (3.18d)

qPad
lk =

∑

j∈J
qjk, ∀l ∈ L, k ∈ K (3.18e)

Aljmljk+1 = mljk +Bljqljk+1, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ Km (3.18f)

mlj0 = minit
lj , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J (3.18g)

q̃ljk = βlj (mljk1 −mwf,lj) , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18h)

qgcy
1
ljk ≤ qljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18i)

qljk ≤ qmaxy1
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18j)

q̃ljk − qmax + δe ≤M11
(
1− y11

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18k)

qljk − q̃ljk ≤M11
(
1− y11

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18l)

q̃ljk − qljk ≤M11
(
1− y11

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18m)

qmax − q̃ljk ≤M12
(
1− y12

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18n)

qljk − qmax ≤M12
(
1− y12

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18o)

qmax − qljk ≤M12
(
1− y12

ljk

)
, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18p)

y11
ljk + y12

ljk + y13
ljk = 1, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18q)

y11
ljk + y12

ljk = y1
ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18r)

y1
ljk + y2

ljk = 1, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18s)

y13
ljk = y2

ljk, ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ K (3.18t)
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y1
ljk−1 + y2

ljk ≤ 1 + y2
ljτ , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 ≤ k ≤ K − τ1 + 1} ,

τ ∈ [k + 1,min {k + τ1 − 1,K}] (3.18u)

y2
ljk−1 + y1

ljk ≤ 1 + y1
ljτ , ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 ≤ k ≤ K − τ2 + 1} ,

τ ∈ [k + 1,min {k + τ2 − 1,K}] (3.18v)

Introducing the auxiliary variables fl with the constraints (3.18c)–(3.18d) exactly
reformulates the nonsmooth objective function (3.12a). Note that although the
MILP formulation (3.18) can be considerably reduced by substituting dependent
binary variables, we leave this reduction and tightening of the problem to the
presolve routines in the MILP solver (such as CPLEX and Gurobi).

Similar constraints to those of (2.31m)–(2.31n) for the minimum shut-in and
production time for each shut-in cycle have been used for defining minimum up and
down time requirements in the hydro-thermal unit commitment (UC) problem in
power generation (Takriti et al., 2000), as well as restricted length set-up sequences
in single-item lot sizing (Pochet and Wolsey, 2006). Several authors have studied
the tightness of different formulations of these constraints in the context of the UC
problem (Lee et al., 2004; Rajan and Takriti, 2005). Rajan and Takriti (2005) de-
rives the convex hull polytope of an extended variable formulation of the minimum
up and downtime constraints, in which start-up and shut-down costs are present.
As the problem (3.12) contains no costs on the shut-ins and start-ups, however, we
can omit additional binary variables for modeling start-up and shut-ins transitions,
and limit the formulation of the minimum shut-in and production time constraints
using only the on/off variables y1

ljk and y2
ljk with the constraints (3.18u)–(3.18v).

Note that these constraints are projections of the so-called turn on/off inequalities
derived in Rajan and Takriti (2005) onto the space of the y1

ljk and y2
ljk variables

(Pochet and Wolsey, 2006, Ch. 11).

3.5 Lagrangian relaxation scheme

Lagrangian relaxation is an efficient decomposition technique for problems with a
block-separable structure in the constraint set and few binding or coupling con-
straints (Guignard, 2003). This structure is often found in optimization problems
with some sort of network flow and spatial distribution (Foss et al., 2009; Sagas-
tizábal, 2012). The primal problem (3.18) clearly renders this type of problem
structure, as the only constraint that links the L pads together is the constraint
(3.18b) requiring that the sum of the individual pad reference rates must be equal
the total requested rate qREF. Consequently, by dualizing this constraint, we will
obtain a block-separable, decomposable problem with one subproblem for each pad
l ∈ L. Let λ ∈ R be the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the reference rate
equality constraint (3.18b). The Lagrangian relaxation is then given by

ZLR(λ) = min
∑

l∈L

fl + λ

(∑

l∈L

qref
l − qREF

)
(3.19)

s.t.

eq. (3.18c)–(2.31n),
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hence rendering a spatial decomposition over the set L, such that solving the La-
grangian (3.19) means solving l independent subproblems defined by

ZLR,l (λ) = min fl + λqref
l (3.20)

s.t.

eq. (3.18c)–(2.31n) for given l ∈ L.

For any λ ∈ R, the Lagrangian (3.19) is a relaxation of the primal problem (3.18),
and consequently defines a lower bound on Z (Geoffrion, 1974). The solution of the
Lagrangian (3.19) yields a lower bound on Z at least as tight as the LP relaxation
(Geoffrion, 1974). The dual variable λ is a marginal cost on the demand constraint
(3.18b) of the pads’ reference rate qref

l relative to the given total reference rate
(or demand) qREF, by pricing the cost of satisfying an additional unit in total gas
demand (Sagastizábal, 2012).

Obtaining the best possible value ZLR(λ) of the Lagrangian relaxation (3.19),
that is, the one providing the tightest lower bound on Z, requires finding the
optimal multiplier λ. This problem defines the Lagrangian Dual (Geoffrion, 1974),

ZD = max
λ

ZLR(λ). (3.21)

Due to the inherent nonconvexity of the binary variables in the primal MILP (3.18),
we may have a nonzero duality gap, i.e. Z−ZD > 0. The Lagrangian ZLR(λ) can be
shown to be piecewise linear and a concave function of λ (Nemhauser and Wolsey,
1988), while nondifferentiable at the points where the optimal solution of (3.19) is
not unique (Guignard, 2003). The solution of (3.19) will in most cases be primal
infeasible in the sense that the dualized reference rate constraint (3.18b) will be
violated. Consequently, some technique using the information from solving the La-
grangian relaxation and/or the Lagrangian dual must be developed for generating
primal feasible solutions.

3.5.1 Solving the Lagrangian dual

The two most common classes of algorithms for solving the Lagrangian dual are
subgradient-type methods and methods based on the cutting-plane approach (Guig-
nard, 2003). A variety of implementations and modifications of algorithms within
these two classes exists. Subgradient-type methods are based on using the dual-
ized constraint, i.e. (3.18b) in the Lagrangian relaxation (3.19), as the subgradient
for ZLR(λ) in the space of the dual variables. The standard subgradient method
(Held et al., 1974) is widely applied for updating Lagrangian multipliers due to
its ease of implementation and capability of providing good multiplier updates for
many problems. The method may, however, require extensive tuning of the step-
size parameters to obtain good practical convergence, and lacks a true termination
criteria.

The cutting-plane algorithm for solving the Lagrangian dual (3.21) is based on
maximizing a cutting-plane model Z̃LR(λ) of ZLR(λ), given by

Z̃LR(λ) := min

{∑

l∈L

ful + λ

(∑

l∈L

qref,u
l − qREF

)
, u = 1, . . . U

}
, (3.22)
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i.e., a concave polyhedral upper approximation Z̃LR of ZLR (Frangioni, 2005). The

solutions (ful , q
ref,u
l ) are obtained by solving the Lagrangian relaxation (3.19) for a

given input multiplier λ. Replacing ZLR(λ) in (3.21) with the cutting-plane model
(3.22) leads to a maxmin problem, which can be equivalently formulated as the
linear program (LP)

Z̃D = max
λ,η

η (3.23a)

s.t.

η ≤
∑

l∈L

ful + λ

(∑

l∈L

qref,u
l − qREF

)
, u = 1, ..., U (3.23b)

with η ∈ R. For each iteration n of the primal-dual loop solving (3.19) and (3.23),
a new cut is added to (3.23) to improve the cutting-plane model (3.22) of ZLR(λ).
Using the cutting-plane algorithm (3.23) for solving the Lagrangian dual (3.21)
provides at each step an upper and lower bound on ZD (Frangioni, 2005),

ηn ≥ ZD ≥ ZnLR. (3.24)

The method terminates when these bounds coincide. The cutting-plane algorithm
has finite convergence (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XII 4.2), but suf-
fers in its basic form from an inherent instability. In early iterations, the cutting-
plane model (3.22) of ZLR(λ) is insufficient to provide a bounded problem. More-
over, the sequence λn of dual solutions lacks local properties (Frangioni, 2005).
These characteristics often lead to oscillatoric performance and slow convergence
of the cutting-plane algorithm in practice. The problem of early oscillations and
unbounded solutions of (3.23) can be addressed by adding bounds on the dual vari-

ables (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993), and adding known solutions (f̂l, q̂
ref
l )

of (3.18) and (3.19) to improve the cutting-plane model Z̃LR(λ) of ZLR(λ) (Fran-
gioni, 2005). Many rigorous stabilization methods have been suggested to increase
the local properties and mitigate the oscillations of the dual solutions from the
cutting-plane algorithm, see (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XV) and
Frangioni (2005) for a thorough review. The above approaches for stabilizing the
cutting-plane algorithm for solving the Lagrangian dual may be combined and
tailored to derive efficient algorithms for updating the Lagrangian multipliers, or
possibly combined with a subgradient method (Mouret et al., 2011).

To stabilize the cutting-plane formulation for solving the Lagrangian dual (3.23),
we adopt a trust-region scheme from (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch.
XV 2.1) and Kallehauge et al. (2006). The trust-region approach provides a simple
device for coping with instabilities in the cutting-plane algorithm when applied to
Lagrangian duals with relatively few dual variables, and is closely related to the
boxstep method (Marsten et al., 1975). The algorithm ensures that the next mul-
tiplier update λn+1 is never further away than a distance ∆n (with respect to the
1-norm) from the current stability center λ̄. The algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 1 : Trust-region cutting-plane algorithm
Initialization: Select an initial trust-region ∆1, stability center λ̄, a termination
tolerance δTR ≥ 0, and a descent coefficient σ ∈ (0, 1). Set λ1 = λ̄, U = 1, and
solve (3.19) to obtain ZLR(λ1).

Step 1: Solve the LP

max
λ,η

η (3.25a)

s.t.

η ≤
∑

l∈L

ful + λ

(∑

l∈L

qref,u
l − qREF

)
, ∀u = 1, . . . , U (3.25b)

|λ− λ̄| ≤ ∆n, (3.25c)

λ ≥ −1, (3.25d)

to obtain λn+1 and ηn. Compute

ρ̃ := ηn − ZLR(λ̄) ≥ 0. (3.26)

Step 2: If ρ̃ ≤ δTR, terminate with ZD = ZLR(λ̄).
Step 3: Compute ZLR(λn+1).
Step 4: If

ZLR(λn+1) ≥ ZLR(λ̄) + σρ̃, (3.27)

update the center: λ̄ = λn+1. Otherwise, leave center unchanged.
Step 5: Update trust-region; compute the ratio

ρ :=
ZLR(λn+1)− ZLR(λ̄)

ρ̃
. (3.28)

If ρ = 1, set ∆n+1 = 1.5∆n. If ρ < 0, set ∆n+1 = 0.8∆n.
Set U = n+1 and update the iteration counter n = n+1; repeat from Step 1.

By evaluating in Step 4 the actual increase of ZLR(λ) with the predicted increase
given by ρ̃ in (3.26), an ascent-step (serious step) is only declared if a sufficient
increase is obtained relative to the Armijo-like parameter σ. Otherwise, the current
iteration is a null-step, while a new cut is added to (3.25) to improve the polyhe-
dral approximation of ZLR(λ). Comparing with the subgradient method, the above
scheme guarantees an increase for each serious step. We refer to the above algo-
rithm as a trust-region approach in the sense that we assume the cutting-plane
model (3.22) to be a good approximation of ZLR(λ) inside the trust region defined
by ∆n. The criteria in Step 5 for updating the trust-region may be tuned to the
specific problem to improve the performance of the algorithm. Observe that the
linear dual of the nonstabilized cutting-plane algorithm (3.25a)–(3.25b) for solv-
ing the Lagrangian dual yields the primal master problem in the Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition method (Frangioni, 2005).

The lower bound (3.25d) is added to ensure values of λ that gives bounded
Lagrangian subproblems (3.20). The proof of the numerical value of this bound
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is given in 3.A. By a similar proof, it can be shown by using Fourier-Motzkin
elimination that for a single reference rate qREF, any nonnegative value of λ will
cause qref

l = 0, and consequently the optimal solution fl = qpad
l = 0 for each of the

subproblems (3.20). Hence, we can add this a priori solution to (3.25) to improve
the initial cutting-plane model of ZLR(λ). Note that in practice, though, it may be
sufficient to select an initial small trust region ∆1 together with a good estimate
for λ1 to prevent optimal values of λ less than -1. This strategy, however, is counter
intuitive for trust-region methods.

3.5.2 Generating primal feasible solutions

Obtaining primal feasible solutions in a Lagrangian relaxation scheme normally
requires the use of some, possibly problem specific, heuristic. Either or both of the
solutions from the Lagrangian relaxation and the Lagrangian dual may be exploited
to generate primal feasible solutions, often using some type of greedy algorithm.
The solutions from the Lagrangian relaxation often becomes almost primal feasible
(with respect to the dualized constraints) with increasing number of iterations n.
As ZLR is a lower bound on Z, the solution of the Lagrangian relaxation may in
some way aid the search for primal feasible solutions.

Solving the |L| Lagrangian subproblems generates a schedule (or sequence) of
shut-ins for each well on the given pad l together with a reference-rate qref

l . In other
words, the solutions of the subproblems prevent well liquid loading. The shut-in
schedule is completely described by the value of the binary variables ydljk. This

schedule will be affected by the value of the qref
l , which in turn is a function of

the marginal cost λ and the total gas-rate capacity of wells on the pad. That is,
how much gas the wells can produce and the level of the peak-rates after shut-ins.
To obtain a primal feasible solution and hence an upper bound ZUB, we fix the
binary variables ydljk to the values obtained from solving the Lagrangian relaxation
subproblems (3.20), and solve the primal problem (3.18). This variable fixing cor-
responds to fixing the well schedule. The primal problem (3.18) reduces to an LP,
where the pad reference rates qref

l now are the only degrees of freedom. The LP
solution of this variable fixing returns a set of primal feasible reference rates q̄ref

l

which minimizes (in terms of the sum of the infinity norm) the deviation between
the currently fixed production and the reference rates .

In each iteration n, we check if the deviation between the primal feasible ref-
erence rates q̄ref

l obtained by the binary variable-fixing, and the corresponding
solution qref

l from the Lagrangian relaxation, is larger than a certain threshold,

∣∣qref
l − q̄ref

l

∣∣ > δref. (3.29)

If it is, we perform a local search for each of these pads l ∈ L̄ ⊆ L to search for
an improved shut-in schedule. Let Z̄l = f̄l be the solution from (3.18a) for pad l
obtained by the binary variable fixing. The local search is then performed by fixing
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the reference rate, qref
l ≡ q̄ref

l , and solving the MILP

Zl = min fl (3.30a)

s.t.

fl ≤ Z̄l, (3.30b)

fl ≥ q̄ref
l − qpad

lk , ∀k ∈ K (3.30c)

fl ≥ −q̄ref
l + qpad

lk , ∀k ∈ K (3.30d)

∑

(l,j,k)∈{(L̄×J×K) : ȳ1ljk=1}
(1− y1

ljk) +
∑

(l,j,k)∈{(L̄×J×K) : ȳ2ljk=1}
(1− y2

ljk) ≤ r, (3.30e)

eq. (3.18e)–(2.31n) for given l ∈ L̄.

The constraint (3.30e) is a local branching type constraint (Fischetti and Lodi,
2003), where ȳ1

ljk, ȳ
2
ljk is the shut-in schedule obtained from the solving the La-

grangian relaxation, and the parameter r is a neighborhood radius (or Hamming
distance). This constraint allows at most r switchings of wells from on to off and
from off to on, given by the first and the second term, respectively. The radius r
must be selected sufficiently large for improved solutions to exist, while at the same
time being small enough such that the local search can be performed efficiently.
We implement a strategy where we initialize r = d(1/3) |K| |J |e, and increase r by
a factor of 2 at most five times if (3.30) is infeasible, and we allocate a maximum
CPU time between 15-90 seconds for each local search, depending on the problem
size.

The complete Lagrangian relaxation scheme, comprising the Lagrangian relax-
ation, the primal heuristic, Lagrangian dual and the termination criteria, is outlined
in Fig. 3.7. If the loop in the Lagrangian scheme terminates with a nonzero duality
gap, we perform an extended but similar local search like (3.30) around the best
found feasible solution. In particular, we remove the local branching constraint
(3.30e) to explore a larger search space and perform a time-limited search for each
subproblem l ∈ L, in which we now fix qref

l to its corresponding argument of the
best found feasible solution ZUB. In contrast, the local search (3.30) inside the pri-
mal heuristic part in Fig. 3.7 is performed around the currently recovered primal
feasible solution. Note that we preserve primal feasibility when performing both of
these local search methods. If the solution improves the upper bound, we update
the best feasible solution and terminate the search.

The proposed model-based optimization scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.8, showing
the connections between the different modules, the equation numbers for the re-
spective optimization problems, and the software used to implement and solve these
problems. The scheduling of the well shut-ins is in practice likely to be performed
in a receding horizon fashion, see for instance the textbook on model predictive
control by Rawlings and Mayne (2009). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.8 by the upper
dashed feedback loop, in which a new shut-in schedule is computed by the La-
grangian relaxation scheme with a certain interval. This re-optimization, and how
often it is performed, is not further detailed in this paper. Note though that the
updating of the proxy model described in section 3.1, is normally performed less
frequently than the re-optimization of the shut-in schedule.
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Set max iter N , and tolerances δTR, σ,

δref , and δDG . Set ZUB =∞, n = 1
Choose λ̄,∆1, and set λ̄ = λ1

Solve |L| subproblems to
compute ZLR(λ)

While n ≤ N

ZUB − ZLR(λ̄) < δDG ?

n = n+ 1

The Lagrangian relaxation

Lagrangian dual

Initialization

Add cut and compute (λn+1, ηn) by the
trust-region cutting-plane algorithm

ηn − ZLR(λ̄) < δTR ?
yes

Terminate

Update ZUB

For all l ∈ L:
If
(∣∣qrefl − q̄refl

∣∣ > δref
)
:

Primal heuristic

yes
Terminate (by duality gap)

no

no

Fix binary varibles ydljk

Perform local search for
all l ∈ L to improve ZUB Termination heuristic

If (n > 1): update λ̄ and ∆n

Perform local search

Fig. 3.7: Schematic description of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme.

Lagrangian relaxation

GAMS/CPLEX

Shale-gas fieldShut-in optimization

Model update,
eq. (3.10)–(3.11)

Initial parameter

GAMS/CONOPT GAMS/CONOPT

Tuned
proxy
model

estimation, NLP (3.9)

Production data and/
or data from high-
fidelity simulator

Initial parameter
estimate θ∗

Pad reference rates qrefl

Shut-in schedule (y1ljk, y
2
ljk)

Re-optimization of shut-in schedule

Given total
reference rate qREF

Measured rates q̄k
and shut-ins ȳk

Updated proxy model

(performed less frequently)

scheme, eq. (3.19)–(3.30)

Fig. 3.8: Illustration of the computational modules and their interconnections with the actual
field.
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3.6 Computational Results

The performance of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme is assessed by solving a
series of test sets of the shale-gas multi-pad system with the structure shown
in Fig. 3.1. The sets are generated with different number of pads |L|, while for
simplicity we have used six wells per pad l. The proxy models in the numeri-
cal examples are realized and tuned against the multi-fracture reference model
as described in Section 3.3, using three different formation permeabilities km ∈[
1× 10−4, 3× 10−4, 5× 10−4 mD

]
. When using equal fracture geometry and ini-

tial pressure, the value of the formation permeability is decisive for the time when
the gas rate first crosses the critical rate qgc, hence giving somewhat different
performance of the wells. We assume equal permeability for each well on a given
pad, but we will assume that each well has been operated at different lengths of
time, hence giving different initial pseudopressures minit

lj . We use a one-day fixed
timestep, and set τ1 = τ2 = 2 days.

The Lagrangian scheme outlined in Fig. 3.7 is implemented in GAMS (Brooke
et al., 2011), using IBM CPLEX v12.3 to solve the LPs and the MILPs. The
problems are solved using a Dell laptop with Intel I7 quad-core CPU and 8GB of
RAM, using deterministic parallel mode with up to 8 threads. The tolerances in
the trust-region algorithm are set to δTR = 10−6, σ = 0.01 and δref = 0.01, while
we set the duality gap tolerance to δDG = 0.01 (cf. Fig. 3.7) and the maximum
number of iterations N = 15. The trust-region is initially set to ∆1 = 0.3, while λ̄
is initially set to −0.5, the arithmetic mean of the lower bound (3.25d) and value
of the Lagrange multiplier of (3.18b) obtained by the LP relaxation of the primal
MILP (3.18). For the MILP Lagrangian relaxation subproblems (3.20), we use a
relative gap less than 1% or an absolute gap less than 10−4 as stopping criteria,
and allocate a maximum CPU time of four hours for each of the subproblems.
The absolute-gap criteria is added as the LP relaxation of the subproblems tends
to be zero or a very small value, since we are minimizing the deviation between
a reference rate and the actual rate. Branching priorities are added to all of the
MILPs, in which y1 are given higher priority than y2 and y13, which again have
higher priority than y11 and y12. The size of the problems are shown in Table 3.3.
Note that the size of all of the MILPs are significantly reduced by the presolve
routines in CPLEX. All reported times are real (clock) time, and the reported
relative duality gaps (in %) are defined as (Pochet and Wolsey, 2006, Ch. 3),

DG := 100[%]× |Z
UB − ZLB|
|ZUB| , (3.31)

where ZLB = ZD for the Lagrangian scheme, while ZLB is the best LP relaxation
bound in the fullspace solution. The results of the Lagrangian scheme is in Table
3.4 compared with the fullspace solution of the primal MILP model, that is, solving
(3.18) by a direct MILP approach. For the purpose of this comparison, we allocate
a solution time for the fullspace approach approximately equal to the time spent
by the Lagrangian scheme.

Table 3.4 shows characteristics of the results of applying the Lagrangian re-
laxation scheme to sets with different number of pads and planning horizons. All
of the sets in Table 3.4, except for the sets with |L| = 6 and K = 14 and 21,
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Table 3.3: Problem size of test instances in Table 3.4.

|L| K Binary var Cont. var Constraints
3 7 720 895 2666
3 14 1350 1672 5103
3 21 1980 2449 7580
6 7 1140 1789 5330
6 14 2700 3343 10244
6 21 3960 4897 15158
9 7 2160 2686 7994
9 14 4050 5014 15365
9 21 5940 7345 22736

Table 3.4: Computational results of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme and a fullspace approach.

Lagrangian scheme Fullspace
|L| K qREF † DG [%] Time [min] #iter ZUB† ZD

† DG [%] Time [min] ZUB† Best ZLB
†

3 7 16.0 22.9 1 7 0.41 0.32 100 2 0.50 0
3 14 16.0 11.9 20 6 0.49 0.43 100 20 1.60 0
3 21 16.0 11.7 151 5 0.52 0.46 100 84∗ 4.37 0
6 7 43.2 2.4 2 7 2.09 2.04 90.4 2 2.57 0.25
6 14 43.2 0.0 33 3 3.59 3.59 64.6 33 4.30 1.52
6 21 43.2 0.0 580 5 4.13 4.13 63.3 580 6.67 2.45
9 7 53.0 5.4 3 7 0.91 0.86 100 3 4.83 0
9 14 53.0 14.6 43 9 1.55 1.32 100 43 9.42 0
9 21 53.0 13.4 643 9 1.73 1.50 100 107∗ 18.1 0
†

Results Z (lower and upper bounds) and the reference rate qREF are given in 104 m3/d.

∗ Fullspace problems eventually ran out of memory due to size of nodefile in the order ∼10GB.

respectively, are terminated with the criteria ρ̃ ≤ δTR in step 2 of the trust-region
cutting-plane algorithm for solving the Lagrangian dual (3.21). None of the sets
reach the maximum number of iterations. Several of the sets terminate with du-
ality gaps greater than 10%. Hence, if only evaluated by the size of the duality
gap, the performance of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme applied to these sets
may be considered as only average. The final duality gaps are not necessarily worse
for longer compared with short planning horizons K. For planning horizons longer
than three weeks, the time required to solve each of the MILP subproblems (3.20)
to global optimality becomes computationally prohibitive. The difficulty in solv-
ing the MILP (3.18) becomes evident when comparing the solution characteristics
of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme with solving (3.18) as one fullspace prob-
lem. The Lagrangian relaxation scheme consistently finds significantly improved
lower and upper bounds compared with the fullspace solution. Solving (3.18) by a
fullspace branch-and-cut algorithm also highlights the difficulty in improving the
lower bound; six out of nine sets in Table 3.4 are terminated with a 100% duality
gap when solved with the direct approach, meaning that the best lower bound
remains close to zero (cf. (3.31)) throughout the enumeration.

The duality gap by termination of the Lagrangian relaxation scheme depends
on the given reference rate qREF. This is shown in Fig. 3.9 for the set consisting of
three pads and a one week planning horizon. For low values of qREF, the gas-rate
capacity of the multi-pad system is sufficient to meet the reference rate, seen by the
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Fig. 3.9: The duality gap DG, the best primal feasible solution ZUB (i.e. sum of maximum
deviations from qrefl ) and the lower bound ZD as a function of different values of given qREF,
using the configuration of (|L|,K) as in the first instance in Table 3.4.

low value of ZUB, and hence a low total deviation between the produced pad rates
and the corresponding pad reference rates. The duality gap, however, is large for
low values of qREF, and decreases for higher values of qREF. The lower bound ZD is
seen in Fig. 3.9 to be close to zero for low values of qREF, in which ZUB dominates
(3.31), causing large duality gaps. In a certain range of values for qREF, it is seen
that the size of the duality gap compared with the value of ZUB is balanced. For
high values of qREF, the duality gap converges to zero while the optimal solution
value increases rapidly, leading to unacceptable deviations between the produced
rates and the reference rates.

The trust-region cutting-plane algorithm works well for solving the Lagrangian
dual of the problem. All sets terminate with an optimal dual variable λ̄ after 4-9
iterations. The method is also observed to be fairly robust with respect to initial
choices of λ̄ and ∆1. Still, choosing a higher value of the initial trust region and
a lower initial value of λ̄ (closer to -1) leads to slightly more iterations and to
increased oscillations in the sequence of solutions λn. In this case the trust-region
becomes ineffective. The use of the local search heuristic (3.30) mainly improved the
upper bound ZUB whenever the binary-fixing heuristic found an improved primal
feasible solution. In these cases, however, the local search often reduced the upper
bound by as much as 50% to 200% of its value from the previous iteration.

The practical performance from the solution of (3.18) is illustrated in Fig. 3.10
showing the total rate for the set in Table 3.4 with 9 pads and a three week planning
horizon (i.e. the last instance). The pad reference rate and the total produced rate
is shown for three of the nine pads in Fig. 3.11. The total gas rate for the pads
is shown to tightly follow the given total reference rate qREF over the planning
horizon, while each of the pads rates follow the optimal pad reference rates with
only small fluctuations as seen in Fig. 3.11. Consequently, any high and low peak
rates are avoided, both in the total rate, and for the rates from the individual pads.
In this context, the actual optimized result by the Lagrangian relaxation scheme
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clearly renders a good feasible solution despite the duality gap being more than
13%. Comparing the subfigures in Fig. 3.11 also highlights a qualitative difference
in the performance of the gas rates qpad

lk from the pads; the wells with the highest
permeability, i.e. the wells on pad 5, preserve a higher rate after shut-ins. Hence,
fewer shut-ins are needed, and the total rate from the pad is more stable as seen
in Fig. 3.11c.
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Fig. 3.10: Total rate from |L| = 9 pads with a three week planning horizon solved with the
Lagrangian relaxation scheme.
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Fig. 3.11: Pad reference rates and produced rates for three of the pads in the last instance in
Table 3.4.

3.7 Discussion

The main contribution in this paper is the development of a decomposable La-
grangian relaxation scheme from a fullspace GDP formulation for field-wide shut-in
scheduling in large shale-gas systems. The scheme was observed to consistently solve
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the Lagrangian dual and find feasible solutions through a heuristic using the solu-
tions from the Lagrangian relaxation. The Lagrangian scheme clearly outperformed
a fullspace approach, both in terms of the duality gap and the lower and upper
bounds. The schemes’ ability to generate small duality gaps, however, is observed
to depend somewhat on the problem configuration. Nevertheless, the solutions ob-
tained are still considered as good feasible solutions. If, however, small duality
gaps are desirable (or required), one may consider using a strategy based on the
Augmented Lagrangian. Under mild assumptions, Augmented Lagrangians ensure
zero duality gaps (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XII 5.2), but unfor-
tunately the augmented quadratic term destroys separability of the dual function.
Some approximation is therefore required to obtain separability of the relaxation,
see Li and Ierapetritou (2012); Ruszczynski (1995). Another possible strategy for
reducing the duality gaps would be to integrate the Lagrangian relaxation (3.19)
in a branch-and-bound enumeration scheme (i.e., a branch-and-price framework).

The computational challenges experienced with improving the lower bound is
related to two aspects of the problem formulation. The first is the strength of the
lower bound provided by the Lagrangian relaxation, which may depend strongly on
the chosen relaxation (Guignard, 2003). If the variables in the linking constraints
also appear in several of the other constraints in the subproblems, then applying
Lagrangian decomposition (Guignard and Kim, 1987) is generally preferable, in
the sense that the lower bound in Lagrangian decomposition is as least as tight
as any other Lagrangian relaxation. The complexity, on the other hand, in solving
the scheduling problem for the shale-gas multi-pad system is inherent, as the prob-
lem involves both dynamics, combinatorial decisions and large-scale systems. The
scheduling is based on switching wells on-off to track a reference rate. As we as-
sume that each well has a separate independent closed-loop control of the wellhead
pressure, meeting the reference rate exactly will almost certainly be impossible.

There are several possible extensions and modifications of the proposed La-
grangian relaxation scheme to reduce the computation time of the Lagrangian
(3.19). One is to consider decomposition per wells, using a type of bi-level de-
composition scheme in which the current Lagrangian relaxation is retained while
the subproblems (3.20) are further decomposed into one problem per well. How-
ever, the reformulation (3.18c)–(3.18d) of the infinity norm can in this case no
longer be applied, requiring either a special purpose algorithm for `1 or `∞-type
problems or a different objective function. Temporal decomposition of the primal
MILP (3.18) may also be considered, however, leading to an enormous increase in
the number of dual variables. Finally, note that a simple acceleration scheme for
the given Lagrangian relaxation scheme is parallelization of the subproblems using
grid-computing.

The proposed Lagrangian relaxation scheme is easily extended to handle a
time-varying reference rate qREF

k . This is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 for a system with
three pads and a three week planning horizon. The Lagrangian relaxation scheme
becomes computationally more demanding with a time-varying reference rate, and
gives Kc+1 dual variables where Kc < K is the number of changes in the reference
rate qREF

k . If the number of dual variables is close to the length of the planning
horizon, using a more sophisticated stabilization of the cutting-plane algorithm
than the trust-region approach may reduce the number of iterations n and hence
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improve the performance of the scheme, see (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993,
Ch. XV).
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Fig. 3.12: Example on time-varying given reference rate qREF
k

The paper also includes a systematic, frequency selective tuning procedure for
the shale well proxy model, together with a simple scheme for updating the param-
eters in the model. By properly designing the filter for the prediction errors, it is
possible to select which of the dynamics in shale-gas wells the proxy model should
emphasize. The simplicity of the proxy model still limits to some extent the range
of dynamics the model can cover. The tuning procedure further consists of solving
a nonconvex NLP, possibly leading to suboptimal parameters in the proxy model.
This can be compensated for by frequently updating the model parameters using
the updating scheme described in Section 3.3.1.

Scheduling shut-ins of shale-gas systems relative to a reference rate rather than
maximizing the production may be beneficial both from an operational as well as
an economic and energy perspective. Operationally it leads to more stable rates
as seen in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, with the potential of significantly reducing high and
low peaks compared to a standard approach with fixed shut-in times (Knudsen
and Foss, 2013). The economic incentive is related to the current low sales prices
of natural gas, a result of increased availability mainly due to overproduction of
shale gas. Gas prices may vary substantially with seasonal demands, and produced
natural gas may be stored and sold at times with higher prices. As mentioned, the
loss in cumulative production by performing short shut-ins may be kept very low
for shale-gas wells due to the fracture networks acting as a recharge and storage
system. Consequently, by optimizing well shut-ins with respect to varying demands
as illustrated in Fig. 3.12, the wells may be scheduled to account for seasonal
variations in demands and gas prices. The high availability of shale-gas, together
with the shut-in characteristics and properties described and optimized in this
paper, makes it possible to utilize shale-gas systems as a buffer of natural gas in
an energy and power planning context.
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3.8 Conclusions

In this work, a novel Lagrangian relaxation based scheme for shut-in scheduling
in shale-gas multi-pad systems has been presented. The shut-in scheduling is in-
tegrated in field-wide production planning based on demands in gas-rate, showing
how production objectives and constraints at different levels in the large-scale sys-
tem can be included in the formulation. The decomposable scheme is scalable in
the number of pads, and shown through computational testing to outperform a
fullspace approach for all sizable problems, although the efficiency of the scheme
is observed to decrease for long planning horizons. Hence, the proposed method
is indeed interesting for shale-gas systems where the number of wells run into the
hundreds and beyond.

3.A Proof of bound for dual variable

For proving the bound λ ≥ −1, we can consider the following simplified Lagrangian
relaxation subproblem (3.20):

min f + λqref (3.32a)

s.t.

f ≥ qref − qpad, (3.32b)

f ≥ −qref + qpad, (3.32c)

qPad ≤ Ū , (3.32d)

f, qref, qPad ≥ 0, (3.32e)

where we for simplicity have omitted the indices k and l. The variables f, qref are
block separable from the remaining variables defining the feasible set of (3.20),
while the total rate qPad is defined by a polytope Q̄ spanned by (3.18e)–(2.31n)
for given l ∈ L, i.e. a bounded polyhedron (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988). Con-
sequently, we can deduce an upper bound Ū on qPad. Consider the general LP,
ZLP = minx{cTx : Ax ≥ b, x ≥ 0}, and the corresponding symmetric dual LP,
ZLPDual = maxu{bTu : ATu ≤ c, u ≥ 0}. By weak duality, if the primal LP is
unbounded then the dual LP is infeasible (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988). Hence,
by considering the feasible set ATu ≤ c, u ≥ 0 for the symmetric dual LP of (3.32)
parametrized by λ, we obtain the linear inequalities,

u1 + u2 ≤ 1, (3.33a)

−u1 + u2 ≤ λ, (3.33b)

u1 − u2 − u3 ≤ 0, (3.33c)

−u1 ≤ 0, (3.33d)

−u2 ≤ 0, (3.33e)

−u3 ≤ 0. (3.33f)

Feasibility requirements of the above inequalities can be derived by Fourier-Motzkin
elimination, see for instance Martin (1998). By successively eliminating u1 and u2
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by pairing the inequalities (3.33), we obtain the inequalities

−u3 ≤
1

2
(1 + λ), (3.34a)

0 ≤ 1

2
(1 + λ), (3.34b)

−u3 ≤ 1, (3.34c)

0 ≤ 1, (3.34d)

−u3 ≤ 0. (3.34e)

The bound λ ≥ −1 then immediately follows from (3.34b).
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Chapter 4

Shale-gas Scheduling for
Natural-gas Supply in Electric
Power Production

This chapter consists of the paper Knudsen et al. (2014c):

Knudsen, B. R., Whitson, C. H., and Foss, B. (2014c). Shale-gas scheduling for
natural-gas supply in electric power production. Energy (accepted).

Abstract

This paper describes a novel integration of shale-gas supply in geograph-
ical proximity to natural-gas power production. Shale-gas reservoirs hold spe-
cial properties that make them particularly suited for intermittent shut-in
based production schemes. The proposed scheme argues that shale-gas reser-
voirs can be used to shift storage of gas used for meeting varying demands,
from separate underground storage units operated by local distribution com-
panies to the gas producers themselves. Based on this property, we present an
economical attractive option for generating companies to increase their use
of firm gas-supply contracts to the natural-gas power plants in order to se-
cure a sufficient gas supply. The shale-well scheduling is formulated as profit-
maximization model for well operators, in which we seek to include their main
operational challenges, while preserving an economic incentive for the oper-
ators to adopt the proposed scheme. The resulting large-scale mixed integer
linear program is solved by a Lagrangian relaxation scheme, with a receding
horizon strategy implemented to handle operational uncertainties. We present
the proposed optimization framework by illustrative case studies. The numer-
ical results show a significant economic potential for the shale-well operators,
and a viable approach for generating companies to secure a firm gas supply
for meeting varying seasonal electricity demands.

4.1 Introduction

The use of natural gas for energy production in the US has increased significantly
over the last decade. Natural gas constituted 30% of the total electricity genera-
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tion in the US in 2012 EIA (2014), from which the use of natural-gas power plants
(NGPPs) has increased by 35% from 2005 to 2012. One of the main factors for
this increase has been the access to large volumes of ”new” gas recovered from
unconventional resources such as shale (ultra-tight) and other tight-gas formations
(EIA, 2013). About 45 GW of natural gas-fired generation capacity is expected to
be developed over the next ten years (NERC, 2011), while the US Energy Infor-
mation Administration (EIA) projects the share of natural gas in total electricity
generation to reach 35% by 2040 (EIA, 2014). This continued increase in use of
natural-gas for electric power generation in the US is both related to the displace-
ment of coal-fired power plants to meet CO2 reduction targets (Macmillan et al.,
2013), and a sustainable future supply from giant shale-gas recoverable reserves
(2.1× 1010m3 (EIA, 2013)).

The remarkable speed and scale of the US shale-gas developments has reduced
the country’s dependency on gas import, and thereby improved its security of sup-
ply. This development has however resulted in an abundance of natural gas in the
domestic US market (MIT Energy Initiative, 2011; EIA, 2013), and consequently
caused a substantial decrease in natural-gas price. The combination of low fuel
prices, high efficiencies of modern combined-cycle power plants (Kehlhofer, 2009)
and significantly lower emission levels compared to coal-fired power plants (MIT
Energy Initiative, 2011) has favored natural gas for electricity generation, both
for serving baseloads and for satisfying demands during peak periods (Chen and
Baldick, 2007). The gas demand in the electric power sector is very sensitive to
the relative price difference between gas and coal; after a consistent increase un-
til 2012, the total gas consumption by the electric power sector was reduced in
2013 compared to 2012, mainly caused by an increase in gas price (EIA, 2014).
The dependency of power-plant gas usage on gas price is mutual for producers
and consumers: While continued low gas price is essential for making natural gas
a preferred fuel in electric power generation, it has also dramatically reduced the
profitability of many dry-gas fields (Hughes, 2013; Kaiser, 2012; MIT Energy Ini-
tiative, 2011). Shale-gas operators’ interest in dry-gas fields have been on a decline,
causing a significant reduction in the rig-count for many dry-gas fields (Liu et al.,
2013), and a shift in focus to condensate-rich shale-gas fields. Wells that do not
return the required capital expenditure within the first two-three years are often
considered unprofitable and thus abandoned. In some situations, operators also
choose to shut-in wells to wait for higher gas prices (Helman, 2012; Reuters, 2012),
or to postpone the start-up of completed wells (Redden, 2012) as the initial peak
rate yields a major and decisive part of the profit of shale-gas wells. As such, there
is a mutual interest both from the US shale-gas industry and from the electric
power sector to explore ways of better utilizing the abundance of dry natural-gas
caused by the shale-gas revolution.

Natural gas is normally contracted and sold directly from producers to local
distribution companies (LDCs) as illustrated in Fig. 4.1, paying a transportation
fee to a shipper or a gas pipeline company (Avery et al., 1992). The LDC distributes
the gas to end-users in the different sectors, including electric power generation,
residential and commercial heating, transportation and a variety of other indus-
trial customers. Natural gas is traded between producers and LDCs, which may
be located in the proximity of each other or distanced far apart; in the latter case
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Fig. 4.1: Participants in the value chain between gas producers and natural-gas power plants.

increasing the compression cost for the pipeline company and hence the trans-
portation fee. The seasonal demand for gas in the aforementioned sectors varies
and depends on factors such as the price for gas compared to alternative fuels, tem-
perature variations, and economy in the industrial and residential sectors (FERC,
2012; Guldmann and Wang, 1999). However, comparing in Fig. 4.2 the year-to-
year seasonal demands, the different sectors exhibit a relatively predictable trend
in natural-gas demand. As an example, NGPPs tend to consume more natural
gas during the summer months to meet air conditioning loads (FERC, 2012). To
facilitate these varying gas demands, the LDCs exploit extensively underground
storage using salt caverns and depleted reservoirs. The end users pay additional
fees to the LDCs for this storage service, a fee which includes: transportation to
and from the storage facility, injection well compression, withdrawal and capacity
charges (Avery et al., 1992; FERC, 2012), and losses of injected gas.

Power plants and industrial customers may contract their gas supply directly
with the producer to save costs, in particular the storage fees paid to the LDCs
(Avery et al., 1992; FERC, 2012; Liu et al., 2009). The entry of shale-gas in the
US natural-gas value chain both changes and increases the possibility for direct
contracting and distribution of gas between producers and large end-users. As
shale-gas is a land-based resource and often located much closer to end-users in
the industrial and electric power sector than conventional natural-gas resources
and LNG terminals, it may reduce the distance gas needs to be transported. This
lowers fuel consumption by the midstream gas compressors, eventually leading to
lower transportation fees for the end-users. A further special property of shale
and other fractured tight-formation gas-wells is that they can be shut-in for short
periods with a minimal loss of recovery (Whitson et al., 2012; Knudsen and Foss,
2013). This property implies that shale-gas reservoirs may essentially be utilized for
storing natural gas, with the same purpose as LDCs make use of separate storage
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facilities, to meet varying prices and demands. Using shale-gas wells directly for
scheduling natural-gas production and supply with respect to varying seasonal
demands means that the storage in Fig. 4.1 is moved from the LDC connection
back to the origin of the producer. Large shale-gas fields, consisting of many wells,
are as such particularly well suited for supplying large natural-gas end-users as
NGPPs. We elaborate on this in Section 4.2.1.
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Fig. 4.2: Variations in gas price and seasonal demands in the US (EIA, 2013b,a).

Electric utility companies (EUCs) or generating companies (GENCOs) that own
and operates one or more NGPPs need to ensure contract portfolios with low-cost
fuel supplies to be competitive in the electricity generation market. Contracts are
generally distinguished as firm or interruptible (Avery et al., 1992; FERC, 2012).
EUCs and GENCOs have traditionally preferred to use interruptible contracts with
gas suppliers Liu et al. (2009); ISO New England (2008), providing the power plant
with inexpensive gas which can be interrupted by both parties at short notice.
The preference of interruptible contracts is also related to predominant use of
natural gas for satisfying peak demands Chen and Baldick (2007). In contrast, a
firm contract entitles the customer with a high priority in which the gas is to be
supplied with no interruptions. NGPPs holding only interruptible contracts will
thus be susceptible to gas curtailment during periods of peak demand, pipeline
congestion, or in the event of a gas-producer reaching its maximum recovery rates
(IFC International, 2013). In contrast, customers holding firm supply contracts,
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together with customers in the non-electrical sectors will retain the highest priority
of the available gas supply (Munoz et al., 2003; Guldmann and Wang, 1999). Note
that both firm and interruptible contracts are also applied for the transportation
service provided by the shipper (Avery et al., 1992; FERC, 2012). The increased use
of natural-gas in electricity generation leads to challenges and new requirements
for securing the gas supply to power plants (MIT Energy Initiative, 2011; ISO New
England, 2008). Several places in the US, the infrastructure of the natural-gas
value chain has not yet been developed to support the high volumes of natural gas
produced from the vast shale resources (NERC, 2011), causing low excess capacity
in the transmission and distribution pipelines and hence creating a higher risk of
interruptions in the supply to customers holding non-firm contracts. This poses a
significant challenge in the context of replacing coal-fired power plants with NGPPs
as coal, in contrast to natural gas, can be stored on-site at power plants. Moreover,
this is an important element for overall system reliability with the increased use of
intermittent renewable energy sources (MIT Energy Initiative, 2011).

The reliability and security of natural-gas supplies to NGPPs may be improved
by increasing the use of firm contracts (ISO New England, 2008), both for the
transportation service, and for the supply of gas from the producer to the LDCs
or directly to end-users. This will further increase the reliability of natural-gas
based electricity generation. Increasing the share of firm contracts for gas supply
to NGPPs is, however, clearly a cost-benefit question as well as a security issue,
and is related to the security-constrained thermal unit commitment (UC) problem
(Liu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008; Fu et al., 2005; Partovi et al., 2011), as well as
optimization of the natural-gas supply mix for EUCs/GENCOs and LDCs (Chen
and Baldick, 2007; Guldmann and Wang, 1999; Avery et al., 1992). To render an
attractive opportunity for increasing the use of direct firm supply and transporta-
tion contracts between shale-gas producers and NGPPs, it is necessary to create
an economic incentive for shale-gas operators to increase their requisite scheduling
efforts to meet the firm demand rates. Furthermore, pricing of the firm contracts
has to be at a level below the average firm contract option provided by LDCs.

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme for scheduling shale-gas wells that may
enable NGPPs to establish firm contracts directly with shale-gas producers, thereby
circumventing LDC firm contracts. This is achieved by exploiting shale-gas wells
and their near well region as a storage facility by scheduling well shut-ins according
to a carefully designed optimization procedure. We will consider daily scheduling
of wells in large shale-gas fields to account for varying seasonal demands as shown
in Fig. 4.2. The scheduling problem is formulated as a large-scale PDE-constrained
generalized disjunctive program (GDP) (Raman and Grossmann, 1994), in which
each reservoir and well unit is efficiently modeled using a reduced-order proxy
model. Following a reformulation of the GDP to a mixed integer linear program
(MILP), we solve the scheduling problem using Lagrangian relaxation, applying
a proximal bundle method (Kiwiel, 1990) to solve the Lagrangian dual, while we
construct a novel binary-fixing heuristic for recovering primal feasibility from the
solution of the Lagrangian. To accommodate uncertainties in well operations, spot
price forecasts and prediction of well rates, we implement a receding horizon control
strategy (Rawlings and Mayne, 2009) in which the well schedule is reoptimized daily
during the planning horizon.
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The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 contains a review
of the well and reservoir proxy models, with a subsequent analysis of the special
shut-in and gas storage possibility of shale-gas wells. In Section 4.3 we present
the shale-well system, and the operational constraints that need to be included in
the optimization problem for scheduling a firm supply to the NGPP. Section 4.4
describes the Lagrangian relaxation based decomposition scheme, while Section 4.5
describes the use of receding horizon optimization to robustly meet the demand
rates. In Section 4.6 we demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed scheme using
several case studies, with a subsequent discussion of the results in Section 4.7.
Concluding remarks end the paper in Section 4.8.

4.2 Shale well modeling

pwf

pt

q
Modeled section
in proxy model

x
y

zFractures

Shale matrix
blocks

= direction of gas flow

Ls

∆z

∆yf

Fig. 4.3: Illustration of reservoir and proxy model.

Hydraulically fractured shale and tight-formation gas reservoirs consist of tight,
low permeable rock matrix blocks intersected by highly conductive fractures as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.3. These systems are mainly modeled either as a so-called dual-
porosity system, see e.g. Bello and Wattenbarger (2010); Nobakht et al. (2012), or
as fully PDE-discretized single-porosity dual-permeability models (Cipolla et al.,
2010). The former, idealized modeling scheme is widely used to derive static long-
term production forecasting tools and assumes steady-state operations, while the
latter scheme leads to complex, numerically demanding models that take into ac-
count transient effects dictated by the differential flow equations, transients that
are important to the modeling of short-term shut-in periods as promoted in this pa-
per. A reduced-order shale well and reservoir proxy model was derived in Knudsen
et al. (2012); Knudsen and Foss (2013), using first-principal physics of the storage
and transport mechanisms in the well and the reservoir. The proxy model was de-
veloped for efficiently optimizing short cyclic well shut-ins to prevent co-produced
liquids to accumulate in the wellbore, and shown through a tuning scheme to give
a good transient fit. Knudsen et al. (2014b) developed a similar but slightly modi-
fied shale-well proxy model based on the Cartesian geometry shown in Fig. 4.3. By
extending the static pressure model of the wellbore with a quadratic friction term
(Katz and Lee, 1990) and using a similar formulation of the frequency-selective
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tuning scheme described in Knudsen et al. (2014a), the modified proxy model was
shown to further improve the transient fit and in particular the steady-state fit
compared to the model used in Knudsen and Foss (2013).

Consider again the idealized shale-well geometry shown in Fig. 4.3. By assuming
equal spacing and distribution of the fractures, and that the fractures have infi-
nite conductivity, i.e. with no pressure loss, and penetrate the entire organic-rich
formation, a reduced-order proxy model can be constructed by only considering a
quarter section of the matrix-fracture system as illustrated by the orange frame
in Fig. 4.3 (Knudsen et al., 2014b). The dominating direction of the gas-flow in
the shale-matrix is orthogonal to the fractures (Bello and Wattenbarger, 2010;
Nobakht et al., 2012), that is, in the x-direction shown in Fig. 4.3. The proxy is
hence constructed as a one-dimensional flow model, using a single layer, a spatially
dependent permeability k(x) and an integral transformation from pressure p to
pseudopressure m(p) (Al-Hussainy et al., 1966),

m(p) := 2

∫ p

pb

p′

µ(p′)Z(p′)
dp′, (4.1)

where µ(p) is the gas viscosity, Z(p) is the gas compressibility factor and pb is a
low base pressure, rendering the semi-linear initial-boundary value problem (IBVP)
(Knudsen et al., 2012, 2014b)

φµc
∂m

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
k(x)

∂m

∂x

)
, (4.2a)

∂m

∂x

∣∣∣∣
0

= q
2Tpsc

Tsc∆z∆yfkf
, (4.2b)

∂m

∂x

∣∣∣∣
Ls
2

= 0, (4.2c)

m(x, 0) = minit. (4.2d)

In (4.2), φ is porosity, c(p) is total compressibility, q is the gas rate at standard
conditions, 1 bar and 15.6◦C, T is temperature and p is pressure. Spatial refer-
ences are shown in Fig. 4.3. An I-dimensional spatial discretization of (2.6) is
constructed using central difference approximations, while time discretization ap-
plies the backward Euler approximation using a timestep ∆k. This leads to the
discretized reservoir proxy model

Amk+1 = mk +Bqk+1, (4.3a)

m0 = minit, (4.3b)

where k is the discrete time index. The gas rate flowing from the reservoir into the
wellbore is given by

qk = β (mk1 −mwf,k) , (4.4)

where mk1 is the pseudopressure in the gridblock adjacent to the fracture, mwf is
the bottomhole pseudopressure and β is a constant. For a given tubinghead pressure
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pt, the gas rate the well can deliver in a timestep k is found by the intersection of
(4.4) and the static tubing-model (Katz and Lee, 1990),

p2
t,k =

1

C2
t

q2
k + e−Sp2

wf,k, (4.5a)

mwf,k : = ã1p
2
wf,k + ã2, (4.5b)

where (ã1, ã2) in (4.5b) are regression parameters used to convert the square of
bottomhole pressure pwf to mwf (Knudsen et al., 2014b). The first term on the
right-hand side of (4.5a) corresponds to the pressuredrop caused by the tubing
friction, while the term eS yields the hydrostatic head of the gas column. Ct is
a tubing specific constant, see Katz and Lee (1990). Note that pt serves as the
boundary condition of the aggregated single well and reservoir proxy model.

4.2.1 Shale reservoirs as gas storage

Shale-gas reservoirs have as mentioned in Section 4.1 the special property that
production may be shut in for short periods without losing significant long-term
recovery. That is, the magnitude of the subsequent peak rate after a shut-in largely
recovers for the temporary loss in production during shut-in, hence avoiding any
significant reduction in net present value (NPV). This property is in contrast with
conventional high-permeability gas reservoirs. For these reservoirs, considering a
fixed life-span of the well, the temporary loss in production during a shut-in would
not be recovered before after the end of the prediction horizon, thus reducing the
NPV of the well. Applying shut-ins of shale-gas wells was initially developed and
studied by Whitson et al. (2012) as a cyclic production scheme for eliminating
so-called liquid loading in gas-wells (Turner et al., 1969). The basis for the shut-in
property of shale-gas wells is the high pressure gradients between the low-permeable
shale matrix and the interconnected network of fractures, causing the shale matrix
to act merely as a source term feeding the fractures with gas. During shut-ins,
these pressure gradients will cause the gas to continue to flow into the fractures,
recharging the fractures with gas and thereby increasing the near-wellbore pressure.
Once the well is reopened, the gas recharged in the fractures will cause a high peak
in the gas rate (Knudsen and Foss, 2013). The volume of the gas recovered after the
shut-in compared to if the well is continuously producing, depends on the length
of the shut-in and the formation permeability, the latter being the main parameter
controlling the ability of the gas to flow through the tight formation (Cipolla et al.,
2010).

In Fig. 4.4, we demonstrate the effects of applying intermittent shut-ins on shale-
gas wells by simulating a high-fidelity shale reservoir model for different shut-in
lengths and different formation permeabilities. The figure shows the total recovery
after a fixed 10 year simulation horizon, normalized against the cumulative rate
obtained if the well is continuously produced, i.e. with no shut-ins, displayed as a
function of the formation permeability and the % of the 10 years operation time
the well is shut-in. For each simulated formation permeability, km, 0% shut-in
time hence corresponds to continuous production, giving a normalized recovery
of 1 as shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 4.4. Each time the gas rate hits the
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Fig. 4.4: Normalized relative recoveries as a function of the formation permeability km and
the % time of total operation time the well is shut-in. Each total recovery rate is withdrawn
after running the simulation with a fixed 10 year horizon, and normalized against the maximum
recovery within this horizon obtained by applying no shut-ins.

lower (critical) rate, qgc, a rate needed to ensure continuous removal of co-produced
liquids Turner et al. (1969); Coleman et al. (1991); Lea and Nickens (2004), we shut
in the well for a predefined, minimum time, and reopen the well once the pressure is
sufficiently built-up to regain a flowrate above qgc. Observe that a relative recovery
of 1 is as such only a theoretical value, as co-produced liquids and possible liquid
loading in practice always will require shut-ins throughout the life of a well. The
simulations are performed using a finely gridded realization of the model shown in
Fig. 4.3 implemented in the state-of-the-art reservoir simulation software SENSOR
(SENSOR, 2011), assuming 10 equally spaced fractures, 200 bar initial pressure
and using the correlation in Coleman et al. (1991) for computing qgc .

For this given shale-well realization, it is clear from Fig. 4.4 that low formation
permeabilities permit the well to be shut-in a high percentage of the total opera-
tion time while still recovering close to 100% of the maximum recovery obtained
by producing the well continuously. Low permeabilities cause a long shut-in time
compared to the length of the subsequent production period, giving more than 50
% total shut-in time for the lower range of the simulated formation permeabilities.
Note that a lower value of the given shut-in rate qgc would as such reduce the total
% time the well is shut-in of the fixed 10 year time horizon. Notwithstanding, it is
evident that fractured shale-gas wells with very low permeabilities are particularly
suitable to intermittent shut-in schemes. If the shut-ins are scheduled optimally
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with respect to varying demands and prices, this property may then translate into
increased profit for the operators. This utilization of shale-gas reservoirs is equiv-
alent to a type of gas storage, since very little recovery is lost. It is important to
note that above a certain percentage total shut-in time the recovery suddenly drops,
eventually leading to loss in NPV and as such reducing the economic viability of
such shut-in schemes.

4.3 Formulation of the shale-well scheduling problem

To create an incentive for shale-gas operators to schedule the well-production to
meet seasonal varying demands from NGPPs, the alternative production scheme
must be economically attractive and feasible with respect to daily field operations.
Shale-gas fields normally consist of a large number of geographically distributed
wells, and may hence, although land-based and relatively easily accessible, be op-
erationally challenging. The formulation of the shale-well scheduling problem to
meet firm demand rates must therefore integrate both the main operational con-
straints and a compact description of the surface-system. In the following section,
we present our multi-well, integrated shale-well scheduling problem.

Fig. 4.5 shows the topology of a surface gathering system consisting of dis-
tributed shale-gas wells and a compression unit connected to a transmission pipeline.
Each well j ∈ J is equipped with its own wellhead choke, and we assume we can re-
motely control the associated tubinghead pressure pt, cf. Fig. 4.3. Quite commonly,
each well is connected to the gathering system with two flowlines, one connected
upstream of the compressor, and one bypassing the compressor. The well flows are
routed to one of the flowlines. The compression unit is either operated by a mid-
stream company or by the well operator, in both cases leading to a compression
cost compared to if the flow is bypassed the compressors, but also increased well
deliverability as the well can be operated at a lower pressure pt. Wells are typ-
ically produced initially to the high-pressure line bypassing the compressor, and
then routed to the low-pressure line when the rate in a well drops. Some wells may
be installed with one flowline only, as indicated for some of the wells in Fig. 4.5.
Any co-produced liquids are separated from the gas by small shared or individual
separation tanks at the wellhead. This separation will only impact the system by
slightly lowering the gas pressure, and is hence omitted in the system description.

Natural gas producers will always seek to operate gas-fields in a way that maxi-
mizes their total profit. Marketing groups with shale-well operators have the choice
of selling gas in both the spot market and in the forward market, to LDCs or to
large customers both in the electric and non-electric sectors. Consequently, to max-
imize profit from season to season with varying demands, cf. Fig. 4.2, the operators
may use a sales portfolio with some gas sold as firm supply, i.e. in the forward mar-
ket, and some sold in the spot market. Selling the gas through a firm contract with
a generating company will secure the operator with sales at a certain price, while
it also commits the operator to deliver the gas to avoid penalties or the need to
buy gas from other producers to meet the contractual obligations, hampering the
operator from profiting from a sudden upswing in the gas spot price. Given a firm
natural-gas demand dNGPP

k from an NGPP, we hence enable the shale-gas producer
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Fig. 4.5: System description of a shale-gas production facility

both to commit supply to the NGPP while selling any excess gas produced in a
spot market. The objective function then reads

Table 4.1: Indices and set definitions

Index Interpretation Set Elements
i spatial reservoir grid block I {1 . . . I}
j well number J {1 . . . J}
k discrete time index K {1 . . .K}
d terms in the disjunctions D {d0, d1, d2, d11, d21, d22}
n iteration in Lagrangian scheme - {1 . . . N}
u cuts in the cutting-plane model - {1 . . . U}

max Coc
∑

j∈J

∑

k∈K

(Rjk − σu δqu
k) ∆k, (4.6)

with the firm supply to the NGPP given by the constraint,

qComp
k + qHighpresNGPP

k + δqu
k = dNGPP

k , ∀k ∈ K, (4.7)

δqu
k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (4.8)

In the objective (4.6), Rjk is the per well revenue in US$/day, depending on the
gas sales price, the line scheduling and associated operational costs, while Coc =
(1 − RO)(1 − T ) are costs in terms of a percentage royalty rate RO and tax T .
Moreover, σu is a penalty in US$/m3 for each unit of underproduction δqu

k with

respect to the gas-rate demand dNGPP
k given in m3/day. In (4.7), qComp

k is the
total compressed rate per timestep, i.e. the total outlet rate from the compressor,
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while qHighpresNGPP
k is the sum of the rate from well-flows that are bypassed the

compressor and used to meet the firm demand dNGPP
k as illustrated in Fig. 4.5.

We assume by this formulation that the primary goal for the producer is to meet
the firm NGPP demand dNGPP

k , in the sense that all the gas scheduled through
the compressor is used to meet this demand. We regard lease operating costs as
capital expenditures and therefore leave this term out of Coc, while manpower costs
often are quite small for dry-gas wells (MIT Energy Initiative, 2011, App. D) and
therefore also omitted in (4.6).

The compression unit has an upper load capacity qup
tot limiting how much gas it

can compress,

qComp
k ≤ qup

tot, ∀k ∈ K. (4.9)

New wells are normally frequently drilled and added to the shared surface gathering
and compression system. Consequently, when the number of wells grows, the total
production may eventually exceed this upper load capacity of the compression unit,
requiring wells to be scheduled to the high pressure line bypassing the compressor.

In order to efficiently model the disjunctive well flows shown in Fig. 4.5, we
introduce Boolean variables Yjk for each routing decision and use generalized dis-
junctive programming (GDP) (Raman and Grossmann, 1994; Grossmann and Tres-
palacios, 2013) to formulate the scheduling problem. Using disjunctions to model
the routing and the shut-ins of the wells increases the level of flexibility in the
model formulation by rendering a formulation that more directly captures the con-
nections between the logical part and the constraints of the problem compared to
an ad-hoc mixed-integer formulation (Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013). Con-
sider in Fig. 4.5 the lower-most well with the indicated Boolean variables Y d. At
the first valve, there are three Booleans Y d0, Y d1 and Y d2, modeling the logical
decisions corresponding to the well being shut-in, the well being routed upstream
of the compression unit and the well being bypassed the compressor, respectively.
If the well-flow is routed directly downstream of the compressor, a subsequent
valve routes the flow either to be sold in the spot market or to supplement the
compressed rate to meet the firm demand dNGPP

k . This decision is modeled by the
Booleans Y d21, Y d22, where Y d22 as shown in Fig. 4.5 corresponds to the well flow
being routed to supply the NGPP, while Y d21 = True means that the gas is routed
and sold in the spot market. Note that the Booleans in both the first and second
routing valves are exclusive.

The gas must be delivered to the NGPP above a minimum pressure. A contract
of firm gas supply between a shale-gas producer and an NGPP also requires con-
tracting firm transportation service with the shipper (NERC, 2011), to ensure that
a certain pipeline capacity is allocated for the gas exchange. The transportation
contract with the shipper however also commits the shipper to deliver the gas to
the end-user at certain specifications (Tomasgard et al., 2007). The shipper will
hence require the gas from the shale-gas producer to be delivered at a minimum
pressure pNGPP, based on the pressure required by the NGPP, while it is the ship-
per that ensures finally delivery of the gas at this pressure. Downstream of the
compression unit the gas pressure will therefore have to be at or above pNGPP.
Since any pressure loss in the shale-gas gathering system is small and hence negli-
gible, pNGPP will be the lower bound on the tubinghead pressure pt if the well flow
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is bypassed the compressor. If, on the other hand, the well flow is routed through
the compression unit, pt will be bounded below by a minimum compressor inlet
pressure pCompIn. The wells will typically operate at a pressure close to pCompIn.
Consequently, with small inlet pressure variations and the assumption of constant
downstream pressure, the fuel consumption will be close to constant (Guo et al.,
2007), and is hence modeled as a simple fixed-cost term CC. Finally, each well must
produce at a rate above the aforementioned critical gas-rate qgc in order to prevent
so-called liquid loading (Turner et al., 1969; Coleman et al., 1991; Whitson et al.,
2012; Knudsen and Foss, 2013), a state of the well causing erratic and unstable
rates, and which is one of the main operational concerns for gas-well operators
(Lea and Nickens, 2004). The critical rate is correlated with the wellhead pres-
sure Turner et al. (1969), and will hence be higher when the well is scheduled to
the high pressure line. Including these operational constraints with the well model
(4.3)–(4.5), we formulate the scheduling of each well by the disjunction

Ajmjk+1 = mjk +Bjqjk+1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Km, (4.10a)

mj0 = minit
j , ∀j ∈ J , (4.10b)

p2
wf,jk = eS

(
p2

t,jk +
1

C2
t,j

q2
jk

)
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.10c)

for all j ∈ J , k ∈ K : (4.10d)




Y d0
jk

qjk = 0

mjk1 = ã1p
2
wf,jk + ã2

pt,jk ≤ pup
t

Rjk = 0
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Y d1
jk

qjk = β
(
mjk1 − ã1p

2
wf,jk − ã2
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pt,jk ≥ pCompIn

qjk ≥ qlow
gc

Rjk = GNGPP (1− CC) qjk
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Y d2
jk

qjk = β
(
mjk1 − ã1p
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wf,jk − ã2
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pt,jk ≥ pNGPP

qjk ≥ qhigh
gc[

Y d21
jk

Rjk = Ĝspot
k qjk

]
∨
[

Y d22
jk

Rjk = GNGPP
k qjk

]




,

Y d2
jk ⇔ Y d21

jk Y Y d22
jk , (4.10e)

Ω(Y d0
jk , Y

d1
jk , Y

d2
jk , Y

d12
jk , Y d22

jk ) = True, (4.10f)

Y djk ∈ {True, False} .

In (4.10d), ∨ and Y is the OR and exclusive OR operator, respectively. The logic
proposition (10e) ensures that exactly one of Y d21 and Y d22 is True if Y d2 = True.
The symbolic equation (4.10f) comprised by Ω represents possible logical relations
between the Boolean variables, i.e. for defining minimum production and shut-
in times. pup

t is an upper bound on the allowed tubinghead pressure, while the
set Km for the implicit time reservoir model (4.10a) is shifted one step of K, i.e.
Km = {0, . . . ,K−1}. By scheduling the well gas-flows to supply the NGPP, the
operator receives the preset contracted gas price GNGPP

k . If, on the other hand, the
well is scheduled to sell the gas in the spot market, the operator only has a certain
estimate Ĝspot

k of the future gas spot price. This is further addressed in Section
4.5 below. In (4.10), we have substituted the mapping (4.5b) into the inflow (4.4),
thereby eliminating mwf.

The nonlinear GDP problem (4.6)–(4.10) can be converted to a mixed integer
program by reformulating the linear disjunctions (4.10d) to algebraic constraints,
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using either a reduced-size big-M reformulation (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988) or
the increased-size, tight convex hull description of linear disjunctions (Balas, 1985).
The latter convex-hull reformulation is based on disaggregation of variables in the
disjunction, introducing binary variables yd with one-to-one correspondence with
the Boolean variables Y d, and assuring that only one of the terms in the disjunction
is active. The particular convex hull reformulation of (4.10d) is shown in Appendix
4.A, yielding a full mixed integer reformulation of (4.6)–(4.10). A direct result of
applying the convex hull compared to a big-M reformulation is that each routing
option is assigned a distinct disaggregated gas-rate variable, qdjk, for each d ∈ D,
where the set D is given in Table 4.1. Consequently, we can describe the aggregated
total-rates qComp

k and qHighpresNGPP
k in (4.7) in terms of qdjk, thus avoiding bilinear

products of ydjk and qjk. To further improve the mixed integer formulation, we can
avoid disaggregated variables Rjk by directly transforming the revenue parameter
in the objective function (4.6) (Grossmann and Trespalacios, 2013),

Z = max Coc
∑

j∈J

∑

k∈K

∑

d∈D

(
Rdjkq

d
jk − σu δqu

k

)
∆k. (4.11)

By substituting Rdjk with the terms given in Appendix 4.A, the objective function
is formulated as

Z = max Coc
∑

j∈J

∑

k∈K

(
GNGPP

((
1− CC

)
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)

+Gspotqd21
jk − σu δqu

k

)
∆k, (4.12)

while the two common constraints (4.7) and (4.9) expressed in terms the disaggre-
gated flow variables qdjk yield

∑

j∈J

(
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)
+ δqu

k = dNGPP
k , ∀k ∈ K, (4.13a)

∑

j∈J
qd1
jk ≤ qup

tot, ∀k ∈ K. (4.13b)

The nonlinearities in (4.10) are due to univariate polynomials of pwf, pt and
q. As pwf appears only as a mapping from p2

wf,jk, while pt appears similarly in a
quadratic term in (4.10c) in addition to simple bounds in the disjunction (4.10d),
we can reduce the nonlinearity in (4.10) by defining new variables as the square of
its original variables,

p̄wf : = p2
wf, (4.14a)

p̄t : = p2
t , (4.14b)

and modify all simple bounds on pt accordingly. Note that all the pressures are
defined as non-negative variables. By these substitutions of variables, the only
remaining nonlinearities are the q2

jk terms in (4.10c). To obtain a complete MILP

model, we hence formulate q2
jk as a piecewise linear function using special-order

sets of type 2 (SOS2) (Beale and Tomlin, 1970), see Appendix 4.B.
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Finally, we include constraints for defining minimum up and down times be-
tween each succeeding well shut-in cycle (Knudsen and Foss, 2013), as well as
minimum stay times on the flowlines downstream of the second valves in Fig. 4.5,
both comprised by the general symbolic equations Ω in (4.10f). Minimum up and
down times are typically required from an operational point of view, to avoid ex-
cessive actuation from too frequent switchings, causing wear and tear of the surface
equipment. If liquids have accumulated in parts of the well prior to a shut-in, then
it may also be necessary to impose a minimum shut-in time to achieve sufficient
pressure build-up before the well is reopened. Denoting the minimum down (shut-
in) time τ1 and the minimum up (production) time τ2, the logical propositions for
limiting the frequency of well shut-ins are

(
¬Y d0

jk−1 ∧ Y d0
jk

)
⇒

k+τ1−1∧

τ=k+1

Y d0
jτ , j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 < k ≤ K − τ1 + 1} , (4.15)

(
Y d0
jk−1 ∧ ¬Y d0

jk

)
⇒

k+τ2−1∧

τ=k+1

¬Y d0
jτ , j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 < k ≤ K − τ2 + 1} . (4.16)

Using the techniques in Raman and Grossmann (1991), these expressions are con-
verted to the linear constraints

yd0
jk − yd0

jk−1 ≤ yd0
jτ , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 < k ≤ K − τ1 + 1} ,

τ ∈ [k + 1,min {k + τ1 − 1,K}] (4.17a)

yd0
jk−1 − yd0

jk ≤ 1− yd0
jτ , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ {K : 1 < k ≤ K − τ2 + 1} ,

τ ∈ [k + 1,min {k + τ2 − 1,K}] (4.17b)

Equivalent constraints are also imposed for the minimum stay times for the sec-
ond switching valves, replacing yd0

jk in (4.17) with yd21
jk . Note that by imposing the

switching constraints (4.17) on yd0
jk and yd21

jk , respectively, we also impose the same
conditions on the remaining binaries from the algebraic reformulation of (4.10d)
due to the SOS type 1 constraints (4.32p) and (4.34f), allowing only one binary
in each subset {d0, d1, d2} and {d21, d22,¬d2} of D to be nonzero (Beale and
Tomlin, 1970). Observe that the additional term ¬d2 arises from reformulation of
the embedded disjunction in (4.10d) as a separate disjunction to allow the state
¬d21 ∧ ¬d22, see Appendix 4.A. It should be commented that Rajan and Takriti
(2005) derived the convex hull polytope of an extended variable formulation of the
minimum up and downtime constraints. However, as we do not include switch-
ing costs in our model, we can retain a reduced problem size by only using the
constraints (4.17).

4.4 Decomposition by Lagrangian relaxation

A large number of shale-gas wells is needed to supply the NGPP with high, sus-
tainable natural-gas rates. This leads to a large-scale primal MILP, which problem
size impedes a direct solution by a fullspace method. A preferred solution approach
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is therefore to solve the field-wide shale-well scheduling problem by a decomposi-
tion scheme. Problems with few linking constraints and a block-separable structure
can often be efficiently solved using Lagrangian relaxation (LR) (Guignard, 2003).
By dualizing the linking constraints with Lagrangian multipliers, the relaxation
changes the primal problem to separable form, and, being a relaxation, renders an
easier way of computing an upper bound on the optimal objective value (for max-
imization problems). Solving a large-scale mixed integer program by Lagrangian
relaxation is an iterative technique that consists of solving the Lagrangian for given
input multipliers to compute an upper bound (in terms of a maximization objec-
tive), updating the multipliers, and recovering primal feasibility from the solution
of the Lagrangian.

Let λk ∈ R and πk ≥ 0 be Lagrangian multipliers associated with the con-

straints (4.13a) and (4.13b), respectively. Furthermore, let gj

(
mjk, pjk, qjk, y

d
jk

)
≤

0 for j = 1 . . . J denote the set of constraints (4.3), (4.35)–(4.17) and (4.32)–(4.34),
defining the separate scheduling for each well j ∈ J . Dualizing the 2 × |K| con-
straints (4.13) yields the Lagrangian

ZLR (λ, π) = max Coc
∑

j∈J

∑

k∈K

(
GNGPP

((
1− CC

)
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)

+ Ĝspotqd21
jk − σu δqu

k

)
∆k

+
∑

k∈K

πk

(
qup
tot −

∑

j∈J
qd1
jk

)

+ λk

(∑

j∈J

(
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)
+ δqu

k − dNGPP
k

)
, (4.18)

which can be solved as |J | independent subproblems given by the MILP

ZLR,j (λ, π) = max Coc
∑

k∈K

(
GNGPP

( (
1− CC

)
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)
+ Ĝspotqd21

jk

)
∆k

+ (λk − πk) qd1
jk + λkq

d22
jk

(4.19)

s.t. gj
(
mjk, pjk, qjk, y

d
jk

)
≤ 0, for given j ∈ J , ∀k ∈ K,

ydjk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, d ∈ D,

for any given set of feasible input multipliers (λ, π). The variable δqu
k for total

underproduction with respect to the demand dNGPP
k is not included in the sub-

problems (4.19). This may be somewhat detrimental for the quality of the upper
bound computed by the Lagrangian. Notwithstanding, we can compute δqu

k from
a separate subproblem,

ZδLR (λ) = max
δqu

∑

k∈K

(λk − Cocσu∆k) δqu
k (4.20a)

s.t. 0 ≤ δqu
k ≤ dNGPP

k , ∀k ∈ K, (4.20b)
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where the upper bound on δqu
k follows from the observation that the total un-

derproduction cannot be larger than the demand dNGPP
k . Consequently, the upper

bound on Z is given by,

Z ≤ ZLR (λ, π) =
∑

j∈J
ZLR,j + ZδLR. (4.21)

To compute the least upper bound on Z, we need to solve the Lagrangian dual,

ZD = min
λ,π

ZLR (λ, π) . (4.22)

The Lagrangian ZLR(λ, π) can be shown to be piecewise linear and a convex func-
tion of (λ, π) (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988), while nondifferentiable at the points
where the optimal solution is not unique (Guignard, 2003). Bundle methods, com-
prising trust-region and proximal bundle methods (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal,
1993, Ch. XV), are robust methods for solving the Lagrangian dual that effi-
ciently address the issue of nondifferentiability. For a given set of input multipliers
(λn, πn), let ZnLR = ZLR (λn, πn) denote the solution of (4.18) computed in itera-
tion n of the Lagrangian scheme. At this dual point (λn, πn), it can be shown that
f(λn, πn) := [cn, hn], where

cn = c(λn) =
∑

j∈J

(
qd1,n
jk + qd22,n

jk

)
+ δqu,n

k − dNGPP
k , (4.23a)

hn = h(πn) = qup
tot −

∑

j∈J
qd1,n
jk , (4.23b)

defines a subgradient of ZLR(λ, π) (Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XII).
For different input multipliers (λu, πu), we iteratively aggregate corresponding
subgradients and solutions of the Lagrangian in a bundle B := {(λu, πu), ZuLR,
[cu, hu] , u = 1, ..., U}, which is used to construct a cutting-plane model

Z̃LR(λ, π) := max
{
ZuLR + c(λu)

(
λ− λu

)
+ h(πu)

(
π − πu

)
, u = 1, . . . U

}
. (4.24)

The model (4.24) is a convex lower approximation of the Lagrangian ZLR (λ, π),
where each cut u defines a linearization of the nondifferentiable function ZLR(λ, π)
at the point (λu, πu). Proximal bundle methods for computing optimal multipliers
(λ, π) are based on solving the Lagrangian dual by a regularized form of the cutting-
plane model (4.24). The regularization is constructed around a prox (or stability)
center (λ̄, π̄), in which we solve the following quadratic program (QP) to find new
multiplier updates (Kiwiel, 1990):

min
v,λ,π

v +
1

2
γn
(
||λ− λ̄||2 + ||π − π̄||2

)
(4.25a)

s.t.

v ≥ c(λu)
(
λ− λ̄

)
+ h(πu)

(
π − π̄

)
− ᾱu, ∀u = 1...n (4.25b)

where || · || is the Euclidean norm and γ > 0 is a scalar penalizing deviations
from the prox center. The parameter ᾱu ≥ 0 is the linearization error between the
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Lagrangian and the u’th cut in the model (4.24), evaluated at the current prox
center (λ̄, π̄),

ᾱu := ZLR(λ̄, π̄)− ZuLR − c(λu)
(
λ̄− λu

)
− h(πu)

(
π̄ − πu

)
. (4.26)

When solving (4.25), v is the predicted (nominal) decent from the current prox
center (Kiwiel, 1990),

vn = Z̃LR(λn+1, πn+1)− ZLR(λ̄, π̄). (4.27)

After solving the Lagrangian (4.18) for the new multipliers (λn+1, πn+1), the prox
center is updated if ZLR(λn+1, πn+1) is sufficiently decreased relative to vn, ac-
cording to the rule

if: ZLR(λn+1, πn+1) ≤ ZLR(λ̄, π̄) + δSvn,

⇒ λ̄ = λn+1, π̄ = πn+1 (serious step)

else:

λ̄ = λn, π̄ = πn (null step)

for a predefined descent coefficient δS ∈ (0, 0.5). The algorithm terminates with
optimal multipliers (λ̄, π̄) if vn ≥ −δB for some small positive tolerance δB. A
weak point of proximal bundle methods is that the numerical efficiency may rely
strongly on the choice of updating strategy for γn. In this paper we implement
the safeguarded quadratic interpolation strategy from Kiwiel (1990), a commonly
applied technique for updating the weight γn on the prox center. The initial value,
γ1, is set equal to the norm of the first subgradient.

4.4.1 A novel primal recovery heuristic

The solution obtained by solving the Lagrangian (4.18) is generally infeasible with
respect to the dualized constraints (4.13). Recovering primal feasible solutions from
solving the Lagrangian hence normally requires the use of some heuristic procedure.
Commonly applied primal recovery heuristics in Lagrangian relaxation include con-
structing problem specific heuristics with priority lists, e.g. (Borghetti et al., 2003),
augmenting the Lagrangian with a strong convexification term (Dubost et al., 2005;
Sagastizábal, 2012), and partial (Gollmer et al., 2000; Takriti and Birge, 2000) or
full fixing of the set of binary variables to its current Lagrangian solution (Knudsen
et al., 2014a).

In this paper, we develop a fixing-based Lagrangian heuristic inspired by the
Feasibility Pump (Fischetti et al., 2005) heuristic and the branch-and-bound im-
provement heuristic presented in (Danna et al., 2004). While the heuristics in these
two references are generic MILP construction and improvement heuristics, respec-
tively, our approach uses the solution of the Lagrangian relaxation as a basis for
the heuristic, and seeks to combine the projection strategy in Fischetti et al. (2005)
and the fixing strategy in Danna et al. (2004). The idea of the heuristic is to recover
a primal feasible solution in the proximity of the current solution of the Lagrangian
by fixing only a subset of the binary variables. Given the current Lagrangian so-
lution yd,njk , the initial step of the heuristic is to find a point ỹdjk close to yd,njk that
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4.4. Decomposition by Lagrangian relaxation

yields primal feasibility, but not necessarily integer feasibility. Denoting yn as the
vectorized representation of yd,njk , we obtain this point ỹn by solving the linear
program (LP)

ỹn = arg min ||y − yn||1 + ρn
∑

k∈K

δqu
k (4.28a)

s.t.
∑

j∈J

(
qd1
jk + qd22

jk

)
+ δqu

k = dNGPP
k , ∀k ∈ K, (4.28b)

∑

j∈J
qd1
jk ≤ qup

tot, ∀k ∈ K, (4.28c)

gj
(
mjk, pjk, qjk, y

d
jk

)
≤ 0, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.28d)

ydjk ∈ [0, 1], ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, d ∈ D. (4.28e)

The LP (4.28) is a relaxation of the fullspace primal problem with the original
objective (4.12) replaced by the augmented distance function (4.28a). The last
term in (4.28a), ρnδqu

k , where ρn is a nonnegative penalty parameter, is added to
prevent recovery of primal solutions with high underproduction δqu

k , as this would
lead to poor solution quality. We implement an adaptive updating strategy for ρ,

ρn+1 = min (ψρn, ρmax) , ψ > 0 (4.29)

increasing the penalty on δqu
k with increasing number of LR iterations n, in order

recover solutions with low underproduction. Note that the `1-norm in (4.28a) is
easily reformulated as a linear function, see Fischetti et al. (2005).

Unless the solution of (4.28) yields ||ỹn − yn||1 = 0, which would correspond to
a primal feasible solution to the original MILP, we obtain a point ỹdjk with some
of the binaries being fractional in order to generate a feasible solution to (4.28).
To generate a primal integer feasible solution rendering a lower bound ZLB on Z,
that is, a solution which satisfies both the integrality requirement of ydjk as well

as the common constraints (4.28b) and (4.28c), we first fix all ydjk that returns

a binary solution value ỹdjk when solving the LP (4.28). The argument for this

variable fixing follows the intuition that binaries ydjk that retain an integer value

after the `1-projection of the Lagrangian solution yd,njk onto the LP feasible region
(4.28b)–(4.28e), are likely to have the same integer value also in a primal integer
feasible solution. Fixing these binary variables reduces the size of the solution
space significantly, allowing a primal feasible solution to be obtained by solving
the reduced-size fullspace MILP problem.

The suggested primal recovery approach is general and hence applicable to a
wide range of mixed integer problems solved by Lagrangian relaxation. Initial test-
ing revealed that as much as 85-95% of the binary variables could be fixed for many
LR iterations. However, for large instances of the shale-well scheduling problem in
Section 4.3, the branching effort required due to the SOS2 approximations (4.35)
of the nonlinear tubing model caused prohibitive long computation times also for
the reduced-sized fullspace MILP. To overcome this issue, we apply the following
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problem-specific heuristic for the piecewise linear approximations: First, we replace
the condition θbjk ∈ SOS2 with the equivalent condition imposed by the constraints

(4.36) and the additional binary variables ybjk associated with the |Bp| − 1 linear

functions, see 4.B. By post-calculating ybjk based on the solution values of θbjk from

the Lagrangian, we then fix these binaries in the same way as the binaries ydjk by
integrating them in (4.28). If this extended binary fixing causes integer infeasibility

for the MILP, we relax the binaries yb̃jk which are fixed to 1, together with the two

adjacent binaries yb̃−1
jk and yb̃+1

jk to allow qjk to vary on a wider range of possible
values.

Set max iter N , and tolerances δB, δS, and δDG .
Set ZLB = −∞, n = 1 and choose ψ, ρ1 and ρmax.

Choose (λ1, π1), and set (λ̄, π̄) = (λ1, π1).

Solve MILP subproblems
(17) and the LP (18) to
compute ZLR(λn, πn)

While n ≤ N

ZLR(λ̄, π̄)− ZLB < δDG ?

n = n+ 1

Add cut and update bundle; compute
(λn+1, πn+1) and vn by solving the QP (23)

yes

Update ZLB

yes

no

no

Apply primal recovery heuristic.

If (n > 1): update (λ̄, π̄) and γn

Initialization:

(by duality gap)
Terminate

Terminate

vn ≥ −δB?

Fig. 4.6: Schematic description of the proposed Lagrangian relaxation scheme.

The complete Lagrangian relaxation scheme is shown in Fig. 4.6, comprising the
solution of the Lagrangian, the primal recovery heuristic and the proximal bundle
method for updating the Lagrangian multipliers.

4.5 Receding horizon optimization

Solving the above field-wide shale-well scheduling problem involves several sources
of uncertainty. These uncertainties include parameters in the well and reservoir
model (4.3)–(4.5), uncertainties in the spot price estimate Ĝspot, operational un-
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4.5. Receding horizon optimization

certainties and disturbances such as a sudden drop in the rate for some wells,
unplanned shut-ins or required maintenance, and changes in the line pressures.
Moreover, the overall system may change during the planning horizon K if new
wells are tied to the gathering system. Some control scheme is hence necessary to
ensure reliability of the natural-gas supply to the NGPP.

To handle operational disturbances and uncertainties, as well as a varying gas
spot price Gspot, we implement a receding horizon scheme (Rawlings and Mayne,
2009; Mayne et al., 2000), also referred to as model predictive control (MPC). At
the current control time tk, we compute optimal production settings on a prediction
horizon K, while we only implement the first optimal control input, i.e. pt,j1 and
ydj1 for all j ∈ J and d ∈ D. At the next time control time, tk+1, we reoptimize
the system on a receding horizon K + 1. Between the control inputs, we collect
system information and measurements, hence introducing feedback in the system.
At each iteration tk of the receding horizon scheme, we use the optimal solution of
the Lagrangian from the previous iteration, tk−1, as a starting point for the MILP
subproblems (4.19), together with (λ̄, π̄) and γ from iteration tk−1 as initial guess
for the multipliers (λ1, π1) and the initial penalty parameter in the bundle method
(4.25).

Optimize well

Shale-gas field

Tuned proxy
model

Implement first well schedule,

Receding horizon control with

Given firm gas
demand dNGPP

k

Measured rates, pressures
and states of the wells (i.e.
shut-ins)

Update proxy

(performed less

Exported
gas rates

Spot price

Source: Statoil.com

estimate Ĝspot
k

reoptimization of shut-in schedule
frequently)

schedule

Planned
events

yd
j1, d∈D, and

tubinghead pressures pt,j1

Fig. 4.7: Modules in the receding horizon scheme.

The implemented receding horizon scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. At a given
control time tk, we assume that a spot price estimate Ĝspot

tk
for the prediction

horizon K is given as a system input, provided by a third-party. If the reoptimiza-
tion of the well schedule is performed on a daily basis, then each evening after
closing hours of the gas trading, the gas spot price for the day ahead delivery is
collected (FERC, 2012), together with an updated gas-price estimate Ĝspot

tk+1
. Note

that the gas price Ĝspot
1 for the first timestep in the optimization, i.e. for the first

day ahead, will be the actual settled gas price. The updating of the spot price will
hence correct the price estimate Ĝspot

2 used in the previous computed well schedule
at iteration tk−1. This set-up of the gas spot price introduces a trade-off between
trusting the future price estimate Ĝspot

k compared to the known one day ahead
price. To accommodate this trade-off when computing the optimal well schedule,
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we introduce a discount factor,

ĜspotDisc
k =

Ĝspot
k

(1 + ξ)
(k×∆k)

. (4.30)

The discount rate ξ in (4.30) represents risk more than depreciation of income:
Assigning a high value to ξ would reduce the risk of losing profit if the price should
decrease. In contrast, a low discount factor corresponds to trusting the spot price
estimate Ĝspot

k , in which the gas production to the spot market may be choked to
wait for an estimated higher future spot price.

For each well, we collect available measurements such as the gas rate and tub-
inghead pressure. In particular, we collect the state of each well, i.e. if the well
is producing or shut-in. Wells may experience sudden, unplanned shut-ins due to
several reasons, including mismatch in actual and predicted rate (e.g. the gas rate
drops below qgc) and failure of surface equipment. These events amount to opera-
tional uncertainties. Wells may further have to be shut-in for certain periods due
to planned maintenance. Either of these events are handled through the feedback
in the receding horizon scheme, by fixing binaries yd0

jk to 1 for the next k′ timesteps
for those wells that must be shut-in.

To obtain closed-loop behavior in practice by a receding horizon control scheme,
there are several other aspects that must be considered. Unless a measurement of
the complete state vector is available, then some estimation technique, typically a
Kalman filter or a moving horizon estimation technique (MHE) (Rao et al., 2001),
must be applied to estimate the initial condition for iteration tk+1. For the shale-
well problem, this amounts to estimating minit

j . In the current implementation,
however, we omit for simplicity the state estimator, and hence apply the pseu-
dopressure predicted by the proxy to update minit

jtk+1
. Furthermore, an updating

strategy for the proxy model should be applied, using any collected measurements
of the rates and pressures. This can be performed using either the simple updating
strategy described in Knudsen et al. (2014a), or by some MHE based technique
(Rao et al., 2001).

In conventional stabilizing tracking MPC (Mayne et al., 2000), the change in
control input is normally penalized to avoid excessive actuation causing wear and
tear of the equipment. The proposed receding horizon scheme, however, resembles
economic MPC (EMPC) (Amrit et al., 2011), in which adding such a penalization
term would deteriorate the economic interpretation of the objective (4.6). The
constraints (4.17) added to limit the switching frequency of the wells, however,
serve a similar purpose as a penalization term on the change in control input. To
enforce these constraints also in the shift from one receding horizon iteration to the
next, we implement a move-blocking strategy Cagienard et al. (2007). Before each
reoptimization, we check if the well has changed its state, either from on to off or
vice versa, and if so, we fix yd0

jk to its current value for the next τ1 − 1 or τ2 − 1

timesteps. The same type of variable fixing is applied to yd21
jk to avoid excessive

changes in the state of the second valve in Fig. 4.5. Note that by fixing either
yd0
jk or yd21

jk , we also fix the variables (yd1
jk , y

d2
jk), (yd22

jk , y
¬d2
jk ), respectively, due to

the SOS1 constraints (4.32p) and (4.34f) associated with the reformulation of the
disjunctions (4.10d).
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4.6 Case studies

In this section we demonstrate the proposed shale-well scheduling scheme through
numerical case studies. To construct a time series of firm gas demands dNGPP

k from
an NGPP, we use as basis the gas demand in the US electric power sector between
mid June and mid September as shown in Fig. 4.2. This period falls during the time
of year with normally the highest gas demand in the electric power sector. The gas
prices used in the model, GNGPP and Gspot, are shown in Fig. 4.8, where we use the
Henry Hub spot price from June to September 2013, cf. Fig. 4.2, to define the spot
price Gspot

k (EIA, 2013b). The price GNGPP
k for firm gas supply is more difficult

to quantify, as it will depend on the price negotiated and contract set up by the
marketing groups of the gas well and NGPP operators. The volumetric rates for the
firm gas supply to the NGPP may typically be contracted many months ahead of
actual delivery, using expected seasonal variations, e.g. as shown in Fig. 4.2. Hence,
to define a reasonable firm price level forGNGPP

k , we use the NYMEX future average
price for four-months ahead contracts (EIA, 2013b). Hence, the GNGPP June price
shown in Fig. 4.8 is the NYMEX price for four-months ahead contracts from March
2013, while the GNGPP July price is the corresponding NYMEX forward price from
April, etc. To construct a nominal gas price used for the input spot price estimate
Ĝspot, we simply use the Henry Hub spot price as mean and add Gaussian noise
with 2% standard deviation, see Fig. 4.8. Note that the price GNGPP

k for the firm
supply do not include the transportation fee paid to the shipper; The final price
paid by the EUCs and GENCOs for the firm supply to their NGPPs will hence be
higher than the value of GNGPP

k shown in Fig. 4.8.

June 15. July 1. August 1. September 1. October 1.
0.115

0.12

0.125
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0.15

0.155

0.16

0.165

U
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$
/m

3

Time [date]

 

 
Henry Hub spot price

Spot price estimate Ĝspot

Firm gas price, GNGPP

Fig. 4.8: The Henry Hub spot price (EIA, 2013b), the nominal spot price estimate Ĝspot, and
the gas price GNGPP for the firm delivery to the natural-gas power plant. Observe that the prices
corresponds to the NYMEX and Henry Hub spot price from 2013 shown in Fig. 4.2.

The Lagrangian scheme outlined in Fig. 4.6 is implemented in GAMS (Brooke
et al., 2011) and connected with Matlab through the GDX interface for implemen-
tation of the receding horizon scheme. All the QPs and the MILPs are solved using
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IBM CPLEX v12.3. The computations are performed on a Dell laptop with Intel
I7 quad-core CPU and 8GB of RAM, using deterministic parallel mode with up to
8 threads. For the bundle method, we set δB = 0.05, δS = 0.1 and the maximum
number of iterations to N = 50. The duality gap tolerance δDG for both the MILP
subproblems and for the Lagrangian scheme is set to 2%. The parameters in (4.29)
for the primal recovery technique is set to ρ1 = 5, ρmax = 10 and ψ = 1.2.

When generating the initial conditions for the case studies, we follow the same
procedure as in Knudsen et al. (2014a). In particular, we apply reservoir proper-
ties corresponding to typical values in the Marcellus formation (EIA, 2011; Cipolla
et al., 2010), and we realize the proxy models using three different formation perme-
abilities in the range km ∈

[
5× 10−5 − 2× 10−4 mD

]
. Each reservoir proxy model

is constructed with I = 4 grid blocks, and tuned against a high-fidelity reference
model implemented in SENSOR (SENSOR, 2011), using a tuning technique similar
to Knudsen et al. (2014a). From these realizations, we set minit

j by evaluating the
pseudopressures for the different wells at randomly chosen points in time ranging
from 200 to 600 days after start-up of the wells. The piecewise linearization of the
nonlinear tubing model (4.5a) is constructed using |Bp| = 5 breakpoints. We as-
sume a royalty rate RO and tax T of 38.5% and 12.5%, respectively (MIT Energy
Initiative, 2011, App. D).

We use a four week prediction horizon K for the receding horizon (RH) scheme,
where we use a ∆k = 1 day timestep for the first week of the horizon, and a ∆k = 3
days timestep for the last three weeks. We only enforce the switching constraints
(4.17) for the first week of the horizon, using τ1 = τ2 = 2 days. The reasoning to en-
force only these constraints for the first part of the prediction horizon, is that only
the first timestep of each iteration of the receding horizon optimization is imple-
mented, and, by using ∆k = 3 for the last three weeks, the timestep is longer than
the minimum required up- and downtime for the wells. The schedule is reoptimized
by the receding horizon scheme on a daily basis. The operational disturbances are
simulated using a Binomial probability distribution with a probability of 5% that
a well experience a sudden, unplanned shut-in. Consequently, if a well has an un-
planned shut-in, we fix yd0 to 1 in the first timestep of the subsequent receding
horizon iteration. For all cases we apply a 20% discount factor ξ for the three last
weeks of the prediction horizon K. Adding this discount factor serves two objec-
tives: the estimated gas price Ĝspot becomes significantly more uncertain beyond
the first week of the prediction horizon, and as such, choking the production due
to an estimated possible increase in the gas price would be risky for the operator.
Additionally, it reduces the weights on the gas-rates qd21

jk in (4.12) for the three
last weeks of the prediction horizon, as these terms end up with a high weight due
to ∆k = 3 for this part of K.

The output power PNGPP generated by a natural-gas combined-cycle power
plant can be described by the relation (Munoz et al., 2003)

PNGPP = LHV η(qNGPP) qNGPP (4.31)

where LHV is the low heating value for natural gas, 35.07 MW/m3/s (Munoz et al.,
2003), and η(qNGPP) is the combined cycle efficiency, dependent on the gas supply
rate qNGPP to the power plant. Using the same procedure as in (Munoz-Estrada
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et al., 2004), we will use (4.31) with a given desired, possibly time-varying, output
power PNGPP and a given combined-cycle efficiency η = 53.8% (Arvesen et al.,
2013) to compute the firm gas-demand rates dNGPP

k .

Table 4.2: Problem size for the MILPs in the case studies.

|J | Binary var SOS2 var Cont. var Constraints
Case 1 10 860 700 2995 5409
Case 2 60 5160 4200 17895 32309
Case 3 105 9030 7350 31305 56519

We use three different case studies in order to demonstrate and analyze different
aspects of the proposed shale-well scheduling scheme. In case 1, we use a small
generator as a means of motivating the receding horizon scheme compared to the
open-loop solution. Moreover, we analyze the computational performance of the
proposed Lagrangian relaxation scheme. In case 2, we evaluate the solutions for
different discount factors ξ, using as example a 300 MW NGPP, which is supplied
with gas from a medium sized shale-gas field with 60 wells. This example also
addresses the sensitivity of the scheduling with respect to the spot price estimate
Ĝspot. Finally, in case 3 we demonstrate the application of the proposed scheduling
scheme for a shale-well field with more than hundred producing wells, supplying
an NGPP with a 400 MW generator running at a high load-factor and having high
demands on the reliability of the supply. Problem sizes are shown in Table 4.2.

In case 2 and 3, we will assess the potential economic benefit for the shale-well
operator from applying the proposed scheduling scheme, by comparing the result
with the following base case: Each well is assumed to continue producing gas to the
flowline it were initially producing to, and we assume an ideal production scenario
where no shut-ins are necessary, i.e. we ignore the imposed minimum rate qgc in
(4.10d) to prevent liquid loading. The latter simplification can be justified by Fig.
4.4, in the sense that almost all production lost during a shut-in is immediately
recovered by the subsequent peak-rate from reopening the well. We further ignore
costs from operating the compressor, and we assume that all the gas produced is
sold to an LDC at the spot price Gspot.

4.6.1 Case 1: Test case with a 43 MW generator and 10
producing wells

In the first case, we consider a small-scale combined-cycle NGPP running a gen-
erator with maximum 43 MW output capacity, e.g. the ALSTOM GTX100 gas
turbine. The NGPP is supplied with gas from a shale-gas field with 10 producing
wells. We assume that the EUC/GENCO persistently seeks full load of its genera-
tor in order to maximize the efficiency, causing a constant demand dNGPP

k as shown
with black dots in Fig. 4.9, and we use a 8 weeks time horizon for the example.

Fig. 4.9 compares the solution of the receding horizon scheme with the solution
obtained by applying the open-loop solution to the shale-gas field. In the open-
loop solution, we assume that the operator for the first four weeks applies the
initial solution from the LR scheme computed on June 15, and then re-optimize
the scheme four weeks later, i.e. on July 13, in order to generate the optimal well
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Fig. 4.9: Comparison of the receding horizon scheme’s and the open-loop scheme’s ability to
track the demand rate dNGPP

k .

schedule for the next four weeks. We assume that the first unplanned well shut-in
occurs 5 days after initialization of the optimal well schedule. In Fig. 4.9, it can be
seen that the open-loop solution gives satisfactory tracking of dNGPP

k for the first
few days when there are no disturbances, while the tracking performance of the
open-loop scheme is substantially deteriorated in the event of an unplanned shut-
in. The large oscillations seen in the supply are due to the peak rates occurring
after shut-ins of shale-gas wells (Knudsen and Foss, 2013). The deviations between
dNGPP and that actual gas supply to the NGPP is in this case unacceptably high.
In contrast, the solution of the receding horizon scheme meets in this case the de-
mand dNGPP

k exactly over the entire time horizon. This is achieved by the feedback
introduced through receding horizon optimization, in which the scheme in each
iteration recomputes tubinghead pressures pt,jk and well schedules ydjk to compen-
sate for unplanned shut-ins and thereby meet the demand. The receding horizon
scheme is clearly superior to the open-loop scheme for handling unplanned events
and disturbances, and actually a necessity in order to tightly meet the demand
dNGPP
k as time progress.

Solving the Lagrangian subproblems (4.19) for the 10-well case required on
average 0.5 seconds, ranging from 0.03 to 4.9 seconds. The convex hull reformulation
(4.32)–(4.34) of the GDP formulation (4.10d) for the routing decisions for each well,
renders as such a tight MILP formulation, requiring limited computation time for
solving each of the Lagrangian subproblems. To demonstrate the performance of the
primal recovery fixing heuristic in Section 4.4.1, we show in Fig. 4.10 the progress
in improvement of the lower bound ZLB and the % of the binary variables fixed for
the eighth RH iteration in case 1. Note that the % number of binary variables fixed
includes the additional binaries ybjk imposed for the piecewise linear approximations
during the primal recovery, cf (4.36). By reusing the optimal solution from previous
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RH iteration tk−1 as starting point for the Lagrangian scheme, the primal recovery
heuristic initially fixes a high number of variables since the provided starting point
is almost primal feasible. The value of the Lagrangian tends to increase slightly
in the next iterations as cuts need to be generated and added to the bundle B
in order to refine the polyhedral approximation Z̃LR in (4.24) and hence produce
good multiplier updates (λn+1, πn+1). During these iterations the number of fixed
binary variables is seen to drop, as the solution of the Lagrangian is further from
being primal feasible. After this initial drop, the number of fixed binary variables is
seen to remain at a level between 85-95%, and gradually increase with the number
of LR iterations n, during which the lower bound ZLB is seen to be consistently
improved.

The same progress of the primal recovery heuristic as shown in Fig. 4.10 is also
observed for the majority of the remaining receding horizon iterations. Out of all
the Lagrangian relaxation iterations applied in case 1, the initial fixing procedure in
the primal recovery heuristic fixed averagely 86% of the binary variables. The fixing
of binaries ybjk associated with the piecewise linearization is, however, somewhat
troublesome; in 41% of the total number of LR iterations in case 1, the initial
binary fixing caused the primal MILP to be integer infeasible. However, after the
relaxation of the SOS associated binaries ybjk as described in Section 4.4.1, leaving
averagely 67% of the binaries fixed, then only 0.2% of the LR iterations were
not able to return a primal feasible solution. Consequently, with an 1.1% average
duality gap at the termination of each RH iteration, the proposed primal recovery
heuristic and Lagrangian scheme is able to efficiently produce solutions of high
quality.
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Fig. 4.10: The percentage of variables fixed and the improvement of the lower bound for the
Lagrangian scheme in RH iteration number 8, case 1. The final duality gap in this RH iteration
is 1.0%.
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4.6.2 Case 2: A 60 wells shale-gas field supplying a 300 MW
NGPP

In case 2, we consider a medium-sized combined cycle NGPP with a maximum
power output of 300 MW (Arvesen et al., 2013). The demand dNGPP

k is set relative
to the gas demand in the electric power sector shown in Fig. 4.2. Many NGPPs
purchase their natural gas using a portfolio with both firm and interruptible supply
(NERC, 2011). As such, we assume in this case that the NGPP seeks to secure a
certain gas supply based on an expected electric power demand. In order to reduce
the risk of having to pay for surplus gas due to a lower electric power demand than
forecasted, we assume that the NGPP requests between 48-70% of the maximum
output of 300 MW, purchasing any remaining needed gas supply from an LDC.
These assumptions lead to the monthly varying, firm demand rate dNGPP

k shown
with black strokes in Fig. 4.11. The penalty σu for the underproduction δqu

k is set
equal to five times GNGPP

1 .
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Fig. 4.11: Produced rates for case 2 supplying a 300 MW power plant with natural gas.

Table 4.3: Average optimization results for the Lagrangian relaxation based receding horizon
scheme in case 2.

Average Median
High discount ξ Low discount ξ High discount ξ Low discount ξ

Duality gap [%] 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.8
# LR iterations 12.8 13.5 11 11
Time per RH iterations [min] 15.4 16.4 12.3 12.7
vn at termination -0.38 -0.34 -0.28 -0.29
Total computation time [hours] 23.1 24.5 - -
Total revenue [106 US$] 6.72 6.74 - -

In Fig. 4.11 we compare the results of using two different discount factors ξ
as defined in (4.30). The results in the blue line apply a ξ = 4% discount factor
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for the first week, and subsequently a ξ = 20% discount factor for the last three
weeks of the prediction horizon K, while the red line applies no discount to the
first week and equally a ξ = 20% for the rest of the horizon. In both cases, the
scheduled firm supply to the NGPP is seen to tightly follow dNGPP

k , however, the
case with the lowest discount factor (red line) gives a slightly better tracking. The
small observable discrepancies, corresponding to nonzero values of δqu

1 , results from
tuning the optimization scheme and not the capacity of the shale-gas wells, since
the field is producing gas to the spot market at the dates where the produced firm
supply differs from dNGPP

k . Comparing the scheduled rates in Fig. 4.11 with the
gas price in Fig. 4.8, it can also be observed that the highest discrepancies between
dNGPP
k and the scheduled supply to the NGPP occur early in the horizon during

which the spot price Gspot
k is slightly higher than GNGPP

k . Using the same figures
to compare the spot price with the gas sold to the spot market, it can be seen
that the production follows the trend of the spot price, causing a higher spot rate
during early July and late August when the price is high compared to the low-
point in mid August. Although both spot production rates are erratic, the blue
line corresponding to the highest discount factor is observed to exhibit a spot rate
that is slightly less erratic than the spot rate with the low discount factor.

The solution statistics of the Lagrangian relaxation based receding horizon
scheme are shown in Table 4.3 for the two cases with different discount factors.
The results for the two cases are quite equal, both spending around 15 minutes on
each iteration of the receding horizon scheme and terminating with around 2% du-
ality gap. As for case 1 in Section 4.6.1, the first iterations of the receding horizon
scheme requires significantly more LR iterations, and terminates either by the con-
dition vn ≥ −δB or by the maximum number of iterations N . The same naturally
also holds for iterations with a high number of unplanned well shut-ins, since the
optimization problems in these cases have a poorer starting point from iteration
tk−1. Comparing the optimal solution values, we see that the case with the lowest
discount factor actually leads to a marginally higher revenue of 0.27%. In contrast,
the base case described above would generate a revenue of 5.94 × 106 US$, more
than 11% less than the revenue obtained by either of the two scheduling results
shown in Fig. 4.11.

In Fig. 4.12, we compare the result of the scheduling using the nominal gas
price estimate Ĝspot

k shown in Fig. 4.8, and a scenario in which the spot price is
consistently overestimated with up to 10%. Both cases apply the low discount ξ
described above. No clear, significant difference is observed in the scheduled rates
when comparing the results of using the two different spot price estimates. Both
cases exhibit high variations in the gas produced to the spot market, caused both
by the gas availability as well as the variability in the spot price, while both cases
produce a supply to the NGPP with only small discrepancies from dNGPP

k . Con-
sistently overestimating the spot price gives a more aggressive production strategy
similar to the case above with the high discount factor, and actually caused an 1.6%
increase in the revenue obtained by the spot sales compared to the case with the
nominal price estimate. The updating of the day ahead spot price by the receding
horizon scheme does as such compensate for a poor quality of the spot estimate.
As for the case with the different discount factors, the revenue obtained by either
of the schedules shown in Fig. 4.12 is about 11% better than the base case.
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Fig. 4.12: Comparison of scheduled total-rates with the nominal spot price estimate Ĝspot
k shown

in Fig. 4.8, and a corresponding poor, too optimistic price estimate.

4.6.3 Case 3: 105 shale-gas wells supplying a 400 MW NGPP

In the last case study, we consider a field consisting of 105 shale-gas wells sup-
plying a combined-cycle NGPP running a 400 MW generator. We assume that
the operator of the power plant seeks to run the generator close to its maximum
output capacity, particularly during August when the electricity demand peaks,
cf. Fig. 4.2, and thus desires a high and reliable firm supply dNGPP

k . Using (4.31),
we therefore compute dNGPP

k from respectively 85, 95 and 80% of the generator’s
given maximum power output, LHV and assumed efficiency η, creating the firm
demand dNGPP

k shown with black strokes in Fig. 4.13.

We compare in Fig. 4.13 the spot rate and the scheduled supply to the NGPP
using two different values for the penalty σu for the underproduction δqu

k with
respect to dNGPP

k . The low value of σu is set to 5 times GNGPP
1 as in the other

examples, while the high value of σu is set to 10 times GNGPP
1 . The scheduled

supply to the NGPP can be seen to tightly follow dNGPP
k in both cases, however,

with slightly larger deviations in the case with the lowest value of σu. Although the
value of σu would generally be based on contractual agreements, this example shows
that the value of σu may also be used as tuning parameter and hence increased in
order to reduce possible discrepancies between the supplied rate to the NGPP and
dNGPP
k . This is particularly relevant if there is nonzero underproduction δqu

k , while
surplus gas at the same time is being sold to the spot market. The increased value
of σu to put higher emphasis on meeting dNGPP

k resulted in a 1.9% reduction in
the revenue of the gas sold to the spot market compared to the case with the low
value of σu. No significant difference is observed in the pattern of the gas produced
to the spot market for the two cases, while both rates are less erratic than in case
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Fig. 4.13: The scheduled rates for the case with 105 shale wells supplying an NGPP running a
400 MW generator with high load.

2, cf. Fig 4.11 and 4.12. The spot production rates follow to some extent the main
variations of the gas price in Fig. 4.8, with lower total rates produced to the spot
market during the periods of highest demand from the NGPP. There is, however,
no distinct coherence between the spot price and the gas produced to the spot
market as shown in Fig. 4.14. For well operators, the correlation between price and
production as illustrated in Fig. 4.14 would optimally be a linear increase in spot
production as a function of the gas price.

Comparing the results of the scheduling in Fig. 4.13 with the base case, the
revenue for the shale-well operator is increased with approximately 12% for both
cases. The increase in profit is due to a higher sales price for the firm supply to
the NGPP, but also due to a 6.5% increase in the cumulative production caused
by a higher number of wells producing to the low pressure line than in the base
case. However, if we compare the results with a modified base case were all wells
are constantly producing to the low-pressure line, the profit by the scheduling
scheme is still 9.6% higher. Table 4.4 provides sensitivities of the increase in profit
with respect to the value of GNGPP, in which we post-calculate the profit Z in
(4.6) with GNGPP replaced by the NYMEX future price for 1 to 3 months ahead
delivery, respectively (EIA, 2013b). Recall that GNGPP in the cases studies were
set equal to the NYMEX future price for 4 months ahead delivery. The table shows
the % increase in profit by the proposed shut-in based scheduling scheme compared
to the base case described in the end of Section 4.6, and compared to selling all
the gas produced directly to an LDC, receiving the spot price Gspot for all the gas.
We include the scheduling for both cases with different values of σu. For all the
three lower values of GNGPP, the scheduling scheme still gives a higher profit, both
in comparison with the base and when compared to selling all the gas produced
directly to an LDC. However, the profit for the operator obviously shrinks when
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Fig. 4.14: The total spot rate production as a function of the gas spot price for case 3.

the lead time for the sales decreases.

Table 4.4: The % increased profit in case 3 for different values of the firm price GNGPP
k for the

gas sold to the NGPP. The profit by the proposed scheduling scheme is compared to the base
case, and to selling all the gas obtained by the shut-in scheduling directly to an LDC.

σu = 5 ·GNGPP
1 σu = 10 ·GNGPP

1

Increase in profit compared to: Base case Spot sales only Base case Spot sales only
GNGPP = NYMEX - 4 months ahead delivery 12.2% 11.7% 12.0% 11.8%
GNGPP = NYMEX - 3 months ahead delivery 10.2% 9.7% 10.0% 9.8%
GNGPP = NYMEX - 2 months ahead delivery 5.9% 5.3% 5.6% 5.4%
GNGPP = NYMEX - 1 months ahead delivery 2.2% 1.7% 1.9% 1.7%

In Fig. 4.15 we show the duality gap and number of iterations required by the
Lagrangian relaxation scheme for each of the 90 iterations of the receding horizon
scheme in case 3. The figure shows that the proposed Lagrangian relaxation scheme
consistently finds solutions with small duality gaps, except for the first iterations
in which the maximum number of iterations or the tolerance δB in the Bundle
method terminates the LR algorithm. Each iteration of the RH scheme requires
on average n = 10 iterations of the LR scheme. The reduction in duality gaps
and number of iterations from the initial iterations, indicate that the LR scheme
benefits significantly from using both the solution as well as the optimal multipliers
(λ̄, π̄) from RH iteration tk−1 as a starting point for the scheme. Possible remedies
for reducing the duality gap in the first iterations may hence be to provide a better
starting point and initial guess for (λ1, π1), or to increase N and reduce δB to allow
more iterations. Furthermore, the primal recovery heuristic may enter a loop where
the same set of primal feasible solutions are recovered, similar to the problem of
cycling in the Feasibility Pump (Fischetti et al., 2005). A possible extension of the
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proposed recovery heuristic is therefore to implement a perturbation technique, or
to reset the value of the penalty parameter ρn, to explore new areas of the solution
space. As for case 1, the solution of each LR subproblem takes on average 0.5
seconds, while each LR iteration requires averagely 25 minutes; the computation
time for each LR iteration can be significantly reduced by solving the Lagrangian
subproblems in parallel. However, when the number of wells runs into the hundreds
and beyond, the resulting large problem size causes the primal recovery technique
to lose its efficiency; if the heuristic is able to fix only 60-70% of the binaries, the
remaining number of binaries, is still high, cf. Table 4.2, causing the heuristic to
require a large share of the total computation time.
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Fig. 4.15: The duality gap and number LR iterations n for each iteration of the receding horizon
scheme in case 3 with the low value of σu.

4.7 Discussion

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate possible benefits for both well operators
and for generating companies by scheduling of shale-gas production relative to
varying electric power demands, and to develop and test an efficient optimization
scheme to facilitate this strategy. The proposed scheme is based on the gas storage
properties of shale-gas reservoirs illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The actual % time a well
may be shut-in over a given time horizon, e.g. 10-15 years, without reducing the
cumulative recovery with more than a few percentage, naturally contains some
uncertainty due to unmodeled well dynamics and simplifications in the reservoir
fracture modeling. The governing dynamics and driving forces of the gas storage
capabilities in shale reservoirs are, however, still captured by the high-fidelity, yet
simplified, reference model shown in Fig. 4.3 as well as the proxy model (2.6)–(4.5).
As such, we argue that shale-gas reservoirs are particularly suited for intermittent
production schemes with respect to varying gas demands.
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A necessity for the proposed scheduling scheme to be adopted by the shale-
gas industry is a potential increase in profit for the operators. Consequently, the
scheduling formulation is formulated with the objective of increasing the profit for
the shale-well operator, and shown through the case studies to have a potential to
increase the profit by around 10% with the given economic and system assumptions.
These numbers serve the purpose of illustrating the possible increase in profit for
the well operator, and are clearly subject to the firm gas price GNGPP and the
contractual arrangement between the marketing group of the shale-gas company,
the EUC or GENCO operating the NGPP, and the shipper transporting the gas
to the NGPP.

An implication of applying the shale-well shut-in scheme and connecting the
gas sales directly from the shale-gas producer to the NGPP, is that the gas storage
for meeting variations in demand is essentially moved from the LDC to the gas
producer. For the operator of the NGPPs, the economical potential lies both in
the possibility of omitting a price-raising link, i.e. the LDC, in the purchase of
the gas, as well as increased reliability of the natural-gas supply due to the higher
potential of using firm supply contracts. The latter may as such translate to higher
reliability in the power production for the NGPP, and hence increased profit. Note
that the suggested scheme is also applicable to scheduling of natural-gas supply for
the hourly unit commitment (UC) problem, see e.g. Liu et al. (2009). This would
however alter the time-scale of the shale-well scheduling, and as such possibly
reduce the frequency of shut-ins. Finally, the suggested scheduling scheme relates
to the principle of producing only the amount of gas that is secured sales at a given
price. Hence, in a broader perspective, the suggested scheme may be utilized for
complementing the increased use of intermittent renewable production, as a means
of securing acceptable electricity generation reliability in the context of variations
in demands, production and errors in forecasts.

A thorough discussion on the optimization scheme developed to solve the shale-
well scheduling is left out of the paper. We refer the reader to references such as
Grossmann and Trespalacios (2013); Vecchietti and Grossmann (2000); Knudsen
et al. (2014a) for details on the disjunctive modeling, Guignard (2003); Frangioni
(2005) for a general description of Lagrangian relaxation, to Kiwiel (1990) and
(Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal, 1993, Ch. XV) for analysis on the convergence
properties of the proximal bundle method for solving the Lagrangian dual, and to
Rawlings and Mayne (2009); Amrit et al. (2011) for further description of receding
horizon optimization. We finish by briefly mentioning the resemblance between
the problem formulation for the shale-well scheduling and the deterministic profit-
based UC problems. Rather than maximizing the profit from the dispatch of hydro-
thermal power units, we similarly schedule pressures and up/down times for shale-
gas wells to maximize the profit for the producer. Similarly, the power plants are
scheduled subject to an electricity demand and a spinning reserve, i.e. reserve
capacity, in the UC problem, while the shale-gas wells are scheduled subject to
the given gas demand (4.13a) and the compressor capacity (4.13b). The primal
recovery technique described in Section 4.4.1 is hence applicable and may have
merits in applications of Lagrangian relaxation for solving variations of the UC
problem. Finally, we note that the scheme may benefit from being extended with
a stochastic programming approach to further address uncertainties in future gas
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prices and demands, and uncertainties in future total gas-supply capacity of the
shale-gas field, see e.g. Sahinidis (2004).

4.8 Conclusion

This paper argues that shale-gas reservoirs hold special properties that can be uti-
lized by a proper scheduling scheme to produce reliable gas supplies to natural-gas
power plants. The numerical results show that increased profit can be obtained for
shale-well operators by extending and improving the well scheduling. The proposed
scheme challenges the current practice of producing each well at their maximum
irrespective of seasonal demands and price variations, and may, on a longer per-
spective, mitigate the currently seen abundance of natural-gas supply in the U.S.
market.

4.A Reformulation of disjunctions to algebraic constraints

The polyhedral convex hull description of linear disjunctions (Balas, 1985) is ob-
tained by disaggregating variables in the disjunction, and associating each term
d ∈ D in the disjunction with a binary variable yd. Each of the original variables
in the constraints are then replaced by the associated disaggregated variable for
the given term, and constraints are added to ensure that only one of the terms and
one of each set of disaggregated variables are active.

In order to reformulate (4.10d), the embedded disjunction in (4.10d) must first
be formulated as a separate disjunction (Vecchietti and Grossmann, 2000; Knud-
sen et al., 2014a). By applying this reformulation, and substituting the auxiliary
variables (4.14) for the pressure-squared terms, the convex hull reformulation of
the main disjunction (4.10d) yields the linear constraints

q = qd1 + qd2, (4.32a)

p̄ = p̄d0 + p̄d1 + p̄d2, (4.32b)

pt = pd0
t + pd1

t + pd2
t , (4.32c)

m1 = md0
1 +md1

1 +md2
1 , (4.32d)

R = Rd1 +Rd2, (4.32e)

Rd1 = GNGPP
(
1− CC

)
qd1, (4.32f)

md0
1 = ã1p̄

d0 + yd0ã2, (4.32g)

qd1 = β
(
md1

1 − ã1p̄
d1 − yd1ã2,

)
, (4.32h)

qd1 ≥ yd1qlow
gc , (4.32i)

pd1
t ≥ yd1p̄CompIn, (4.32j)

qd2 = β
(
md2

1 − ã1p̄
d2 − yd2ã2,

)
, (4.32k)

pd2
t ≥ yd2p̄NGPP, (4.32l)

qd2 ≥ yd2qhigh
gc , (4.32m)
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md
1 ≤ Umyd, p̄d ≤ U p̄yd, pdt ≤ Uptyd, d ∈ {d0, d1, d2} , (4.32n)

qd ≤ Uqyd, d ∈ {d1, d2} , (4.32o)

yd0 + yd1 + yd2 = 1. (4.32p)

For notational convenience, we have left out the subscripts jk; the equations and
variables above are still imposed for all wells j ∈ J and timesteps k ∈ K. All of
the disaggregated variables are defined as non-negative variables, and will hence
be zero if yd = 0 for any d ∈ D, due to the upper bounds (4.32n) and (4.32o). The
constants Um, U p̄, Upt and Uq are upper bounds on the respective disaggregated
variables in (4.32). The inner embedded disjunction in (4.10d) must be expanded by
an additional term with associated Boolean Y ¬d2 to allow the state ¬Y d21∧¬Y d22,
yielding the disjunction

[
Y d21
jk

Rjk = Ĝspot
k qjk

]
Y

[
Y d22
jk

Rjk = GNGPP
k qjk

]
Y

[
Y ¬d2
jk

qjk ≤ Uq

]
(4.33)

Using the same technique as in (4.32) with disaggregation of variables, the embed-
ded disjunction in (4.10d) is reformulated by its polyhedral convex hull description,

q = qd21 + qd22 + q¬d2, (4.34a)

Rd2 = Rd21 +Rd22, (4.34b)

Rd21 = Gspotqd21, (4.34c)

Rd22 = GNGPPqd22, (4.34d)

qd ≤ Uqyd, d ∈ {d21, d22,¬d2} , (4.34e)

yd21 + yd22 + y¬d2 = 1, (4.34f)

yd2 = yd21 + yd22, (4.34g)

y¬d2 = yd0 + yd1. (4.34h)

Note that y¬d2 may in principle be eliminated by using (4.34f). Any dependent
binary variables are, however, automatically detected and removed by presolve
routines in MILP solvers such as CPLEX and Gurobi. The logical propositions
(4.10e) are transformed to a linear algebraic form using the techniques described
in Raman and Grossmann (1991).

4.B Piecewise linear approximations

By substituting p2
t and p2

wf with p̄t and p̄wf in (4.10c), respectively, we can ap-
ply a piecewise linear approximation of the remaining nonlinearity q2 using SOS2
sets (Beale and Tomlin, 1970), such that the nonlinear tubing model (4.10c) is
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reformulated as

qjk =
∑

b∈Bp

θbjkq
b
jk, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.35a)

∑

b∈Bp

θbjk = 1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.35b)

p̄wf,jk = eS

(
p̄t,jk +

1

C2
t

∑

b∈Bp

(
qbjk
)2
)
, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.35c)

θbjk ∈ SOS2, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, b ∈ Bp, (4.35d)

where qbjk are preselected values of qjk at the breakpoints b ∈ Bp. Most MILP

solvers allow a direct definition of θbjk as SOS2 variables, in which the solver imposes
the condition that at most two variables in the set can be nonzero, and that these
must be consecutive variables in the piecewise linear approximation. The same
condition can be imposed by introducing |Bp|−1 binary variables yb and the SOS2
constraints

θ1
jk ≤ y1

jk, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.36a)

θbjk ≤ ybjk + yb−1
jk , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, b = 2 . . . Bp − 1, (4.36b)

θB
p

jk ≤ yB
p−1

jk , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (4.36c)

Bp−1∑

b=1

ybjk = 1, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K. (4.36d)

Note that these latter constraints are only implemented in the problem-specific
primal recovery heuristic described in the end of Section 4.4.1, to allow a higher
number of binary variables to be fixed and hence reduce the required branching
effort to obtain a primal feasible solution. When solving the Lagrangian subprob-
lems (4.19), we hence define θbjk directly as SOS2, cf. (4.35d), in order to utilize
special branching rules for SOS2 variables implemented in the MILP solver.

Finally, we comment that one may consider using an approach based on piece-
wise McCormick envelopes or multiparametric disaggregation (Kolodziej et al.,
2013) as an alternative to piecewise linear approximations of the quadratic terms.
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Chapter 5

Towards an Objective Feasibility
Pump for Convex MINLPs

This chapter consists of the paper Sharma et al. (2014):

Sharma, S., Knudsen, B. R., and Grimstad, B. (2014). Towards an objective
feasibility pump for convex MINLPs. Manuscript submitted for publication (Com-
putational Optimization and Applications).

Abstract

This paper describes a heuristic algorithm for finding good feasible so-
lutions of mixed-integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs). The algorithm we
propose is a modification of the Feasibility Pump (FP) heuristic, in which we
aim at balancing the two goals of quickly obtaining a feasible solution and
preserving quality of the solution with respect to the original objective. The
effectiveness and merits of the proposed algorithm are assessed by evaluation
of extensive computational results from a set of 146 convex MINLP test prob-
lems. We also demonstrate applicability of the proposed heuristic on a complex
shale-well scheduling problem, and show how a set of user-defined parameters
may be selected in order for the user to choose whether low computation time
or high solution quality should be emphasized.

5.1 Introduction

Mixed-integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs) are a class of optimization problems
consisting of both continuous and discrete variables, and with nonlinear functions
in the constraints and/or in the objective function. A large number of optimization
problems can be formulated as MINLPs, including scheduling of natural gas and
petroleum production systems (Foss et al., 2009), dispatch of hydro-thermal units in
electric power generation (Sagastizábal, 2012) and optimization of nuclear reactor
reloading (Quist et al., 2001). A comprehensive review of real-world applications
of MINLPs can be found in Belotti et al. (2013, Chap. 2). MINLPs belong to
the class of NP-hard problems (Vavasis, 1991), and are as such computationally
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challenging problems to solve, particularly for large-scale industrial problems. In
this paper we will devote our attention to MINLPs which are convex, meaning that
the optimization problem obtained by discarding the integrality condition on the
discrete variables is a convex nonlinear program (NLP).

Several algorithms for convex MINLPs have been developed during the past
three decades, such as: Outer Approximation (Duran and Grossmann, 1986; Fletcher
and Leyffer, 1994), LP/NLP based branch-and-bound (Quesada and Grossmann,
1992) and nonlinear branch-and-bound (Gupta and Ravindran, 1985). Common
for these algorithms is that they are proven to converge to the global optimum for
convex MINLPs. For large-scale problems, however, these exact algorithms often
require a prohibitively long computation time, thus limiting their practical appli-
cability. Although heuristics for MINLPs have not yet reached the level of sophis-
tication and widespread acceptance as they have for MILPs (Lodi, 2010), there are
indications that they are likely to garner more interest in the coming years due to
a steady rise in application areas (Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010; Berthold, 2013).
In this paper we present a modification of the Feasibility Pump (FP) heuristic
(Fischetti et al., 2005). The FP belongs to the class of primal heuristics (Berthold,
2006) – heuristics designed with the goal of quickly computing primal feasible solu-
tions. The potential benefits of being able to quickly compute feasible solutions are
twofold: Firstly, any feasible solution provides an upper bound (for minimization
problems) on the optimal solution. Within exact MINLP solvers, an efficient primal
heuristics may hence reduce the size of the search space, and thereby accelerate
the search for the optimum. Secondly, primal heuristics are generally quicker than
exact methods when it comes to finding feasible solutions, hence being particularly
useful as standalone algorithms for solving optimization problems within decision
support tools with solution-time requirements (Knudsen et al., 2014a). For these
applications, finding good feasible solutions in short computation times is more
important than finding the globally optimal solution.

The Feasibility Pump was originally introduced as a heuristic for finding fea-
sible solutions to difficult MILPs (Fischetti et al., 2005). The main idea of this
heuristic is to solve for two sequences of points, in which one sequence consists
of points which satisfy the constraints, while the other sequence consists of points
which satisfy the integrality condition. If the two sequences converge to the same
point, then a feasible solution is found and the algorithm terminates. Since its ini-
tial proposal, a considerable amount of research effort has been devoted to making
developments and assessing the theoretical properties of the FP heuristic. Achter-
berg and Berthold (2007) developed a variant of the FP for MILPs which goal
is to improve the quality of feasible solutions obtained by the FP heuristic. The
Feasibility Pump 2.0 by Fischetti and Salvagnin (2009) modifies the original FP
by utilizing constraint propagation, from which they demonstrate improvements
in both solution times, success rates and solution quality. Experiments of using
nondifferentiable concave penalty functions as a measure of integrality within an
FP framework has been shown to reduce solution times and iterations for binary
MILPs (De Santis et al., 2013). Boland et al. (2012) presents an interpretation
of the OFP as a discrete proximal point algorithm (Daniilidis and Lemarechal,
2005), and extend the cycle handling in the FP 2.0 with generation of cutting-
planes. Their approach is shown to outperform the FP 2.0 in terms of robustness
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and solution quality, however, with a substantial increase in required computation
time.

Two different extensions of the Feasibility Pump have been developed for con-
vex MINLPs. The first variant, presented in Bonami et al. (2008b), uses outer
approximations (OA) of the nonlinear constraints to generate a sequence of points
satisfying the integrality condition, thereby solving a sequence of both MILPs and
NLPs to find a feasible solution. The second variant, presented in Bonami and
Gonçalves (2010), bears a closer resemblance to the original FP for MILPs, and
only solves a sequence of NLPs. In a computational study by Bonami and Gonçalves
(2010), the former OA-based variant is reported to be slower and on average to
find worse solutions than the latter rounding-based variant. The OA-based variant,
however, is proven to not cycle if a constraint qualification holds (Bonami et al.,
2008b). An FP heuristic for nonconvex MINLPs is presented in D’Ambrosio et al.
(2012), which applies a combination of metaheuristic techniques in conjunction
with a scheme resembling the OA-based FP for convex MINLPs.

The original FP for MILPs has been shown to generate feasible solutions in short
computation times for a wide range of difficult MILPs (Achterberg and Berthold,
2007). The low computation time required for finding feasible solutions comes,
however, often at the expense of poor solution quality with respect to the original
objective (Bertacco et al., 2007). A similar result is also observed for the FP applied
to MINLPs (Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010). The already mentioned FP approach
for MILPs by Achterberg and Berthold (2007), called the Objective Feasibility
Pump (OFP), tries to overcome this drawback of the original FP scheme (Fischetti
et al., 2005) by defining the FP objective as a convex combination of a distance
function and the original objective. The OFP is shown to yield improvements in
the objective value with only a minor increase in the required computation time.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this approach has not yet been developed
for MINLPs. However, adapting the OFP to MINLPs renders several difficulties,
among other due to changes in magnitude of the gradients, which are needed to
formulate the objective function used in the OFP developed by Achterberg and
Berthold (2007). To this end, we formulate an OFP for convex MINLPs as a multi-
objective optimization problem, and show how such a formulation can be utilized
towards a structured development of an OFP for convex MINLPs. Finally, we assess
extension of the proposed multi-objective OFP scheme to nonconvex MINLPs, in
which we apply the algorithm on a difficult nonconvex MINLP model for shale-well
scheduling (Knudsen et al., 2014a).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 5.1.1, we de-
scribe the FP for convex MINLPs from Bonami and Gonçalves (2010) and the
OFP for MILPs from Achterberg and Berthold (2007). In Section 5.2, we present
our proposed implementation for an OFP for convex MINLPs. In Section 5.3, we
describe the computational environment and the results of applying the algorithm
to a large set of convex MINLP test problems. Section 5.4 presents an MINLP
shale-well scheduling problem, and associated numerical results of using the OFP.
Concluding remarks in Section 5.5 ends the paper.
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5.1.1 The Feasibility Pump

Consider the following general MINLP

min
x,y

f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ {0, 1}q ,

(5.1)

where f : Rn×Rq → R and g : Rn×Rq → Rp are continuously differentiable func-
tions and xL, xU ∈ Rn define lower and upper bounds on the continuous variable
x. The problem (5.1) is said to be a convex MINLP if the functions f, g1, . . . , gp
are convex. Although the algorithm presented in this paper can be extended to
MINLPs with general integer variables (Bertacco et al., 2007), we will assume that
the integrality constraint restricts y to be a binary variable as the majority of
MINLPs are modeled using binary variables.

We will use the two following definitions for classifying the properties associated
with points that are found during the execution of the Feasibility Pump algorithm.

Definition A point (x̄, ȳ) is said to be constraint feasible for (5.1) if g(x̄, ȳ) ≤ 0,
xL ≤ x̄ ≤ xU and ȳ ∈ [0, 1]q.

Definition A point (x̃, ỹ) is said to be integer feasible for (5.1) if ỹ ∈ {0, 1}q.

The Feasibility Pump heuristics search for a feasible point to (5.1), that is, a
point which is both constraint feasible and integer feasible, by iteratively solving a
sequence of projection problems. The FP heuristic starts by computing a constraint
feasible point, (x̄0, ȳ0), obtained by solving the NLP relaxation

min
x,y

f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.2)

that is, the continuous relaxation of (5.1). If the integer variables, yj , j ∈ J =
{1 . . . q}, are integer feasible at this point, then a feasible solution to (5.1) has been
found and the heuristic terminates. Otherwise, if some of the integer variables are
not integer feasible, then the rounding ỹ0 = [ȳ0] of the constraint feasible point to
the nearest integer point is computed, and the following `1-projection problem is
solved:

min
x,y

∆(y, ỹ)

s.t g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.3)
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with ỹ = ỹ0, and where the distance function in the objective of (5.3) corresponds
to the `1 norm, i.e.

∆(y, ỹ) := ||y − ỹ||1 . (5.4)

For the case of binary variables y, the norm in (5.4) can be rewritten as the linear
function

∆(y, ỹ) =
∑

j : ỹj=0

yj +
∑

j : ỹj=1

(1− yj). (5.5)

The solution to (5.3) yields the constraint feasible point, (x̄1, ȳ1). If the objective
value at the solution to (5.3) is zero, then a feasible solution to (5.1) has been
found and the heuristic terminates. In the case when the objective value is strictly
positive, a new integer feasible point is found by rounding the current solution, i.e.
ỹ1 = [ȳ1], and subsequently solving (5.3) using this new integer feasible point in
(5.4). The process of solving the projection problem (5.3) and rounding the solution
continues until the objective value converges to zero or a termination criterion, e.g.
an iteration or time limit, is met.

5.1.2 Algorithmic issues

Generally, there are two difficulties which may occur in the execution of the FP
heuristic and hamper the efficiency of the algorithm: stalling and cycling (Fischetti
et al., 2005). If the solution to (5.3) yields an integer infeasible point (x̄i, ȳi) at an
iteration i such that the subsequent rounding of this point is equal to the integer
feasible point from the previous iteration, i.e. ỹi = ỹi−1, then the algorithm is said
to stall. The most widely used method to deal with stalling is to flip a random
number of the entries of ỹi which correspond to the largest values of |ȳij − ỹij |, j =
1 . . . q. For MILPs Fischetti et al. (2005) suggest flipping 10-30 entries, while for
MINLPs Bonami and Gonçalves (2010) report that the best results were achieved
when only a single entry was flipped.

After a certain number of iterations the algorithm may enter a cycle in which
the same sequence of points (x̄i, ȳi) and (x̃i, ỹi) are continuously revisited without
ever converging to a feasible solution of (5.1). To overcome this issue, Fischetti et al.
(2005) proposed the following random perturbation mechanism: If a new solution
to the problem (5.3) was also found in one of the previous three iterations, then
a uniformly distributed random number ρj ∈ [−0.3, 0.7], j = 1, . . . , q is generated
and the value of ỹij is flipped if the condition |ȳij−ỹij |+max {ρj , 0} > 0.5 is satisfied.

5.1.3 The Objective Feasibility Pump for MILPs

The Feasibility Pump described in the previous section generates a sequence of
constraint feasible and integer feasible points which may or may not converge
to a feasible point. Initially, the constraint feasible point is found by solving the
continuous relaxation of the original mixed-integer problem. For the remainder
of the solution process, the original objective function is not further included,
causing the solution quality with respect to the objective value to often be poor
(Bertacco et al., 2007; Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010). The Objective Feasibility
Pump for MILPs proposed by Achterberg and Berthold (2007) seeks to overcome
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this drawback of the basic FP heuristic by including the original MILP objective
also after solving the LP relaxation to obtain the initial constraint feasible solution.
In order to describe the algorithm of Achterberg and Berthold (2007), consider the
following MILP

min
x,y

cTx+ dT y

s.t. Ax+By ≤ b,
xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ {0, 1}q .

The objective function used in the OFP for MILPs is formulated as a convex
combination of the original objective of the MILP and the distance function ∆(y, ỹ),

min
x,y

(1− αi)
||∆||2

∆(y, ỹ) +
αi

||[c d]T ||2
(cTx+ dT y)

s.t. Ax+By ≤ b,
xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.6)

where αi ∈ [0, 1] is the scalar weight and [c d]T denotes the concatenation of the
two objective function vectors. In the case where all yj are binary, the norm ||∆||2
is simply the square root of the number of binary variables. At each iteration i,
the coefficient αi is geometrically reduced by a factor φ ∈ (0, 1), i.e. αi = φαi−1

with α0 ∈ (0, 1]1. The computational efficiency of the OFP (5.6) for MILPs relies
on the ability to easily compute normalization factors for balancing the feasibility
and objective terms, hence achieving a well-scaled objective function. Computing a
similar normalization for general nonlinear functions is not straightforward (Ding
et al., 2006). Consequently, developing an objective feasibility pump for MINLPs
requires additional effort and a more comprehensive algorithmic approach.

5.2 An Objective Feasibility Pump for convex MINLPs

The objective function in (5.6) is a normalized convex combination of two functions
with conflicting goals: while the first term seeks to satisfy the integrality condition,
the second term minimizes the original objective. Each term is normalized by the
Euclidean norm of the corresponding gradient. An intuitive approach for extending
this method to MINLPs would be to approximate the objective function by a
linearization at the point computed in the previous FP iteration, i.e.

f(x, y) ≈ f(x̄i−1, ȳi−1) +∇f i−1T

(
x− x̄i−1

y − ȳi−1

)
,

where ∇f i−1 = ∇f(x̄i−1, ȳi−1). This linear approximation can be used to derive
the same type of normalization as in the objective function of (5.6). This leads to

1Note that α0 = 0 would correspond to the original FP.
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the formulation

min
x,y

(1− αi)
||∆||2

∆(y, ỹ) +
αi

||∇f i−1||2
f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.7)

where ∇f i−1 is ensured to satisfy
∣∣∣∣∇f i−1

∣∣∣∣
2
> 0. Initial experimental testing,

however, revealed that this approach is ineffective. This is most likely due to the
random perturbations introduced during the execution of the FP algorithm to
tackle convergence issues caused by stalling and cycling. When binary variables of
an integer feasible point, ỹ, are flipped, the projection term in (5.7) may result in a
search direction which can differ significantly from the previous iterations. Hence,
using the gradient at a point computed in a previous iteration to construct a local
linear approximation of the objective function is likely to be unreliable due to the
stochastic nature of the FP heuristic.

To overcome these shortcomings of an ad-hoc OFP formulation (5.7), we use a
multi-objective optimization approach for developing an OFP for MINLPs. The two
optimization problems (5.2) and (5.3) with equal constraint set can be formulated
as one multi-objective problem,

min
x,y

{∆(y, ỹ), f(x, y)}

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

which can be cast into a single-objective optimization problem as a weighted sum
of the two objectives

min
x,y

w1∆(y, ỹ) + w2f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.8)

where w1 and w2 are user defined weights. As previously mentioned, the two terms
in the objective function of (5.8) may differ by orders of magnitude, and it is hence
unlikely that we can achieve satisfactory results without scaling the two functions
sufficiently. A common technique in multi-objective optimization is to scale each
term with the difference in their Nadir and Utopia points (Miettinen, 1999, Ch.2.4).
This normalization bounds each function by the range of which they may vary on
the Pareto optimal set (Miettinen, 1999, Ch.2.2). Consider the following general
multi-objective optimization problem

min
x

{f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x)}

s.t. x ∈ X,
(5.9)
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where f1, . . . , fk : Rn → R are (possibly) conflicting objective functions and X ⊆
Rn is the feasible set. The Utopia point for (5.9), zU ∈ Rk, provides a lower bound
of the Pareto optimal set and is defined as the point at which each individual
objective attains its optimal value on the feasible set

zUi = fi(x
[i]) where x[i] := arg min

x
{fi(x) : x ∈ X} , ∀i = 1, . . . , k.

The Nadir point for (5.9), zN ∈ Rk, provides an upper bound of the Pareto optimal
set and is defined as

zNi = max
1≤j≤k

fi(x
[j]), ∀i = 1, . . . , k.

An illustration of what the Nadir and Utopia points may look like in a multi-
objective optimization problem with two objectives is given in Fig. 5.1.

Utopia point

Nadir point

 

 

f
1
(x)

f
2
(x)

Pareto front

Fig. 5.1: Example of a Pareto front formed by two objective functions f1(x) and f2(x).

Nadir and Utopia points for ∆(y, ỹ) and f(x, y) can be computed by the solu-
tions of (5.2) and (5.3). Let (x̄0, ȳ0) and (x̄i, ȳi), i > 0 be solutions of the NLP
relaxation (5.2) and the `1-projection problem (5.3), respectively. The Utopia point
for f(x, y) is merely the optimal value of the NLP relaxation, while a Nadir point
for f(x, y) can be computed from the solution of (5.3), i.e. f(x̄i, ȳi). Similarly, the
Utopia point for the distance function ∆(y, ỹ) is given by its value at the optimal
solution of (5.3), ∆(ȳi, ỹi−1), i > 0, while its Nadir point is its objective value
at the solution of (5.2), ∆(ȳ0, ỹi−1). Let ηi1 and ηi2 be normalization factors for
∆(y, ỹ) and f(x, y), respectively. From the Nadir and Utopia points, we compute
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these normalizations as

ηi1 =
1

∆(ȳ0, ỹi−1)−∆(ȳi, ỹi−1)
, i > 0, (5.10a)

ηi2 =
1

f(x̄i, ȳi)− f(x̄0, ȳ0)
, i > 0. (5.10b)

This allows us to express (5.8) as the following normalized weighted sum problem:

min
x,y

u1η
i
1∆(y, ỹ) + u2η

i
2f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.11)

where u1 and u2 are user defined weights for the two objectives terms. Equivalent
to the OFP for MILPs (Achterberg and Berthold, 2007), the goal of our algorithm
is to initially minimize the original objective, f(x, y), and then subsequently shift
the focus to finding a feasible solution. This is achieved by introducing a weighting
factor αi which is reduced geometrically at each iteration, i.e. αi = φαi−1 for some
φ ∈ (0, 1) and α0 ∈ (0, 1]. The problem to be solved at iteration i of the OFP can
hence be expressed as

min
x,y

(1− αi)u1η
i
1∆(y, ỹ) + αiu2η

i
2f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q.

(5.12)

It is worth pointing out that αi may, in addition to u1 and u2, be regarded as a
user defined weight. However, we will apply αi strictly as a geometrically reduced,
built-in algorithmic parameter. We therefore include the additional weights u1 and
u2 to allow the user to select whether integer feasibility, and hence low computation
time, or quality of the objective function value should be emphasized in the search.
This is further elaborated in Section 5.3.1.

An issue with computing the normalizations (5.10) within an OFP algorithm is
that they require the solution of an NLP and the FP problem in (5.3). This is due to
the fact that each iteration of the OFP algorithm will solve (5.12) and subsequently
compute a new integer feasible point ỹi. Hence, the optimal solution of (5.3) and
the normalization parameters (5.10) will need to be recomputed. In order to avoid
spending excessive time in computing the constraint feasible points required in
the normalization factors (5.10), we only compute the normalizations for the first
iteration, and apply these for all subsequent iterations. The background for this
decision was that we observed that there was little variation in the parameters
(5.10) when we solved (5.12) on the set of convex MINLP test problems used in
the computational study in Section 5.3. Experimental testing revealed that this
decision had no significant impact on the final objective value. The computation
time, however, was greatly reduced. From this simplification, let ν1 := η1

1 and
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ν2 := η1
2 be the associated normalization factors computed during the first iteration

of the OFP. The OFP problem which will be used for the computational study in
Section 5.3 is therefore,

min
x,y

(1− αi)u1ν1∆(y, ỹ) + αiu2ν2f(x, y)

s.t. g(x, y) ≤ 0,

xL ≤ x ≤ xU ,
y ∈ [0, 1]q,

(5.13)

where the solution to (5.13) will from here on be denoted by (x̂, ŷ).
Since the continuous relaxation (5.2) is assumed to be convex, it follows that

(5.13) is also a convex NLP, since the `1-norm is a convex function and the non-
negative sum of two convex functions is convex (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004).

5.2.1 Rounding

The rounding scheme applied during execution of the FP algorithm may greatly im-
pact its computational efficiency (Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010; Baena and Castro,
2011). Exploiting structures in the problems to improve the rounding procedure
may hence translate into a great reduction of required FP iterations. Of particular
interest is the presence of constraints

∑

j∈S
yj = 1, (5.14)

where S ⊆ {1, . . . , q}, referred to as type 1 special order set constraints (SOS1)
(Beale and Tomlin, 1970) or generalized upper bound constraints (GUB). These
constraints enforce the condition that for all binary variables which belong to the
set S only a single variable may take a nonzero value. Out of the 146 MINLPs
in our set of test problems 135 contain at least one SOS1-constraint (Beale and
Tomlin, 1970). The FP implementation in BONMIN (Bonami and Lee, 2007) applies
so-called GUB rounding (Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010) on variables appearing in
SOS1 constraints (5.14) to ensure that the rounded point ỹ does not violate any
of these constraints. This is achieved by setting ỹj = 1 for j = [t] and ỹj = 0
otherwise, where

t =
∑

j∈S
jŷj ,

Remaining binary variables which do not belong to any set S in an SOS1 constraint
(5.14) are rounded to their nearest integer value.

To evaluate the default rounding procedure in BONMIN when applied to the pro-
posed OFP algorithm, we extend the GUB-based rounding with a technique called
directed rounding from nonlinear constraint violation presented in Kumar (2008,
Ch. 5.2.1). This rounding method can be described as follows: let the solution to
(5.13) be denoted by (x̂, ŷ). For all ŷj 6∈ 0, 1 which are not in any SOS1 constraints
(5.14), we store a temporary solution by rounding this value to zero and to one,
respectively, such that

ỹj,0 := (ỹ1, ỹ2, . . . , ỹj−1, 0, ŷj+1, . . . , ŷq)
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and
ỹj,1 := (ỹ1, ỹ2, . . . , ỹj−1, 1, ŷj+1, . . . , ŷq).

Based on each of these roundings, compute and evaluate the constraint violations

c̃j,0 := ||max(0, g(x̂, ỹj,0)|| and c̃j,1 := ||max(0, g(x̂, ỹj,1)|| . (5.15)

We then keep the rounding which yields the smallest constraint violation and ap-
ply GUB rounding for all of the variables which appear in SOS1 constraints. Our
experiments revealed that this rounding technique resulted in only a marginal im-
provement of average computation time and number of iterations, while the aver-
age objective value was slightly worse when compared to the results from using the
integer- and GUB-rounding only. Hence we apply the default rounding procedure
implemented in BONMIN in the results reported in our computational study pre-
sented in Section 5.3. We did, however, find that the above approach for measuring
constraint violation was beneficial in the flipping technique in the stall handling
within the OFP algorithm.

5.2.2 Stall and cycle handling with SOS1 constraints

Handling of stalling in the Feasibility pump, i.e. preventing the algorithm from
getting stuck in an integer infeasible point, is as mentioned in Section 5.1.2 nor-
mally performed by a perturbation strategy. While Fischetti et al. (2005) imple-
ments a multi-variable flipping strategy in the original FP for MILPs, Bonami
and Gonçalves (2010) observed that best results of their FP implementation for
MINLPs where obtained by flipping only a single variable ỹj corresponding to
the most fractional binary from the previous FP iteration. Though building upon
the FP implementation of Bonami and Gonçalves (2010), we observed during ex-
periments with our OFP implementation that improved convergence speed was
obtained when flipping a number, drawn randomly from the set T ∈ {1, . . . , 10},
of the most fractional binaries. However, improved stall handling can be obtained
by taking into account presence of SOS1 constraints (5.14); when binary variables
are flipped, there is a possibility that the resulting point will be infeasible with
respect to one or more of the SOS1 constraints. In order to ensure that SOS1 con-
straints are feasible after flipping variables, we check if any of the flipped variables
belongs to a SOS1 set, and subsequently if any SOS1 constraints are infeasible. If
any SOS1 constraint is violated, we set to one the binary yk for k ∈ S, which yields
the smallest constraint violation according to the directed rounding constraint vio-
lation measurement (5.15) described above, and conversely the remaining binaries
yj , j ∈ S \ {k} to zero. A pseudocode for this stall-handling is given in Algorithm
2.

Depending on the value of the geometric reduction factor, φ, the relative scaling
between the two terms in the objective function in (5.13) may not differ significantly
between consecutive iterations of the OFP. Thus, for some iterations, the solution
to (5.13) may be equal to a previously computed solution. However, the lack of
progress in this case is not necessarily due to a cycle, but more likely caused by a
lack of significant change in the relative scaling between the two objective terms.
To increase the probability that a cycle is detected correctly, we utilize the method
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Input: T, ỹ, (x̂, ŷ)
Output: ỹ∗

1 Flip T entries of ỹ corresponding to the largest values of |ŷj − ỹj |
2 Store the indices of the T entries in the index set F
3 Let R← ∅ contain the indices of the SOS1-constraints in which the

flipped variables appear
4 for j ∈ F do
5 if yj appears in a SOS1-constraint then
6 Let gr(x, y) correspond to the SOS1-constraint in the constraint

vector
7 Let S contain the indices of the variables that appear in the

constraint gr(x, y)
8 if

∑
k∈S ỹk 6= 1, then

9 R← {r} ∪R
10 end

11 end

12 end
13 minViolation ←∞
14 for r ∈ R do
15 Let S contain the indices of the variables that appear in the

constraint gr(x, y)
16 for k ∈ S do
17 ỹk ← 1
18 for l ∈ S \ {k} do
19 ỹl ← 0
20 end

21 violation ←
∣∣∣∣max

{
0, g(x̂i, ỹ)

}∣∣∣∣
22 if violation < minViolation then
23 ỹ∗ ← ỹ
24 violation ← minViolation

25 end

26 end

27 end
28 return ỹ∗

Algorithm 2: Stall handling in OFP

for cycle detection in the OFP for MILPs (Achterberg and Berthold, 2007): If a
solution (x̂i, ŷi) is equal to a solution found in a previous iteration (x̂k, ŷk), for
some k = i−C, 1 ≤ C < i, the algorithm is considered to be cycling if and only if

αk − αi ≤ δα, (5.16)

where δα is set to some small positive value. When a cycle is detected, a pertur-
bation is introduced by generating uniformly random numbers ρj ∈ [−0.3, 0.7] for
j = 1, . . . , q, and flipping the values of ỹj if the condition |ŷj−ỹj |+max {ρj , 0} > 0.5
holds.
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Due to the geometric reduction of the weighting factor α, i.e. αi = φαi−1, it
may be difficult for the user of the algorithm to give δα a meaningful value. From
αi−C − αi ≤ δα, i.e. by substituting k = i − C in (5.16) and noting that C is the
cycle length, it is clear that short cycles are detected before longer cycles. However,
it is not clear at which iteration i = N a cycle of length C will be detected. This
can be specified by further substituting with αi = φiα0 in (5.16), and rearranging
to obtain the relationship

δα =
α0

C
(1− Cφ)φN−1, (5.17)

which gives the value of δα so that cycles of length C are detected for iterations
i ≥ N . By setting C = 1, which is the shortest possible cycle length, we calculate δα
from (5.17) by specifying at which iteration N the cycle detection should begin. As
discussed above, we do not wish to detect cycles early in the algorithm. On the other
hand, a too large N may for many problems prevent detection of cycles; setting
N = 30 was observed through computational testing to be a good compromise for
the value of N . This gives δα = 0.0047, which is the default value used for δα in
our OFP algorithm.

The complete proposed objective Feasibility Pump heuristic for convex MINLP
is given by the pseudocode in Algorithm 3, comprising computation of normal-
ization factors, weight selection, rounding procedure and extended stall and cycle
handling.

5.3 Computational results

In this section, we describe and present results of the computational experiments
with the proposed OFP algorithm. The algorithm is implemented in BONMIN ver-
sion 1.6, which uses IPOPT (Wächter and Biegler, 2005) v3.10.2 as NLP solver. We
set an upper limit of one solution and no heuristics for BONMIN, while the rest of the
settings are left to their default values. Our set of test problems consists of 146 con-
vex MINLPs2 which are described in (Bonami et al., 2008a). The experiments were
performed on a personal computer running the 64-bit Ubuntu v. 12.04.3 operating
system with Intel Core i7-2600 3.40 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM.

The algorithm parameters which are given as input in Algorithm 3 were chosen
partly based on those which were used in (Achterberg and Berthold, 2007; Bonami
and Gonçalves, 2010) and the rest were determined experimentally: The iteration
limit is set to Il = 200, and the OFP parameters are set to α0 = 1, φ = 0.9,
and T ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}. The user weight for the `1-distance function (5.4) is set to
u1 := 1 and the objective function user weight to u2 := 100.

We use performance profiles (Dolan and Moré, 2002) to present a benchmark
of the OFP, FP, and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound method.
The performance profile for a solver is the cumulative distribution function for a
performance metric, such as the CPU time, the number of nodes processed, the
number of function evaluations or the objective value. Given a set of problems P
where |P| = np and a set of solvers S where |S| = ns, the performance profile is

2These problems can be downloaded from http://egon.cheme.cmu.edu/ibm/page.htm
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Input: MINLP of the form (5.1), user weights, u1, u2, initial iteration
weight α0, geometric reduction factor φ, set of entries to flip T ,
and iteration limit Il

Output: Feasible solution (x∗, y∗), when successful
1 (x̄0, ȳ0)← Solution to the NLP (5.2)
2 if ȳ0 ∈ {0, 1}q then
3 (x∗, y∗)← (x̄0, ȳ0)
4 return (x∗, y∗)

5 end
6 ỹ0 ← [ȳ0]
7 (x̄1, ȳ1)← Solution to the FP problem (5.3)
8 ν1, ν2 ← Normalization parameters from (5.10a) and (5.10b) with i = 1
9 δα ← Cycle detection parameter calculated from (5.17) with C = 1 and
N = 30
/* Main loop */

10 while i < Il do
11 i← i+ 1
12 αi ← φαi−1

13 (x̂i, ŷi)← Solution to the OFP problem (5.13)
14 if ŷi ∈ {0, 1}q then
15 (x∗, y∗)← (x̂i, ŷi)
16 return (x∗, y∗)

17 end
/* Stall detection and handling */

18 if [ŷi] 6= ỹi−1 then
19 ỹi ← [ŷi]
20 else
21 ỹi ← handleStall

(
T, ỹi−1, (x̂, ŷ)

)
from Algorithm 2

22 end
/* Cycle detection and handling */

23 if Cycle detected and αk − αi ≤ δα then
24 Generate uniform random numbers ρj ∈ [−0.3, 0.7] for

j = 1, . . . , q
25 if |ŷij − ỹij |+ max {ρj , 0} > 0.5 then
26 Flip ỹij
27 end

28 end

29 end

Algorithm 3: Objective Feasibility Pump for MINLPs
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generated by comparing the results of applying all solvers s ∈ S on all problems
p ∈ P.

For each problem p and solver s, the performance tp,s is defined as

tp,s := Performance metric on problem p by solver s.

The performance on problem p by solver s is compared with the best performance
by any solver s on this problem by defining a performance ratio

rp,s =
tp,s

min {tp,s : s ∈ S} . (5.18)

A parameter rM is specified so that rM ≥ rp,s for all p, s, and rM = rp,s if and
only if solver s does not solve problem p. The cumulative distribution function for
the performance ratio is defined as

ψs(κ) =
1

np
size{p ∈ P : rp,s ≤ κ}. (5.19)

Hence, ψs(κ) is the probability that a solver s yields a performance ratio rp,s that
is at most worse by a factor of κ of the best ratio.

We construct performance profiles for the MINLP heuristics using two per-
formance metrics: the CPU time to find the first integer feasible solution, and a
relative optimality gap of this solution defined by

Gap := 100× |Best possible BB sol. – First feasible sol.|
Best possible BB sol.

, (5.20)

where the Best possible BB solution for each of the test problems is computed by
running the BB method in BONMIN with default settings for three hours. In order
to compute average values we use a modified geometric mean, which is given by

(

N∏

j=1

max {1, vj})
1
N , (5.21)

where vj is the result of a performance metric on a given instance j, and N is the
total number of instances.

The OFP, FP, and BB all find a solution for 138 out of the 146 test problems.
Results from these test problems are used to calculate the geometric means and
sums which are given in Table 5.1. A table with the results from each instance is
given in Appendix 5.A.

The results in Table 5.1 show that the OFP finds a solution for 143 instances
and the FP for 140 out of 146 test problems. Out of the 138 problems for which all
of the methods find a feasible solution, the OFP finds a solution with an improved
objective value compared to the FP in 97 of these instances. In 9 of these problems
the OFP finds a solution with a relative optimality gap less than 10−6. Moreover,
the OFP finds a solution with a gap strictly less than the one found by BB in 31
of the instances. The performance profile in Fig. 5.2 shows a comparison of the
three methods where the relative optimality gap is used as performance metric.
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Table 5.1: Aggregated results of OFP, FP, and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound
method on the set of convex MINLP test problems.

OFP FP BB

GM gap [%]a 11.10 33.27 5.57
GM time [s]a 1.74 1.04 7.28
Sum of solution times 288.90 42.54 4966.56
Sum of optimality gaps 11503.59 22676.74 10224.86
Solution foundb 143 140 145
(better:draw:worse) gapc 97:18:23 - 112:11:15
(better:draw:worse) timec 10:3:125 - 4:0:134

a : geometric mean.
b : out of 146.
c : compared to the FP.

The figure shows that the OFP finds a solution which is superior to the solution
found by the FP for a majority of the test problems. Comparing the performance
profile of OFP with both FP and BB, the OFP is seen to overall generate solutions
with a relative optimality gap somewhere in between the value computed by BB
and FP.
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Fig. 5.2: Performance profile of the optimality gap (5.20) with the respect to the best known
solution, comparing the results of OFP, FP and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound
(BB) method on the convex MINLP test problems.

The OFP is slower than the FP in 125 out of the 138 instances; it yields an 67.3%
increase in the geometric mean of the time to the first solution, and correspondingly
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Fig. 5.3: Performance profile of the solution time obtained by comparing the results of OFP, FP
and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound method on convex MINLP test problems.

an increase by a factor of 6.8 in the sum of the solution times compared to the FP.
In contrast, the OFP has a solution time which is strictly less than BB in 127 of
the instances, with the geometric mean of the solution time reduced by a factor
of 4.2 compared to BB. The large difference in the average times of the OFP and
FP is to some extent caused by a particular large discrepancies in solution time
for some of the test problems as displayed in Table 5.A. Hence when comparing
the performance profile with the solution time as performance metric in Fig. 5.3,
it can be seen that the OFP is not that much slower than the original FP, while
being significantly faster than BB for a large fraction of the test problems.

5.3.1 Results of varying the user defined weight

To evaluate the impact of the user defined weight u2 in (5.13), we perform an
experiment where u2 is varied among the values {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}, while
u1 = 1. The OFP is tested with each of these different weights on the set of convex
MINLP test problems. Of these 146 test problems, only 116 instances were solved
successfully by both the FP and all of the OFP variants with different weights.
Consequently, the results of the solution time and relative optimality gap given
in detail in Table 5.2 are computed from these 116 instances only. To further
illustrate the impact of choosing the weight of u2, we show in Fig. 5.4 the variation
in geometric mean of the solution time and the relative optimality gap for the FP
and the OFPs.

The results of varying the value of the user defined weight confirms the notion
that the choice of this weight is a trade-off between solution time and solution
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quality. As would be expected, a larger value for the user weight u2 yields an
improvement in the average optimality gap. For instance, OFP1000 returns an
average optimality gap which is smaller by a factor of 3.07 compared to the average
optimality gap found by OFP0.1. However, the average solution time of OFP1000
is nearly twice as large as that of OFP0.1. The trends displayed in Fig. 5.4 show
that the behavior of the OFP progressively tends towards the FP as the value of
u2 is decreased. It can also be observed that OFP0.01 is slightly better than the
original FP both in terms of solution quality and solution time.

Table 5.2: Detailed results of varying the user weight u2 in (5.13) on 146 convex MINLP test
instances. The number appended to “OFP” indicates the value of u2.

FP OFP0.01 OFP0.1 OFP1 OFP10 OFP100 OFP1000

GM gap [%]a 35.54 35.29 30.09 17.95 15.15 11.57 9.79
GM time [s]a 1.041 1.027 1.044 1.170 1.398 1.778 2.039
Sum of solution time 37.37 25.93 43.39 89.41 157.23 265.61 342.03
Sum of optimality gaps 21276 20252 18526 12258 13983 10087 7843
Solution foundb 140 138 139 141 139 145 140

a : geometric mean.
b : out of 146.
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Fig. 5.4: Comparison of geometric mean of the solution time and relative optimality gap ob-
tained by varying the user weight u2 in (5.13) on 146 convex MINLP test instances. The number
appended to “OFP” indicates the value of u2.
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5.4 Example: Shale-well scheduling

The computational results in Section 5.3 show that the proposed OFP heuristic
compares favorably in terms of balancing short computation time and solution
quality for convex MINLP. These results raise two questions; the first is how the
heuristic applies to large-scale real-world problems, for instance as part of indus-
trial decision-support tools (DSTs). In this type of application, where optimization
problems are solved repeatedly with a certain time limit, low computation times
and sufficient solution qualities are often more important than global optima. The
second question is to which extent the results of the proposed algorithm rely on
convexity of the NLP relaxation (5.2), and as such if the algorithm can be ex-
tended favorably to nonconvex MINLPs. A detailed study and assessment of these
questions are beyond the scope of this paper. However, to briefly explore how the
proposed OFP performs on these difficult types of problems, we apply the algo-
rithm on an industrial type shale-well scheduling problem taken from Knudsen
et al. (2014a).

Transmission/
distribution line

Compressor

Wellhead
choke: y1jk

Separator

Well

Low-pressure line plowline: y
2
jk = 1

High-pressure line phighline : y
2
jk = 0

Fig. 5.5: Illustration of shale-well scheduling problem.

Consider the shale-well and compressor system illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The sys-
tem consists of |J | geographically distributed wells, each connected with two flow-
lines to a gathering system: one low-pressure line connected upstream of a shared
compression unit, and one high-pressure line bypassing the compressor. The com-
pression is either performed by a midstream company, requiring a fraction CC of
the gas sales price G, or the compression is performed by the well operator, causing
an equivalent compression cost. Routing gas flow to the low-pressure line increases
well deliverability by allowing the well to be operated at a lower wellhead pressure,
while routing the gas flow past the compressor gives the operator the full sales
price. The compressor requires a minimum inflow rate qlow

tot to avoid surge, and has
a maximum load capacity qup

tot.
Each well j ∈ J is described by a dynamic, nonlinear well and reservoir model

given as a set of constraints Fj(mjk+1, qjk+1, pt,jk, pwf,jk), where mjk is a pseudo-
pressure, pt,jk is tubinghead pressure, pwf,jk is bottomhole pressure and qjk is gas
rate. The reservoir model is constructed by an I-dimensional spatial discretization
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of a parabolic partial differential equation, while k ∈ K is the discrete time index.
Each well has to be operated above the respective line pressure, plow

line and phigh
line ,

depending on the line scheduling modeled by the binary y2
jk; if y2

jk = 1 the gas

flow is routed to the low-pressure line, and if y2
jk = 0, the gas flow is bypassed the

compressor, cf. Fig. 5.5. Moreover, to avoid so-called liquid loading, the gas rate
qjk has to be above a lower bound qgc (Turner et al., 1969), or the well must be
shut-in (Knudsen and Foss, 2013). We model this on/off state of the wells with a
binary y1

jk. See Knudsen et al. (2014a) for further details on the model formula-
tion. Summarized, the shale-well scheduling problem is modeled by the condensed
nonconvex MINLP

max G
∑

k∈K

∑

j∈J
(1− CCy2

jk)qjk∆k, (5.22a)

s.t.
∑

j∈J
qjky

2
jk ≤ qup

tot, ∀k ∈ K, (5.22b)

∑

j∈J
qjky

2
jk ≥ qlow

tot , ∀k ∈ K, (5.22c)

Fj (mjk+1, qjk+1, pt,jk, pwf,jk) = 0, ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ Km, (5.22d)

mj0 = minit
j , ∀j ∈ J , (5.22e)

pt,jk ≥ plow
liney

2
jk + (1− y2

jk)phigh
line , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (5.22f)

qjk ≥ y2
jky

1
jkq

low
gc + (1− y2

jk)y1
jkq

high
gc , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K, (5.22g)

y1
jk, y

2
jk ∈ {0, 1} , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K,

qjk, pt,jk, pwf,jk ∈ R, mjk ∈ RI , ∀j ∈ J , k ∈ K.

5.4.1 Results

To asses the performance of the proposed OFP in Algorithm 3 on the shale-well
scheduling problem, we construct an example of (5.22) consisting of |J | = 6 wells,
and a two-month planning horizon K with a fixed ∆k = 2-day time step. The
resulting nonconvex MINLP consists of 3276 constraints, 1620 continuous variables
and 360 binary variables. We include a set of test problems with totally 15 instances
of the problem (5.22), in which each problem has a different initial condition minit

j .
The computational environment and parameter values for the OFP were set to
those given in Section 5.3, except for the user-defined weight u2 for the original
objective function which is set to u2 := 1. That is, we assume the users desires an
equal emphasis on solution quality and quickly obtaining a feasible solution. We
impose a maximum CPU time of 7200 seconds.

There are a few instances from the set of test problems used for the com-
putational study in Section 5.3 which have similar dimensions to the shale-well
scheduling problem. This includes the problems: RSyn0810M04H, RSyn0815M04H,
RSyn0830M03H, RSyn0840M03H and Syn40M04H. The dimensions of these prob-
lems can be found in Appendix 5.A.
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Table 5.3 compares average results from the 15 instances of the shale-well
scheduling problem when applying the proposed OFP in Algorithm 3, the FP
heuristics of Bonami and Gonçalves (2010), and the BB method in BONMIN. It can
be seen that the OFP turns out to be superior to the FP both with respect to
solution time and solution quality when applied to (5.22). The average solution
time of the OFP is smaller by a factor of 2.64 compared to the FP, and the average
optimality gap of the OFP is approximately 12 times smaller than that of the FP.
This is in contrast to the results of the OFP from Section 5.3, where the OFP
was observed to improve the solution quality compared to the FP for a majority
of the test problems, while requiring on average more time to compute a feasible
solution. This discrepancy in performance is likely to be a result of an intrinsic
property of the problem formulation (5.22), in which the feasible space makes it
possible for the OFP to quickly compute feasible solutions. The original FP does
also suffer from excessive stalling on these instances. To escape integer infeasible
points causing stalling of the algorithm, the structure of the optimization problem
must be changed, either by the feasible region or by the objective function (Boland
et al., 2012). The changing weight αi in the OFP objective may as such help reduc-
ing stalling, by serving as an additional escape mechanism to the variable flipping.
The FP variant applied for comparison in this paper resembles the FP-3 variant
for nonconvex MINLPs described in D’Ambrosio et al. (2012), which is reported
to be very fast but often hits the time limit due to a high number of iterations. As
this may indicate frequent stalling, a further study on nonconvex MINLPs could
assess if the proposed OFP circumvents some of these issues and hence is a viable
FP-approach also for nonconvex MINLPs.

Table 5.3: Average objective values and CPU times for the OFP, FP and the first solution found
by the branch-and-bound method on 15 test instances of the shale-well scheduling problem (5.22)

OFP FP BB

GM obj [106 $]a 1.12 0.70 1.14
GM gap [%] 3.21 39.32 2.11
GM time [s] 6.64 17.5 252.4

a : geometric mean.

The performance of the OFP with regards to objective value is in the first
row of Table 5.3 seen to be nearly as good as that of the first solution found by
the branch-and-bound method. While the average optimality gap of BB is smaller
by a factor of 0.65 compared with the OFP, the average solution time of BB is
larger by a factor of 38. The significant contrasts in performance of the various
methods applied to (5.22) is clearly visible in the performance profiles for the
relative optimality gap and solution time shown in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7, respectively.
The large relative distance between the individual performance profiles for the
different methods indicates clearly which solver is superior for each of the two
selected performance metrics.
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Fig. 5.6: Performance profile of the optimality gap (5.20) with the respect to the best known
solution, comparing the results of OFP, FP and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound
method on 15 test instances of the shale well scheduling problem (5.22).
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Fig. 5.7: Performance profile of the CPU time required to find a feasible solution, comparing
the results of OFP, FP and the first solution found by the branch-and-bound method on 15 test
instances of the shale well scheduling problem (5.22).
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5.5 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have outlined the development of an Objective Feasibility Pump
for convex MINLPs. The computational results show that on average the proposed
OFP heuristic finds better solutions than the original Feasibility Pump, while the
improvement is not as significant as what was observed for the OFP for MILPs.
Although the computation time for the OFP increases compared to the original
FP, the experiments with varying user-defined weights ui demonstrates how this
trade-off between solution quality and computation time can be adjusted to the
specific application and requirements of the user. The results from the shale-well
example demonstrate as such that the OFP can be very effective for finding high
quality solutions in short computation times on certain problems.

Although we have limited the scope of the algorithmic development to convex
MINLPs, we believe that the proposed OFP heuristic may be applied successfully to
nonconvex MINLPs. This is supported by the promising results from the nonconvex
shale-well scheduling problem in Section 5.4, which merit a further investigation
into such an extension of the algorithm. Finally, we remark that improved handling
of cycling in the OFP algorithm may be obtained by including for instance a tabu-
list as suggested in D’Ambrosio et al. (2012). It may also be possible to derive a
direct updating strategy for the weight parameters in the objective function of the
OPF as a means of mitigating stalling, in addition to the two objectives of integer
feasibility and solution quality. A comprehensive numerical and theoretical analysis
of the effect of objective weighting on stalling is, however, still a research topic.

5.A Detailed computational results

Table 5.4: Results of the 146 convex MINLP test problems from applying the OFP, FP and the
first solution found by the branch-and-bound method in BONMIN with default settings . The ’#Bin’,
’#Cont’ and ’#Const’ columns display the number of binary variables, continuous variables and
constraints, respectively, for each problem.

OFP FP BB

Instance #Bin #Cont #Const Gap Time Gap Time Gap Time
[%] [s] [%] [s] [%] [s]

BatchS101006M 129 149 1019 3.51 1.53 6.77 0.05 0.00 6.15
BatchS121208M 203 203 1511 1.62 2.90 - - 0.00 14.70
BatchS151208M 203 242 1781 1.23 4.03 5.06 0.11 0.03 17.29
BatchS201210M 251 307 2327 4.03 7.46 42.62 1.40 0.01 28.26
CLay0203H 18 72 132 35.04 0.17 0.33 0.28 31.90 0.54
CLay0203M 18 12 54 35.04 0.16 35.04 0.02 0.39 0.24
CLay0204H 32 132 234 744.43 0.17 1034.71 0.73 990.76 1.64
CLay0204M 32 20 90 40.57 0.07 1007.93 0.06 743.60 0.40
CLay0205H 50 210 365 - - - - - -
CLay0205M 50 30 135 216.48 0.09 202.03 0.12 7.62 0.80
CLay0303H 21 78 150 56.40 0.69 56.50 1.72 105.62 0.85
CLay0303M 21 12 66 3.45 0.54 77.31 1.23 56.40 0.26
CLay0304H 36 140 258 53.91 0.75 - - 44.94 2.58
CLay0304M 36 20 106 46.76 0.31 95.08 0.88 52.78 0.45
CLay0305H 55 220 395 183.34 15.76 - - 7.62 5.96
CLay0305M 55 30 155 37.62 0.04 37.62 0.01 7.62 1.05
FLay02H 4 42 51 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03
FLay02M 4 10 11 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.02
FLay03H 12 110 144 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.28
FLay03M 12 14 24 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.10
FLay04H 24 210 282 1.07 0.73 1.07 0.02 0.02 0.86
FLay04M 24 18 42 0.00 0.23 1.07 0.01 24.41 0.25
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Table 5.4 –
(continued)

OFP FP BB

Instance #Bin #Cont #Const Gap Time Gap Time Gap Time
[%] [s] [%] [s] [%] [s]

FLay05H 40 342 465 30.82 1.47 0.00 0.04 0.00 2.25
FLay05M 40 22 65 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.42
FLay06H 60 506 693 44.59 2.37 47.62 0.04 11.55 4.91
FLay06M 60 26 93 20.71 0.49 3.77 0.01 3.77 0.77
RSyn0805H 296 424 1886 29.27 4.57 32.07 0.13 2.01 51.56
RSyn0805M 69 101 286 15.55 0.82 18.03 0.02 0.68 2.88
RSyn0805M02H 148 552 1045 1.66 1.35 25.16 0.13 0.02 12.76
RSyn0805M02M 148 212 769 9.50 2.27 36.79 0.04 3.77 14.03
RSyn0805M03H 222 828 1698 1.69 1.83 18.54 0.37 0.00 28.16
RSyn0805M03M 222 318 1284 - - 25.67 0.08 1.81 29.48
RSyn0805M04H 296 1104 2438 0.00 2.26 9.47 0.46 0.15 41.77
RSyn0805M04M 296 424 1886 29.37 4.68 32.16 0.13 2.14 51.52
RSyn0810H 336 484 2140 182.69 5.46 167.91 0.19 266.05 73.28
RSyn0810M 74 111 312 16.29 0.87 17.28 0.03 4.08 3.34
RSyn0810M02H 168 622 1188 2.22 1.50 31.91 0.20 0.17 16.22
RSyn0810M02M 168 242 866 58.11 2.54 73.07 0.06 38.00 15.64
RSyn0810M03H 252 933 1935 3.94 2.25 17.84 0.36 0.09 42.90
RSyn0810M03M 252 363 1452 30.58 3.58 47.08 0.12 29.38 40.88
RSyn0810M04H 336 1244 2784 2.50 3.72 22.80 0.59 0.11 62.49
RSyn0810M04M 336 484 2140 45.03 5.49 47.90 0.19 28.82 72.88
RSyn0815H 376 564 2430 58.52 6.38 89.68 0.33 46.63 177.52
RSyn0815M 79 126 347 13.35 0.97 22.57 0.05 0.47 4.67
RSyn0815M02H 188 710 1361 1.93 1.71 62.60 0.28 0.05 18.00
RSyn0815M02M 188 282 981 54.20 2.88 100.20 0.08 31.24 33.34
RSyn0815M03H 282 1065 2217 4.94 2.70 38.33 0.37 0.01 49.57
RSyn0815M03M 282 423 1647 44.90 4.27 81.20 0.13 28.11 72.37
RSyn0815M04H 376 1420 3190 2.30 4.17 42.95 0.77 0.06 73.30
RSyn0815M04M 376 564 2430 58.52 6.27 89.68 0.32 46.63 179.70
RSyn0820H 416 604 2676 3.38 6.83 17.71 0.35 99.23 150.75
RSyn0820M 84 131 371 19.61 1.04 27.87 0.03 0.37 4.12
RSyn0820M02H 208 770 1500 2.80 1.97 70.37 0.21 0.00 20.43
RSyn0820M02M 208 302 1074 78.24 3.35 94.14 0.13 62.20 25.70
RSyn0820M03H 312 1155 2448 4.67 2.79 43.29 0.46 0.07 59.95
RSyn0820M03M 312 453 1809 61.12 4.62 78.92 0.14 57.57 70.35
RSyn0820M04H 416 1540 3528 0.30 4.30 52.65 0.89 0.00 96.07
RSyn0820M04M 416 604 2676 83.50 6.70 85.95 0.36 65.98 150.84
RSyn0830H 496 744 3192 95.22 11.20 91.06 0.30 71.68 212.43
RSyn0830M 94 156 425 69.73 1.33 77.75 0.05 47.57 6.31
RSyn0830M02H 248 924 1794 0.96 1.63 58.93 0.23 0.31 20.69
RSyn0830M02M 248 372 1272 106.13 4.08 96.87 0.13 75.25 42.73
RSyn0830M03H 372 1386 2934 0.40 3.23 46.68 0.50 0.04 49.93
RSyn0830M03M 372 558 2151 76.27 6.76 93.21 0.26 72.55 109.56
RSyn0830M04H 496 1848 4236 0.47 4.91 38.32 0.57 0.02 90.58
RSyn0830M04M 496 744 3192 95.22 11.19 91.06 0.30 71.68 211.62
RSyn0840H 576 864 3728 16.33 11.89 114.02 0.65 571.39 263.96
RSyn0840M 104 176 484 107.98 1.47 109.29 0.05 59.70 8.00
RSyn0840M02H 288 1072 2106 0.60 1.71 58.49 0.24 0.36 20.94
RSyn0840M02M 288 432 1480 101.92 4.09 98.90 0.13 86.04 53.48
RSyn0840M03H 432 1608 3447 3.96 3.86 17.20 0.44 0.09 66.89
RSyn0840M03M 432 648 2508 73.56 7.20 73.31 0.78 61.36 126.86
RSyn0840M04H 576 2144 4980 0.41 4.94 37.93 0.65 0.08 102.92
RSyn0840M04M 576 864 3728 96.37 11.96 93.32 0.65 79.04 264.84
SLay04H 24 116 174 359.77 0.05 359.77 0.02 0.00 0.43
SLay04M 24 20 54 452.32 0.02 452.32 0.01 0.00 0.24
SLay05H 40 190 290 303.25 0.05 303.25 0.02 0.00 0.97
SLay05M 40 30 90 383.88 0.02 383.88 0.01 0.00 0.50
SLay06H 60 282 435 291.96 0.06 291.96 0.04 0.53 2.12
SLay06M 60 42 135 277.48 0.03 333.62 0.01 0.53 0.95
SLay07H 84 392 609 145.67 0.11 332.53 0.05 0.78 3.36
SLay07M 84 56 189 338.27 0.07 407.84 0.02 0.78 1.43
SLay08H 112 520 812 663.43 0.33 669.50 0.07 0.00 6.03
SLay08M 112 72 252 328.56 0.07 454.93 0.02 0.00 2.45
SLay09H 144 666 1044 434.70 0.36 553.15 0.08 0.59 11.39
SLay09M 144 90 324 257.30 0.16 434.38 0.02 0.00 4.55
SLay10H 180 830 1305 470.96 0.51 488.24 0.10 2.05 16.58
SLay10M 180 110 405 274.86 0.14 363.22 0.02 2.38 5.90
Syn05H 5 37 58 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.03
Syn05M 5 15 28 0.75 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04
Syn05M02H 20 84 151 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.08
Syn05M02M 20 40 101 0.20 0.22 1.86 0.02 0.00 0.26
Syn05M03H 30 126 249 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.28
Syn05M03M 30 60 174 0.15 0.28 1.52 0.02 0.10 0.46
Syn05M04H 40 168 362 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.46
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Table 5.4 –
(continued)

OFP FP BB

Instance #Bin #Cont #Const Gap Time Gap Time Gap Time
[%] [s] [%] [s] [%] [s]

Syn05M04M 40 80 262 0.11 0.43 5.06 0.02 1.19 0.73
Syn10H 10 67 112 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04
Syn10M 10 25 54 1.66 0.18 2.21 0.02 0.00 0.11
Syn10M02H 40 154 294 0.00 0.08 37.07 0.03 30.64 0.20
Syn10M02M 40 70 198 0.34 0.35 58.21 0.02 0.90 0.82
Syn10M03H 60 231 486 0.00 0.12 31.41 0.04 27.01 0.41
Syn10M03M 60 105 342 1.75 0.68 31.41 0.03 0.79 1.79
Syn10M04H 80 308 708 0.00 0.25 35.57 0.09 30.55 0.68
Syn10M04M 80 140 516 1.44 0.81 35.57 0.03 1.29 3.31
Syn15H 15 106 181 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04
Syn15M 15 40 89 5.28 0.24 4.93 0.01 1.99 0.17
Syn15M02H 60 242 467 0.00 0.12 54.95 0.04 0.00 0.16
Syn15M02M 60 110 313 1.77 0.53 94.14 0.02 1.38 1.79
Syn15M03H 90 363 768 0.00 0.18 46.54 0.06 0.00 1.06
Syn15M03M 90 165 537 1.30 1.04 92.59 0.03 1.01 4.04
Syn15M04H 120 484 1114 0.00 0.38 44.19 0.14 41.30 0.62
Syn15M04M 120 220 806 0.97 1.54 91.73 0.05 4.07 7.30
Syn20H 20 131 233 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.02 24.20 0.10
Syn20M 20 45 113 54.63 0.26 - - 0.00 0.33
Syn20M02H 80 302 606 0.00 0.25 67.97 0.06 0.00 1.10
Syn20M02M 80 130 406 2.72 0.77 63.66 0.03 4.42 3.19
Syn20M03H 120 453 999 0.00 0.42 66.42 0.09 0.00 2.73
Syn20M03M 120 195 699 1.32 1.79 61.73 0.04 2.04 7.91
Syn20M04H 160 604 1452 0.00 0.54 44.33 0.18 0.00 5.33
Syn20M04M 160 260 1052 147.21 2.22 0.00 0.06 148.83 16.27
Syn30H 30 198 345 2.99 0.30 19.03 0.02 0.00 0.38
Syn30M 30 70 167 21.55 0.43 13.25 0.02 0.00 0.74
Syn30M02H 120 456 900 0.36 0.62 3.08 0.07 0.00 1.51
Syn30M02M 120 200 604 40.59 1.15 33.93 0.04 39.05 6.03
Syn30M03H 180 684 1485 0.47 1.23 2.34 0.14 0.26 4.19
Syn30M03M 180 300 1041 53.63 1.90 49.38 0.06 57.11 16.79
Syn30M04H 240 912 2160 0.00 2.05 5.84 0.14 1.41 12.86
Syn30M04M 240 400 1568 65.55 3.98 61.94 0.09 72.34 34.35
Syn40H 40 262 466 20.36 0.48 9.62 0.03 1.35 1.20
Syn40M 40 90 226 114.27 0.54 65.80 0.01 30.70 1.28
Syn40M02H 160 604 1212 2.32 0.71 0.44 0.06 0.00 1.79
Syn40M02M 160 260 812 114.43 1.66 61.90 0.04 67.45 10.14
Syn40M03H 240 906 1998 0.32 1.42 19.36 0.12 0.40 10.42
Syn40M03M 240 390 1398 85.56 3.14 86.94 0.08 87.57 34.92
Syn40M04H 320 1208 2904 0.26 3.22 8.21 0.15 0.01 32.50
Syn40M04M 320 520 2104 77.80 3.77 77.83 0.11 80.46 56.05
Water0202 7 106704 107209 1874.15 10.01 2448.37 3.93 1625.22 32.01
Water0202R 7 188 283 0.00 1.45 5085.12 0.16 2647.83 0.60
Water0303 14 107208 108217 - - 1455.45 4.64 1455.45 68.50
Water0303R 14 370 556 26.29 15.63 1857.62 11.25 819.46 9.54
fo7 42 72 211 36.35 0.10 88.31 1.27 38.03 24.21
fo7-2 42 72 211 93.11 0.40 127.70 0.42 72.10 34.03
fo8 56 90 273 121.70 0.13 130.10 0.26 73.80 595.36
fo9 72 110 343 168.77 0.14 - - 191.58 820.62
o7 42 72 211 75.53 1.23 75.31 0.87 55.94 359.39
o7-2 42 72 211 85.37 0.13 96.64 0.83 78.30 131.35

Table 5.5: Results from 15 test problems of the shale well model described in Section 5.4

OFP FP BB

Instance Gap Time Gap Time Gap Time
[%] [s] [%] [s] [%] [s]

SW1 2.35 8.12 39.13 42.36 1.67 236.62
SW2 3.06 8.19 38.71 17.81 2.39 396.10
SW3 2.58 5.70 39.43 12.21 1.85 263.41
SW4 3.48 4.57 35.36 18.79 2.29 266.52
SW5 2.40 4.48 36.33 29.50 1.63 250.72
SW6 4.03 5.71 42.00 9.88 2.15 240.41
SW7 3.15 8.83 41.90 13.18 2.19 231.15
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SW8 3.88 9.03 38.38 8.24 2.44 215.74
SW9 4.05 6.63 41.81 12.77 2.30 224.65
SW10 3.00 5.67 39.63 13.15 1.86 223.93
SW11 3.26 4.58 38.04 10.80 2.46 294.18
SW12 4.08 8.06 40.06 30.96 2.27 245.08
SW13 3.28 4.92 36.43 9.42 2.21 247.40
SW14 3.33 11.86 41.19 119.23 2.07 273.80
SW15 2.89 7.59 42.26 12.74 2.08 221.11
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks and
Recommendations for Further
Work

Shale gas has emerged as one of the main resources of natural gas. Its impact on
energy generation, electric power production and as feedstock in chemical process
systems already is and will continue to be significant. The focus of this thesis has
been to derive and analyze models and optimization algorithms for efficient shut-in
scheduling of shale-gas systems. Several system structures and problem definitions
have been considered and analyzed, leading to the development of suitable proxy
models, MIP formulations, heuristics and Lagrangian relaxation based decomposi-
tion schemes.

Proxy models and parameter estimation
Two highly related, while still qualitatively different shale-gas reservoir proxy mod-
els are developed in the thesis. Although the cylindrical SRV-based model applied
in Chapter 2 and 3 and the linear-flow based, explicit fracture model used in Chap-
ter 4 and 5 to a large extent may be tuned and used interchangeably, there are
principles behind the models that make each of them favorable for different appli-
cations. The cylindrical SRV-based model with a crushed-rock region may better
capture depletion of the entire fracture system further into the life-time of a well,
as the three-region model better reflects the total compound conductivity in frac-
tured shale-gas reservoirs. Reservoirs assumed to contain large networks of natural
fractures may also benefit from this interpretation and approximation of the SRV,
compared to explicitly modeling single planar fractures. Consequently, the cylin-
drical SRV-based model may be the most suitable for scheduling of shut-ins to
prevent liquid loading during late-life times of wells. The slab proxy model based
on modeling a quarter section of a planer fracture and matrix block, captures the
frequently observed linear flow in shale-gas reservoirs. This model is as such more
accurate during the initial gas flow from shale-gas wells, and may also be more
accurate for predicting pseudo steady-state gas rates. The slab-based proxy model
will thus generally cover a wider life-span of a shale-gas well, and may require fewer
updates compared to the cylindrical SRV-based model in order to maintain accept-
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able accuracy. Both models, when used in a closed-loop production optimization
scheme, may benefit from a more comprehensive updating strategy compared to
the one proposed in Chapter 3. It is also worth noting that the nonlinear tubing
model applied together with the slab model assumes remote control of tubinghead
pressure, while the simplified, nonsmooth well and wellbore model applied in Chap-
ter 2 and 3 assumes implicitly that a closed-loop pressure control is installed at the
wellhead valves.

An intrinsic difficulty in model tuning by weighted nonlinear least squares is ap-
propriately selecting weights. Although the cross-validations in Chapter 2 demon-
strate that the selected model structure and weight selection in the WNLS tuning
renders a good model fit, the difficult lies in making this approach generalizeable to
models with different data sets and properties. The correction term for cumulative
error improves the model fit for longer prediction horizons, however, once more
presenting challenges in terms of relative weight-selection and appropriate scaling
when used in combination with the sum of squares for gas-rate prediction errors.
The prediction-error filtering approach in Chapter 3 gives a more general approach
for weight selection in tuning of the proxy models. With the governing model be-
ing nonlinear, the approach will of course only allow a heuristic interpretation of
weighting of frequencies in the models. Nevertheless, it provides an enhanced pro-
cedure for emphasizing different modes in the proxy model compared to the ad-hoc
weighting applied in Chapter 2. Note that this approach is also analyzed in Ap-
pendix A for the Cartesian slab model applied in Chapter 4 and 5.

Formulations of optimization problems
The approach of using reference-rate tracking introduced in Chapter 2 is extended
to multi-pad systems in Chapter 3, applying a systematic approach based on GDP
modeling to derive an improved MILP model compared to the one used in the
single-pad study. Note that the MILP reformulation applied for this embedded
GDP turned out to be most efficient using a combined convex hull (CH) and
big-M reformulation, as the complete CH reformulation gave little improvement in
tightness of the formulation while significantly increasing the problem size. In com-
parison, the GDP model in Chapter 4 was reformulated using the convex hull only,
with disaggregated variables utilized directly in the description of line flow-rates.
See Vecchietti et al. (2003) and Grossmann and Trespalacios (2013) for discussion
on the choice and combination of CH and big-M reformulations of GDPs. The
approach presented in Chapter 3 allows for scheduling field-wide gas production
with respect to a given demand. Compared to the approach in Chapter 2, it also
computes optimal pad reference rates with respect to the total demand and the
capacity for each pad. By tracking each of these sub reference-rates sufficiently
well, the total rate tracks the field reference rate, while also stabilizing the rates in
gathering pipelines from the well pads to the compression unit. An assumption of
the model is that each pad is connected with a separate pipeline to the compression
unit, which serves as boundary for the system considered. A further study of the
proposed approach could hence include more complex surface pipeline networks
with intermediate pipeline connections. One approach to circumvent the increased
complexity this type of networks introduces, may be to shift the boundary point of
the system considered to the intermediate pipeline connection, and subsequently
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decompose the system in several levels.

The Lagrangian relaxation based decomposition schemes
Two decomposition schemes based on Lagrangian relaxation have been constructed
and implemented to compute field-wide shut-in schedules for large-scale shale-gas
systems. The first scheme assumes a multi-pad structure, and decompose the pri-
mal problem into one subproblem per pad, while the second scheme decomposes the
primal problem directly into one subproblem per well. Both schemes demonstrate
good numerical efficiency as implemented, although parallelization of subproblems
would clearly reduce total computation significantly. Still, combining the two ap-
proaches is deemed possible, and may improve the computational efficiency. For
the first LR scheme, applied in Chapter 3, single-well pads may be directly in-
cluded, however, with the definition of a pad-reference becoming ambiguous. The
computational efficiency of this LR-based decomposition scheme is mainly lim-
ited by the time spent on solving each MILP subproblem. Several possibilities
for improved efficiency present themselves, with a bi-level decomposition scheme
probably being the most suitable approach. Possible approaches for decomposing
the pad subproblems include using temporal decomposition, following the lines of
Beccuti et al. (2004); Terrazas-Moreno et al. (2011); Kopanos and Pistikopoulos
(2014), or spatially decomposing the problem as in Chapter 4, although obtaining
a decomposition scheme with strong Lagrangian bounds for `1− or `∞−tracking
objectives is more involved.

The choice of stabilization device in a bundle method for solving the Lagrangian
dual, comparing the trust-region approach used in Chapter 3 and the proximal
bundle method applied in Chapter 4, the most appropriate choice depends on
the application. The trust-region approach works more as a switch, defining an
acceptable region for trusting the CP-model, and and as such for accepting or
discarding iterates to update the multipliers, while the proximal bundle method
adds a strictly convex term with associated benefits, e.g. second-order information,
see e.g. Lemaréchal (2001). From the computational experience applying these two
closely related, yet different approaches, the proximal bundle method appears to
work somewhat better on problems with a large number of dual variables. The
effort required in implementing the trust-region approach is, however, less com-
pared to the proximal bundle method, in that a choosing and implementing a good
updating strategy for the penalty parameter γn is not straight forward, while at
the same time being important for the numerical efficiency.

Lagrangian- and MIP heuristics developed in the thesis
This thesis describes the development of several mixed integer programming heuris-
tics. MIP heuristics are used in many forms within the solution process of MIP
problems, including constructing and improving solutions within an branch-and-
bound framework, as standalone algorithms and for repairing nearly feasible solu-
tions, for instance in Lagrangian relaxation schemes. Chapter 3 and 4 both contain
novel Lagrangian heuristics that are shown to efficiently generate primal feasible
solutions from the Lagrangian. The heuristic used in Chapter 3 resorts to an in-
tegration of the classical Lagrangian heuristic based on fixing binary variables,
together with the Local Branching heuristic used for improving the well sched-
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ule generated from the binary-fixing. A similar combination of a construction and
improvement heuristic is applied in Knudsen et al. (2013), however, with a more
numerically demanding construction heuristic due to lack of applicability of binary
fixing. A possible extension of the latter Lagrangian heuristic is to integrate the
local branching constraint directly in a construction heuristic, starting from the
solution of the Lagrangian, see Fischetti and Lodi (2008). Chapter 4 contains a
novel Lagrangian heuristic inspired by the FP and RINS heuristics. This heuristic
overcomes the infeasibility of classic binary-fixing heuristics encountered in many
applications, obtained by constructing a constraint feasible point that is closest (in
the `1 sense) to the solution of the Lagrangian. The closest point will generally not
be integer feasible, thereby initiating a fixing phase with subsequent branching.
By dropping the penalty term in the objective of (4.28), the developed heuristic
renders a generic structure, which can be utilized to construct primal feasible so-
lutions for a wide range of MIP problems solved with LR schemes, though up to
a certain problem size as discussed in Section 4.6.3. A possible extension of the
proposed heuristic may be to explore a convex combination of the `1 feasibility
term and the original objective, following lines of the OFP approach described in
Chapter 5. This approach was, however, briefly tested and found less efficient than
the selected approach with a penalty term only; sufficient scaling and a careful
updating strategy for the (convex) weights must be applied.

The Objective Feasibility Pump heuristic for convex MINLPs presented in
Chapter 5 seeks to explore the computationally most efficient FP variant for convex
MINLPs (Bonami and Gonçalves, 2010) with a strategy for improving the quality
of solutions obtained. Obtaining a balanced combination of efficiently generating
feasible solutions and retaining solution quality is significantly more involved for
nonlinear than linear MIPs. The structured development of an OFP for convex
MINLPs demonstrates that an FP approach balancing solution quality and effec-
tiveness is also possible for MINLPs. Developing a completely generic OFP for
convex MINLP is, however, observed to be challenging, while the case study on the
shale-gas problem illustrates that the approach may be very efficient when tailored
to a particular application. Using a heuristic as the OFP may as such be beneficial
in DSTs where short computation time is crucial for the applicability of the tool.
In light of the shale-gas case being nonconvex, a topic to be further explored is the
use of similar OFP variants on broader classes of nonconvex MINLPs.

A significant contribution in this thesis is the development of algorithms for
solving large-scale scheduling problems containing dynamic models. Scheduling
problems tend to consider only static, possibly piecewise linear or polynomial mod-
els, as these are often proper and sufficiently accurate models for the applications.
Shale-gas wells with the applications considered are, however, too dynamic to use
static models. Efficiently combining reduced-order proxy models, appropriate tun-
ing and constructive decomposition schemes has therefore been crucial to be able to
solve these associated large-scale mixed integer problems. The dynamic scheduling
problems were further integrated in a moving horizon type scheme in Chapter 4.
Moving horizon or EMPC applications are more common on a lower level in the
classical process hierarchy, see e.g. Skogestad and Postlethwaite (2005), than on
a scheduling or RTO level. In the future, however, with more advanced problems
to be solved and increased computational power, more applications of dynamic
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scheduling or RTO may arise.

Shale gas in the context of natural-gas based electric-power production
Chapter 4 presents a novel scheme for shifting storage of gas for meeting varying
demands, from LDCs to the gas producers themselves, obtained through structured
shut-in scheduling. The approach is formulated from the gas producers’ perspec-
tive, and shown to potentially increase profit for well operators, while ensuring a
firm gas supply for NGPP operators. Circumventing external gas storage operated
by LDCs leads to an energy saving by avoiding fuel consumption associated with
injection and withdrawal of gas into underground storage, as well as preventing
loss of injected gas. A challenge for the scheme may be to ensure sufficient trans-
mission pipeline capacity. Pipeline capacity is currently squeezed in some areas
of the US due to large volumes of produced shale gas, while expansions are in
progress (ISO New England, 2008). The average gas production from applying the
proposed scheduling scheme in a field with many wells, would be close to the pro-
duction obtained with each well producing at their maximum and transmitting the
gas to LDCs. The supply may, however, increase during periods of peak demand.
These peak demands are today mainly covered by LDCs, hence requiring suffi-
cient pipeline capacity between their facilities and end-users. The proposed scheme
would require a similar capacity further upstream of the natural-gas value chain,
that is, closer to the producers.

Several extensions of the scheme proposed in Chapter 4 may be considered, for
instance integrating more tightly the demand side with shale-gas production, e.g. as
variations of the UC problem. See Liu et al. (2011) for possible directions. Further
analysis on the efficiency of shut-ins of shale-gas wells may also be conducted,
using a more comprehensive SENSOR simulation model to study effects of gravity,
capillary, and osmotic pressures, as well as a multi-phase well model, see e.g. Cheng
(2012) and Fakcharoenphol et al. (2013). The LR based moving-horizon scheme
may also be considered with dynamic programming for solving the subproblems,
avoiding the use of SOS2 approximations for the tubing model, and approaches
for reusing cutting-planes from one moving-horizon iteration to the next, thereby
reducing the number of LR iterations required. A possible approach in this direction
may be to explore the use of inexact bundle methods (Kiwiel, 2006).

The explosion in recovery of shale gas has unquestionably changed the global
gas market, and had a great impact on the natural-gas value chain and industry,
safety of supply and energy generation in the US. The future of shale-gas pro-
duction, as well as its sustainability, depend on many factors, including advances
in drilling, stimulation and recovery technology. Sustainable water recycling and
management are also crucial for long-term viability of the industry, together with
improvements in well design in order to minimize emissions related to drilling and
completion. The future gas price will also impact the development of dry-gas fields.
Shale-gas operators may have to seek tighter integration with end-users to retain
profit, in which the approach proposed in Chapter 4 may be an important step. The
future of natural-gas usage in electricity generation depends on the development in
coal-plant retirement, the slow down in construction of nuclear plants (Macmillan
et al., 2013) and development of renewable generation. Until we develop an en-
ergy resource that provides the same flexibility and versatility as natural gas and
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hydro power, areas without access to hydro-plants will rely on natural gas to en-
sure acceptable generation security in conjunction with intermittent and stochastic
renewable generation sources. Countries with a well developed natural-gas value
chain and access to vast shale-gas resources, may hence have the possibility to in-
tegrate gas production and renewable generation in the effort towards low-carbon,
reliable electricity generation.
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Appendix A

Discretization and Parameter
Estimation in Slab-based Proxy
Model

This appendix describes the parameter estimation technique used to tune the slab-
based proxy model applied in Chapter 4 and 5 of the thesis. The governing model
equations are restated for readability of the section. Some of the material below is
presented in Knudsen et al. (2014b).

Consider the IBVP for the slab-based proxy presented in Section 4.2,

φµ(p)c(p)
∂m

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
k(x)

∂m

∂x

)
, (A.1a)

∂m

∂x

∣∣∣∣
0

= q
2Tpsc

Tsc∆z∆yfkf
, (A.1b)

∂m

∂x

∣∣∣∣
Ls
2

= 0, (A.1c)

m(x, 0) = minit. (A.1d)

As mentioned in the introduction of the thesis, Section 1.2, the pressure dependency
of total compressibility c(p) is difficult to model explicitly in a pseudopressure-based
model as (A.1). Consequently, we use the discretized grid compressibilities, ci, as
tuning parameters, while we evaluate the viscosity µ(p) at initial reservoir pressure.
From a reservoir perspective, treating c(p) as a constant mimics the modeling of
slightly compressible fluids, however, with the governing PDE (A.1a) formulated in
terms of pseudopressure m(p). Furthermore, by using grid block compressibilities
as tuning parameters, we are essentially estimating at which pressure p̂i to evaluate
the compressibilities to obtain the best fit of the proxy model, rather than deciding
a priori at which pressure to evaluate c(p). Let θT = [c1 c2 . . . cI ] be the vector
unknown parameters in the discretized reservoir proxy model. By discretizing the
spatial derivatives in (A.1) using central difference approximations, we obtain an
I-dimensional semi-discretization, which can be formulated as the parametric state-
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space model

Ẽ (θ) ṁ = Ãm+ B̃q, (A.2a)

m(0) = minit, (A.2b)

where m ∈ RI is a vector of grid pseudopressures. The matrix Ẽ (θ) is diagonal
with elements

ei = ci
φµTsc
2Tpsc

(
xi+ 1

2
− xi− 1

2

)
∆z∆yf, (A.3)

while the tridiagonal and singular matrix Ã consists of transmissibilities for in and
outflow of each grid block i ∈ I. B̃ is a vector with −1 in the first element and zero
otherwise. The spatial discretization of (A.1) is obtained by placing a grid point
on each of the two boundaries, x = 0 and x = Ls/2, and distributing the interior
grid points with a logarithmic increasing distance to improve model accuracy in
the area close to the fracture, containing the fastest dynamics. Aziz and Settari
(1979, Ch. 3.4) refers to this type of spatial discretization as the point-distribution
technique for irregular grid, a scheme which guarantees consistency of the finite
difference scheme. Discretization of the Neumann boundary conditions (A.1b) and
(A.1c) is obtained by using the reflection-point technique.

Applying backwards Euler’s approximations for time discretization of (A.2),
and assembling the reservoir proxy model with a standard well inflow model and
the nonlinear tubing model (4.5), we obtain the following complete shale-well proxy
model parametrized by θ:

A(θ)mk+1 = mk +B(θ)qk+1, (A.4a)

m0 = minit, (A.4b)

q̃k = β (mk1 −mwf,k) , (A.4c)

p2
t,k =

1

C2
t

q2
k + e−Sp2

wf,k, (A.4d)

mwf,k : = ã1p
2
wf,k + ã2, (A.4e)

where A(θ) = I − Ẽ (θ)
−1
Ã and B(θ) = Ẽ (θ)

−1
B̃. The map (A.4e) from pressure

squared to pseudopressure is shown in Fig. A.1. As shale-gas wells normally operate
on low wellhead pressures, the bottomhole pressure pwf will be correspondingly
low, in which the product µ(p)Z(p) is approximately constant, cf. Fig. 1.10. We
can hence construct a map p2

wf 7→ mwf which is linear in p2 to couple the reservoir
inflow model (A.4c) with the tubing model (A.4d), using linear regression to obtain
the parameters (ã1, ã2).

The slab-based, explicit-fracture proxy model, based on discretizing a quarter-
section of a planar transverse fracture, is generally too coarse to expect a good
match in the entire frequency range of a shale-gas well. Similar to the tuning
scheme applied in Chapter 3 for the cylindrical SRV-based proxy model, we hence
apply prediction-error filtering to weight residuals in least-squares tuning of the
proxy model. By including the nonlinear tubing model (A.4d), we can, however,
obtain a better estimate of the bottomhole flowing pressure and thereby use this
state in parameter estimation for the proxy model. To filter prediction errors, we
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Fig. A.1: Conversion of bottomhole pressure squared to bottomhole pseudopressure, using linear
regression to obtain parameters (ã1, ã2) in the affine transformation mwf = ã1p2wf + ã2.

may use any stable filter L(γ), where γ−1 symbolizes the unit delay operator. For
simplicity, we only consider linear infinite-impulse response (IIR) filters of the form

L(γ) =
C(γ)

D(γ)
=

M1∑
m1=0

cm1
γ−m1

1 +
M2∑
m2=1

dm2
γ−m2

, (A.5)

where cm1
and dm2

are coefficients in the filter. Let

εqk := qk − qMFR
k , (A.6)

be gas-rate prediction errors (or residuals), where qMFR
k is gas rate from a high-

fidelity multi-fracture reference model (MFR), and let εfqk = L(γ)εqk denote the
filtered prediction errors. Filtering of prediction errors can be implemented as a set
of linear constraints in an NLP for solving the WNLS problem,

M1∑

m1=0

cm1
εk−m1

= εfk +

M2∑

m2=1

dm2
εfk−m2

, ∀k ≥ max(M1,M2). (A.7)

Implementing a recursive digital filter (A.5) as the constraints (A.7) hence yields

εfqk as a causal, weighted sum of past prediction errors.
We assume that measurements of the casing pressure pw and/or tubinghead

pressure pt are available, in addition to measurements of the gas rate. In the former
case, we may use the relation pwf = eS/2pw (Katz and Lee, 1990, Ch. 6) to convert
measurements of casing pressures to bottomhole pressures, while (A.4d) or some
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other tubing model can be used when tubinghead pressures are available. When
using a high-fidelity simulator as SENSOR (SENSOR, 2011), bottomhole pressures
will be readily available; we denote these pMFR

wf,k . For estimating parameters in the
proxy model, we include two prediction-error filters, Lq(γ) for filtering of gas-
rate prediction errors, εqk, and Lp(γ) for filtering of bottomhole-pressure prediction
errors εpk. Furthermore, we use a high-fidelity MFR model with full-scale geometry
as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 as reference model.

Let ȳ be a vector of predefined binary valve-settings defining a shut-in schedule,
i.e. ȳk ∈ {0, 1}, and let pt,MFR be a vector of tubinghead pressures collected from
the MFR model, which we use as input for the proxy model. The vector θ ∈ RI
of unknown parameters in the shale-well proxy model is then estimated by solving
the NLP

min
θ

∑

k∈K̂

(
εfqk

)2

+
(
εfpk

)2

(A.8a)

s.t.

εfqk = Lq(γ)εqk, ∀k ∈ Kq (A.8b)

εfpk = Lp(γ)εpk, ∀k ∈ Kp (A.8c)

εqk = qk − qMFR
k , ∀k ∈ K (A.8d)

εpk = pwf,k − pMFR
wf,k , ∀k ∈ K (A.8e)

A(θ)mk+1 = mk +B(θ)qk+1, ∀k ∈ K \K (A.8f)

m0 = minit, (A.8g)

q̃k = β (mk1 −mwf,k) , ∀k ∈ K (A.8h)

mwf,k = ã1p
2
wf,k + ã2, ∀k ∈ K (A.8i)

1

C2
t

q2
k = ȳk

(
e−Sp2

wf,k −
(
pMFR

t,k

)2)
, ∀k ∈ K (A.8j)

θlo ≤ θ ≤ θup, (A.8k)

where K̂ is a predefined estimation horizon and Kv = {k ∈ K : k ≥ max(M1,M2)}
for v = q, p. The lower and upper bounds on the compressibilities, θlo and θup, are
computed from (1.3).

A.1 Grid selection and prefilters in WNLS

The selection of number of grid points I in the proxy model, and the construction
of prefilters L(γ) for the tuning, are both design issues that may be performed
in conjunction with the objective of the proxy model. When using proxy models
for production optimization, one typically seeks to construct a low-ordered model
that retains sufficient accuracy in the frequency range of interest. An appropriate
number of grid points for shale-well proxy models may hence be different if the
model is designed to predict the initial steep decline, compared to if the model is
designed to predict transients from intermittent shut-ins and changes line pressure,
cf. Fig. A.2. To obtain a sufficiently accurate fit-for-purpose proxy model, we may
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hence adjust both the number of grid points and the prefilter for the prediction
errors.
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Fig. A.2: Different transients for a shale-gas well, generated from an implementation in SENSOR
of the multi-fracture reference model shown in Fig. 1.7.

Butterworth filters are often applied as prefilters in system identification due
to a flat magnitude in the bandpass and a sharp drop in magnitude outside the
bandwidth of the filter. It should though be commented that nonlinear prediction-
error filtering may introduce scattering of the spectrum at frequencies external to
the bandwidth (Spinelli et al., 2005). Nevertheless, we apply lowpass 2nd-order
digital Butterworth filters for both prefilters, Lq(γ) and Lp(γ), using a bandwidth
[0, 0.2] to reduce emphasis on high-frequency dynamics in the system.

In Fig. A.3 we compare estimation and cross-validation errors for different num-
ber of spatial grid points I, applying different horizons shown in Fig. A.2 for es-
timation and cross validation. In Fig. A.3a, we use the long initial transient for
the parameter estimation, omitting the first plateau rate as we do not include a
maximum rate qmax in the proxy model (A.4), while we use the subsequent two
peak rates for cross validation, i.e. from day k = 350 to k = 475. The results
shown in Fig. A.3b apply the horizon from day k = 350 to k = 475 for parameter
estimation, and the remaining horizon from day k = 476 to k = 700 with the two
last peak rates for cross validation. The sum of squared errors (SSE) are all nor-
malized against the value obtained with I = 2 grid points. Note that filtered SSE
in Fig A.3 corresponds to the value of (A.8a), while SSE for parameter estimation
and cross validation is the unfiltered counterpart, i.e. actual SSEs. Each parameter
estimation applies ci evaluated at initial reservoir pressure as NLP starting point,
and we used the NLP solver IPOPT v3.8 (Wächter and Biegler, 2005) to solve the
WNLS problems.
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(a) Tuning with initial transient in Fig.
A.2 and cross validation with the two sub-
sequent peak rates.
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(b) Tuning with peak rates in Fig. A.2
from k = 350 to k = 475, and the remain-
ing horizon for cross validation

Fig. A.3: Normalized sum of squared errors in parameter estimation and cross-validation with
different number of grid points I and two different tuning horizons.

Comparing the two subfigures in Fig. A.3, it can be seen that more grid points
are required for tuning of the proxy model against the initial transient compared
to the mid-transients before the estimation error flattens out. The SSE from the
cross validation in Fig. A.3a, however, shows that little improvement in accuracy
is gained by using more than I = 4 grid points. Increasing the number of grid
points from 4 to 8, hence mainly improves the prediction accuracy of the initial
transient as seen in Fig. A.4. This may be beneficial for prediction of long-term
pseudo steady-state rates, but does not render any perceivable improvement in
accuracy for matching of shorter transients. Observe that the lowpass filters do not
significantly impact the estimation errors when using the initial decline rate for
tuning.

When tuning the proxy model to match short to medium-long transients, the
reduction in estimation and cross validation errors as a function of increasing num-
ber of grid points I, can be seen in Fig. A.3b to be significantly from the tuning
with the long initial transient. Both the estimation and cross validation errors drop
quickly from I = 2 to I = 4 grid blocks, before the SSEs essentially converge to
constant values. However, it can be observed in Fig. A.3b that the SSEs actually
increase slightly from I = 5. The reason for this can be explained by comparing
the gas-rates shown in Fig. A.5. As shown by the cross validations in Fig. A.5b,
the gas rate for I = 4 and I = 12 are very similar, however, with the rate for
I = 4 matching the peak-rate magnitude slightly better compared to the rate for
I = 12, while the latter matches the curvature of the transients slightly better. As
the magnitudes of prediction errors at the peak rate have a great impact on total
estimation erros, the SSEs end up being slightly higher for increasing number of
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Fig. A.4: Gas rate for I = 4 and I = 8 grid points, using the initial transient up to day k = 350
for estimation, and the two subsequent transients for cross validation.

grid points. In this context, it is also important to note that (A.8) yields a non-
convex NLP, with the consequence that optimal parameter vectors θ∗ may depend
on the provided NLP starting points.
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(a) Parameter estimation. The initial decline
rate, not included in the tuning, is also shown.
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← Cross validation →
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(b) Cross validation.

Fig. A.5: Model tuning, horizon from day k = 350 to k = 475 for parameter estimation, and the
horizon from day k = 476 to k = 700 for cross validation.

Comparing Fig. A.3a and A.3b, it is observed that the lowpass filtering of pre-
diction errors causes a much bigger difference in filtered and unfiltered estimation
errors when tuning the model against short to medium-long transients than against
the long initial transient. The lowpass filters effectively reduce the influence of pre-
diction errors around the peak rates; matching tightly the magnitude of these peak
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rates will translate into a loss in accuracy of pseudo steady-state rates. Although
one may consider using a bandpass instead of a lowpass filter, using a lowpass filter
is generally preferable in order to retain a good match of the pseudo steady-state
rates. Fig. A.5a further shows that designing the proxy model to be accurate for
short to medium-long transients comes at the expense of a reduced accuracy in
prediction of the long initial transient.

A.1.1 Discussion on the tuning scheme

Several approaches may be considered in the designing of the proxy model, both in
terms of prefiltering, grid construction and set-up of the tuning procedure. Some
shale-gas wells may occasionally during production exhibit multi-phase flow effects
due liquids in the wellbore. Using the tubing model (A.4d) to estimate pwf may
in these situations lead to poor estimates, particularly when the well is producing,
and thereby be detrimental for tuning of the proxy models. A possible remedy

would be to replace the objective (A.8a) with ȳk

(
εfqk

)2

+ (1 − ȳk)
(
εfpk

)2

, only

using the estimates of pwf to match bottomhole pressure build-up during shut-ins,
while solely using the gas rates for matching during production of the well. Note
that outliers in the production data may be suppressed by appropriate filtering.

A challenge when tuning the proxy model against short to medium-long tran-
sients is to retain a sufficient accuracy for prediction of long-term production rates.
To improve this feature of the proxy model, a viable approach is to include a correc-
tion term for deviations in cumulative production as in Chapter 2. The correction
term may be added added to the objective (A.8a), or as a constraint, defining a
threshold δcum for acceptable error in cumulative production. Observe that the
former technique of adding a correction term for deviation in cumulative produc-
tion to the objective function, corresponds to adding an integrator-filter of the
prediction errors εqk. See Ljung (1999, Ch. 14.4) for a discussion on the design of
prediction-error filters.

When adding more grid points to increase the accuracy of the proxy, it is
important to be aware of certain pitfalls with respect to the tuning. Unless tuning
parameters are combined for several of the grid blocks, then increasing the number
of grid points increases linearly the size of θ, thereby requiring further excitation
of the system to give reliable parameter estimates. Moreover, when the number of
estimated parameters becomes high, one may end up fitting the proxy model to
local effects and transients in the system that are not essential for the purpose of
the model.

Finally, we show in Fig. A.6 tuning and cross validation of qk and pwf,k for the
model applied in Chapter 4 and 5. Using the procedure described in the previous
section with low-pass filtering of prediction errors, is seen to give a good match
and cross-validation of both pseudo steady-state rates as well as the transients
in the gas rate, cf. Fig A.6a. The cut-off frequencies of the lowpass filter is seen
to leave a discrepancy in both the peak gas-rates and at the end of the pressure
build-up during shut-ins as seen in Fig. A.6b. By also including matching of pwf, we
obtain a more correct pressure build-up during shut-ins, and hence overall enhanced
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(a) Gas Rates.
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(b) Bottomhole pressures.

Fig. A.6: Parameter estimation and cross validation of proxy model with I = 4 grid blocks, used
in studies in Chapter 4 and 5.

accuracy of transients in the proxy compared to the scheme used in Chapter 3 with
matching against the gas rate only.
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